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Abstract 
 
In the European Union the legislation governing fleet CO2 emissions is already in place 

with a fleet average limit of 130g/km currently being imposed on all vehicle manufacturers. 

With the target for this legislation falling to 95g/km by 2020 and hefty fines for non-

compliance automotive engineers are working a pace to develop new technologies that 

lower the CO2 emissions and hence fuel consumption of new to market vehicles. As 

average new vehicle CO2 emissions continue to decline the task of measuring these 

emissions with high precision becomes increasingly challenging. With the introduction of 

real world emissions legislation planned for 2017 there is a development driven need to 

precisely assess the vehicle CO2 emissions on chassis dynamometers over a wide 

operating range. Furthermore since all type approval and certification testing is completed 

on chassis dynamometers, any new technology must be proven against these test 

techniques. Typical technology improvements nowadays require repeatability limits which 

were unprecedented 5-10 years ago and the challenge now is how to deliver this level of 

precision.  

Detailed studies are conducted into the four key areas that cause significant noise to the 

CO2 emissions results from chassis dynamometer tests. These are the vehicle electrical 

system, driver behaviour, procedural factors and the chassis dynamometer itself. In each 

of these areas, the existing contribution of imprecision is quantified, methods are 

proposed then demonstrated for improving the precision and the improved case is 

quantified.  It was found that the electrical system can be controlled by charging the 

vehicle battery, not using auxiliary devices and installing current measurement devices on 

the vehicle. Simply charging the vehicle battery prior to each test was found to cause a 

change to the CO2 emissions of 2.2% at 95% confidence. Whilst auxiliary devices were 

found to cause changes to the CO2 emissions of up to 43% for even a relatively basic 

vehicle. The driver behaviour can be controlled by firstly removing the tolerances from the 

driver’s aid which it was found improved the precision of the CO2 emissions by 43.5% and 

secondly by recording the throttle pedal movements to enable the validation of test 

results. Procedural factors, such as tyre pressures can be easily controlled by resisting 

the temptation to over check and by installing pressure sensing equipment. Using a 

modern chassis dynamometer with low parasitic losses will make the job of controlling the 

dynamometer easier, but all dynamometers can be controlled by following the industry 

standard quality assurance procedures and implementing statistical process control tools 

to check the key results. The implementation of statistical process control alone improved 

the precision of unloaded dynamometer coastdown checks by reducing the coefficient of 

variation from 6.6 to 4.0%. Using the dynamometer to accelerate the vehicle before 
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coastdown checks was found to approximately halve the variability in coastdown times. It 

was also demonstrated that verification of the dynamometer inertia simulation and 

response time are both critically important, as the industry standard coastdown test is 

insufficient, in isolation, to validate the loading on a vehicle.    

Six sigma and statistical process control techniques have shown that for complex multiple 

input single output systems, such as chassis dynamometer fuel economy tests, it is 

insufficient to improve only one input to the system to achieve a change to the output. As 

a result, suggested improvements in each noise factor often have to be validated against 

an input metric rather than the output CO2 emissions. Despite this, the overall level of 

precision of the CO2 emissions and fuel consumption seen at the start of the research, 

measured by the coefficient of variation of approximately 2.6%, has been improved by 

over six times through the simultaneous implementation of the findings from this research 

with the demonstration of coefficient of variation as low as 0.4%.  

Through this research three major contributions have been made to the state of the art. 

Firstly, from the work on driver behaviour an extension is proposed to the Society of 

Automotive Engineers J2951 drive quality metric standard to include the a newly 

developed Cumulative Absolute Speed Error metric and to suggest that metrics are 

reviewed across the duration of a test to identify differences in driving behaviours during a 

test that do not cause a change to the end of test result. Secondly, the need to instrument 

the vehicle and test cell to record variability in the key noise factors has been 

demonstrated. Thirdly, a universal method has been developed and published from this 

research, to use response modelling techniques for the validation of test repeatability and 

the correction of CO2 emissions. 

The impact of these contributions is that the precision of chassis dynamometer emissions 

tests can be improved by a factor of 6.5 and this is of critical importance as the new real 

world driving and world light-duty harmonised emissions legislation comes into force over 

the next two to five years. This legislation will require an unprecedented level of precision 

for the effective testing of full vehicle system interactions over a larger operating range but 

within a controlled laboratory environment. If this level of precision is not met then 

opportunities to reduce vehicle fuel consumption through technology that only has a small 

improvement on fuel consumption, which is likely given the large advances that have be 

achieved over the last few decades, will be missed.   
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1. Background and motivation 
 
Regulation of harmful pollutants from vehicle tailpipes has been in place for many years, 

for example in the UK the first emissions limits, known as EURO 1, were published around 

20 years ago [1]. Typical harmful pollutants covered by these legislations are carbon 

monoxide (CO), unburned hydrocarbons (HC), oxides of nitrogen (NOX) and particulate 

matter (PM). These harmful gases emissions are typically referred to as criteria pollutants. 

Over this time period the CO2 emissions and thus fuel consumption have remained 

unregulated. However despite their being no regulatory motivation, vehicle fuel 

consumption has improved, for example a 14% reduction has been recorded between 

1995 and 2006 [2]. Unfortunately this improvement has been offset by a vast increase in 

the size of the European fleet and the net effect has been an increase in European 

transport related CO2 emissions of 26% between 1990 and 2004 [2]. In the midst of the 

growing concern over increases in global greenhouse gas emissions, CO2 being a primary 

component of greenhouse gas and dwindling hydrocarbon fuel reserves, the European 

Commission introduced legislation in 2009 governing the new passenger car fleet average 

CO2 emissions. The legislation outlined a roadmap for the tightening of the limits on fleet 

average CO2 emissions culminating in a target of 95g/km CO2 in 2020 [3]. The target is 

being gradually phased in; an initial limit of 130g/km was set to cover 65% of each 

manufactures’ fleet average new cars sales for 2012. This was increased to cover 100% 

of each manufactures’ fleet for 2015. From 2012 for every g/km that a manufacturer’s fleet 

average CO2 exceeds these limits is fined of up to €95 per registered vehicle, per g/km of 

CO2 [4]. For large manufacturers making millions of vehicles each year, non-compliance 

with these regulations could clearly be a substantial threat to profitability. Similar 

legislation was adopted in other countries including Japan and the USA. The results from 

legislative type approval (TA) chassis dynamometer emissions tests forms the basis for 

manufacturers to demonstrate compliance against this new regulation along with the 

criteria pollutants. This has forced an increased interest in understanding how these 

results are obtained and how their precision can be improved.  

Automotive researchers are being pushed to search more areas for fuel economy 

improvements to address the European Commission CO2 targets. As a result of the large 

advances in the last few decades, these improvements are likely to be as a result of 

combined small effects. Examples of such effects are changes in fuel or oil properties and 

changes in auxiliary drive arrangements resulting in typical improvements in the range of 

0.2 to 10% [5-7]. With potentially such small improvements, traditional repeatability limits 

of around 1% coefficient of variation (CoV) at a 95% confidence level are likely to be 
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insufficient. It is therefore of critical importance that rigorous approaches are developed 

for future chassis dynamometer testing to allow the highest precision testing, with 

repeatability targets of <0.5% CoV at a 95% confidence level, to be adopted as the norm. 

This level of precision is a significant challenge in a commercial testing environment but it 

a CoV of 0.5% has been demonstrated as achievable, with significant effort, in an 

academic testing context through the work of Brace et. al. [8]. 

1.2. Fuel Economy and Emissions Testing 
 
The focus of this research is the use of modern chassis dynamometers for legislative type 

approval (TA) vehicle fuel economy and emissions testing. Fuel economy and emissions 

testing is a necessary and key part of daily business for OEMs developing new vehicles 

due to the need to assess legal compliance, known as type approval, of new vehicle 

emissions against the current emissions limits and targets imposed by the governing 

authorities [9, 10].  

All types of legal emissions testing require the use of exhaust gas analysers to measure 

the concentrations of harmful pollutants in the vehicle exhaust gases. Arguably the most 

common system in use in Europe is the constant volume sampling (CVS) system. The 

basic layout of a CVS system allows diluted exhaust emissions to be collected into bags 

which are analysed at the end of a period of driving to give the overall mass of pollutants 

emitted by the vehicle during that period. The operation of the CVS system is described in 

section 2.6. At the present time, the most common alternative system for emissions 

measurement on chassis dynamometers is the Bag Mini Diluter (BMD) system, which is 

the most commonly used system in the USA. 

Legislative emission test procedures follow differing protocols around the globe, for 

example, Europe, the United States of America and Japan all have different legislation. 

This presents challenges to OEMs to produce vehicles that meet these different 

legislations along with individual market needs whilst minimising development costs.  

1.3. The combustion process and formation of vehicle emissions 
 
Both gasoline and diesel fuels are primarily composed of hydrocarbon molecules and 

when these are burnt in an internal combustion engine the primary products are carbon 

dioxide and water [11]. Additional pollutants are generated such as oxides of nitrogen 

(NOx), un-burnt hydrocarbons from the fuel, particulates and carbon monoxide (CO) due 

to incomplete combustion. Emissions analysis systems make a measurement of the 

vehicle fuel consumption by an analysis of the concentrations of the carbon containing 

emissions, of which the carbon dioxide is normally the greatest [12]. The concentrations 
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are combined with a measure of the exhaust flow rate to determine the mass of the 

carbon containing emissions. Based on the assumption that the carbon containing 

emissions must have originated from the fuel, with the exception of background carbon 

compounds in the atmosphere, the mass of fuel burnt can be calculated. It is therefore 

often assumed that correlations with fuel consumption are equivalent to correlations with 

CO2 emissions and this assumption will be used throughout this thesis [12].  

1.4. UK and European Emissions Testing Procedure 
 
The legislative emissions test procedure for use throughout Europe is defined within UN 

ECE reg no. 83-06 [9]. The regulation contains requirements to test the vehicle at several 

conditions, involving static testing and driven testing using a chassis dynamometer. 

Arguably the most involved of these tests is the ‘type I’ TA test which is the ambient cold 

start emissions test. The test is intended to replicate normal vehicle driving conditions 

over a standardised driving pattern on a chassis dynamometer, thereby allowing the 

controlled measurement of vehicle emissions and fuel economy. The primary 

requirements for a type I test are: 

 
 Test cell ambient temperature between 20 and 30°C 

 Minimum vehicle soak time 6 hours 

 Vehicle is ‘run-in’ and must have completed at least 3000km prior to testing 

 The vehicle shall be driven using the NEDC test cycle  

 A tolerance of ±2kph on the demanded vehicle speed combined with a tolerance of 

±1.0s on the time  

The NEDC is made up of two parts, the urban cycle (part one) and the extra-urban cycle 

(part two), see Figure 1-1. Part one is made up of 4 repeats of the elementary urban 

cycle, each lasting 195s and part two lasts for 400s making the total cycle time 1180s [9].  
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Figure 1-1: New European Drive Cycle [9] 

 
In the UK there are additional requirements imposed by the Vehicle Certification Authority 

(VCA) for example the requirement that each legislative emissions test is supervised by a 

VCA representative.  

For an OEM conducting legislative TA testing in Europe, the primary purpose of the type I 

test is to two fold; firstly to determine the vehicle has met the emissions limits defined by 

the European Union (EU) such that the vehicle can legally be sold in the EU and secondly 

to determine the official vehicle fuel consumption and CO2 emissions. These figures form 

the basis for regional taxation and are used in official sales literature for the vehicle. The 

emissions limits are set by the European Commission and are set in agreement with 

vehicle manufacturers throughout Europe.  

The first set of emissions limits within Europe was called EURO 1 and came in to force in 

1992. Since that time the standards have evolved and updated primarily as a 

consequence of heightened awareness in the environmental impact of harmful vehicle 

emissions and the consumer need for lower fuel consumption due to the increasing cost 

and taxation on road fuels. At the time of writing the current European emissions standard 

is EURO 6. The EURO emissions limits are shown in Table 1-1 and Table 1-2. 
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Table 1-1: European Diesel Emissions Limits (# sourced from [1], * sourced from [13]) 

 

Table 1-2: European Gasoline Emissions Limits (# sourced from [1], * sourced from [13]) 

 

Vehicle manufacturers are required to demonstrate compliance with the emissions 

standards as well as measuring the CO2 emissions using new, run-in, vehicles prior to the 

vehicle being certified for sale. However the CO2 emissions recorded during the TA are 

not necessarily the CO2 emissions that are declared and taken forward for the official 

declaration of a particular vehicle as there is an allowed tolerance of up to 4% between 

the results recorded in the TA tests and the declaration by the manufacturer [14]. This 

tolerance exists because of the need for the manufacturer to demonstrate compliance with 

their declared CO2 emissions for vehicles tested after manufacture, known as in-service 

compliance testing.   

Over recent years there has been substantial criticism by pressure groups, the press and 

technical bodies of the existing TA test procedures and the NEDC on the basis of a 

growing gap between legislative emissions and real world emissions. This is a concern for 

both consumers, who are buying vehicles expecting to be able to achieve the fuel 

consumption stated by the manufacturer and for the population as a whole; since inner 

city emissions, in particular NOX emissions are not falling in line with the rate of decline in 

emissions standards [15]. The legislators are reacting to this criticism and are making two 

drastic changes to emissions legislation over the next two to five years. The first of these 

will be the introduction of real driving emissions, known as RDE, legislation as part of 

Emissions 
Standard 

Enforcement 
Date 

CO  THC NMHC NOx HC + 
NOx 

PM PN  

(g/km) (#/km) 
EURO 1# 1993 2.72 

(3.16) 
- - - 0.97 

(1.13) 
0.14 
(0.18) 

- 

EURO 2# 1996 1.0 - - - 0.7 0.08 - 
EURO 3# 2000 0.64 - - 0.50 0.56 0.05 - 
EURO 4# 2005 0.50 - - 0.25 0.30 0.025 - 
EURO 5+* 2009 0.500 - - 0.180 0.230 0.005 6x1011 

EURO 6* 2014 0.500 - - 0.125 0.215 0.005 6x1011 

Emissions 
Standard 

Enforcement 
Date 

CO THC NMHC NOx HC + 
NOx 

PM PN 

(g/km) (#/km) 
EURO 1# 1993 2.72 

(3.16) 
- - - 0.97 

(1.13) 
- - 

EURO 2# 1996 2.2 - - - 0.5 - - 
EURO 3# 2000 2.3 0.20 - 0.15 - - - 
EURO 4# 2005 1.0 0.10 - 0.08 - - - 
EURO 5+* 2009 1.000 0.100 0.068 0.060 - 0.005 - 
EURO 6* 2014 1.0 0.1 0.068 0.060 - 0.005 6x1011 
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EURO 6c in 2017 and the second the introduction of a drastically overhauled laboratory 

testing procedure is planned to take over sometime between 2017 and 2020.  

The RDE requirement within EURO 6c will involve the use of portable emissions 

measurement systems known as PEMS which will be installed into vehicles and used to 

measure criteria pollutants during real world on the road driving. The exact details of the 

testing conditions are not yet fully agreed although Jon Caine of the Ford Motor Company, 

speaking at the 2015 Future Powertrains Conference gave some insight into the current 

status; stating that the boundary conditions could include a temperature range between 0 

and 30°C, with the possibility of negative temperatures not ruled out, up to 700m altitude, 

driving to include a split into thirds of urban, rural and motorway lasting for 90 to 120 

minutes in duration. This represents a substantial increase from the NEDC in the 

operating envelope within which the vehicle must be compliant with the emissions 

standards for criteria pollutants.  

The new laboratory testing procedure, due to come into force somewhere between 2017 

and 2020, is known as the World Light-duty Harmonised Test Procedure or WLTP [14], 

[15]. All the details are yet to be finalised but the most significant changes that are going 

to be brought about by the WLTP will be a completely new test cycle, known as the World 

Light-duty Test Cycle or WLTC, possibly a change to ambient temperature for laboratory 

tests, vehicle specific gear shift points and vehicle specific test mass including optional 

extras [16]. The WLTC is by far the most drastic of these changes and was created by 

analysing data from thousands of vehicles on the road. The cycle is shown in Figure 1-2. 

 
Figure 1-2: WLTC [16]  

 
Compared with the outgoing NEDC, the WLTC represents a large increase in the vehicle 

operating envelope that will be assessed by chassis dynamometer TA tests. As Table 1-3 

shows the cycle is longer, more transient as it involves over double the time spent 

accelerating and decelerating compared with the NEDC and the idle time is approximately 

halved. In addition the maximum accelerations and minimum decelerations have both 

increased substantially. The WLTC was determined by examining data from a large fleet 

of vehicles being driven on the road and therefore the author has high confidence that it 
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represents real world driving quite accurately. This is a large leap forward compared with 

the NEDC which is certainly not representative of real world conditions.  

Table 1-3: Comparison of operating conditions on NEDC and WLTC [16]  

 
 

1.5. The need for high precision, the importance of accuracy and 
the case for this research 

 
There have been substantial reductions in passenger car fuel consumption over the last 

few decades for example European transport related CO2 emissions have fallen by 26% 

between 1990 and 2004 [2]. This downward trend is likely to continue for years to come, 

although possibly at a different rate. It is likely that this will predominately be driven by 

legislation and fuel taxation, the foremost affecting the nature of the vehicles built by 

manufacturers, the latter affecting the customer demand for fuel efficient vehicles. 

The majority of opportunities for large reductions in vehicle fuel consumption, greater than 

10%, have already been implemented over the last few decades and therefore automotive 

engineers are required to search for more advanced areas for fuel economy 

improvements and such improvements are correspondingly likely to be as a result of 

combined small effects. Examples of such effects are changes in engine lubricating oil 

properties and changes in auxiliary drive arrangements resulting in improvements as 
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small as 0.2% [5-7, 17]. Repeatability limits of ±0.5% at a 95% confidence level will be 

required as the norm, with tighter limits if possible to allow effective arbitration of such 

changes. It is therefore becoming increasingly important to achieve the highest precision 

in emissions test results from every test to allow effective arbitration of any technological 

change no matter how small. Furthermore with the upcoming changes to emissions 

legislation within EURO 6c RDE and the WLTP there will be a need to evaluate vehicle 

CO2 emissions over a much wider operating envelope. Since the emissions will be 

measured from the vehicle during real world driving, traditional methods for evaluating 

engine only emissions on an engine dynamometers are likely to be superseded by the 

need to test a complete vehicle on a chassis dynamometer so that all system interactions 

are included just as they are when driving in the real world. Therefore to be able to have 

the very high precision that is relatively well understood and achievable on an engine 

dynamometer but on a chassis dynamometer is going to become increasingly important.  

In addition to achieving high precision it is also important to maintain a high level of 

accuracy. With only high precision an experimenter would have good statistical 

confidence in their results but would not know the magnitude of the effect measured was 

correct. This is of key importance when technology changes being considered are tested 

under type approval conditions where the testing might be conducted by another 

experimenter who might be using more accurate equipment or procedures.  

1.6. Research Project with a Commercial Type Approval and 
Emissions Testing Laboratory 

 
The research presented in this thesis utilises data, processes and knowledge gained from 

a research project conducted between the University of Bath Powertrain and Vehicle 

Research Centre and a commercial emissions testing laboratory. For reasons of 

confidentiality and to avoid any bias the identity of this laboratory is confidential. The aim 

of the project was to identify how the precision of the fuel economy and hence CO2 

emissions results could be improved from the daily emissions testing carried out within 

such a laboratory. A specific target was set to achieve at least a 0.5% coefficient of 

variation in the CO2 emissions. The laboratory in question is certified to complete TA 

emissions tests for homologation of new to market vehicles as well as performing many 

development and research emissions tests. The Laboratory has many staff members 

working between three shifts to achieve near constant 24 hours a day, 7 days a week 

operation. The entire laboratory is climatically controlled for both temperature and 

humidity, it has around a dozen chassis dynamometer test rooms, a large number of 

vehicle soak bays and completes thousands of emissions tests per month. In other words 
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it is typical of most commercial emissions test laboratories around the world in both the 

OEM and tier 1 domains.  

1.7. Aim and objectives 
 
The aim of this thesis is to identify the sources of imprecision affecting vehicle fuel 

consumption from chassis dynamometer tests, to understand the fundamental physical 

mechanisms that cause these factors to be important, to propose and finally if possible 

demonstrate methods for controlling these sources. 

From the overall aim several objectives were identified and these are listed below: 

1. Review the literature relating to sources of imprecision and inaccuracy for chassis 

dynamometer based vehicle tests. Use existing data to attempt to rank the sources 

and establish the factors that have the largest impact on variability of CO2 

emissions. 

2. Examine statistical methods for determining confidence in small differences 

between results and explore the application of regression modelling to chassis 

dynamometer testing 

3. Understand the current best practice for high precision chassis dynamometer 

testing by analysing data recorded from a series of chassis dynamometer 

emissions tests where the knowledge and recommended tolerances gained from 

the literature are implemented.  

4. Understand the standard practice in a commercial setting by gathering historical 

data from a commercial laboratory. Perform a data mining exercise to identify any 

sources of imprecision that are exposed by this data. 

5. Guided by the findings from the literature perform detailed studies into the most 

significant sources of imprecision, identifying the root causes of their effects, 

proposing methods to improve the precision and if possible demonstrating these 

methods by controlling the factors.  

1.8. Scope of the Thesis 
 
The work presented in this thesis is organised into ten chapters. An overview of these 

chapters is given in the following paragraphs. 

Chapter 2 presents a survey of the literature, summarising and critiquing the available 

information regarding sources of imprecision in TA style chassis dynamometer testing. 
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The noise factors are also ranked based on the magnitude of the effects recorded by the 

authors. 

Chapter 3 examines statistical methods for determining confidence in results and 

explores the theoretical application regression modelling for identifying and quantifying 

noise factors. Useful statistical tools are explained such as statistical process control, six 

sigma and the DMAIC toolbox.  

Chapter 4 applies the tolerances and recommendations, found in the literature, to a 

chassis dynamometer experimental programme to determine the current standard of best 

case high test precision testing in a tightly controlled environment and to determine if 

there is scope for further improvements.  

Chapter 5 analyses data obtained in a commercial environment where multiple test 

vehicles, drivers and dynamometers are used. A data mining exercise identifies the 

important factors of imprecision in the commercial environment.  

Chapter 6 explores the sources of imprecision from the vehicle electrical system, 

quantifies what contribution they make to imprecision in CO2 emissions then proposes 

methods to measure and control these sources. 

Chapter 7 explores the effect of a simple change to the driver’s aid system on driver 

behaviour. Various driver metrics are examined and compared to determine which are 

most useful for improving the precision of driver behaviour.   

Chapter 8 explores three important procedural factors to determine if these are likely to 

be significant in a commercial test environment. The tyre pressure, engine oil level and 

ambient temperature are studied.  

Chapter 9 explores the sources of imprecision from the chassis dynamometer machine 

and its operation. The industry standard coastdown validation technique is analysed and a 

fully automated statistical process control tool is developed for utilisation in a commercial 

environment.  

Chapter 10 summaries the findings from this research and closes the thesis. The overall 

aims and objectives are revisited to draw the final conclusions from this work.   

. 
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Chapter 2. Imprecision in Vehicle Fuel Economy Testing 

2.1. The emissions chassis dynamometer 
 
A TA emissions chassis dynamometer test cell has thousands of constituent parts and as 

will become apparent in this chapter a large number of these can become sources of 

imprecision in the vehicle out CO2 emissions results. The aim of this chapter is to review 

the literature, identifying which of these components are sources of variability in vehicle 

CO2 emission results and to determine the magnitude of the effects such that the factors 

can be ranked. To aid this task the chassis dynamometer test cell has been split into five 

key subsystems; the vehicle electrical system, the chassis dynamometer, driver 

behaviour, procedural factors and the emissions measurement system. These 

classifications are relatively arbitrary and simply provide a convenient way break up the 

discussion of the literature. Each of these subsystems is identified pictorially in Figure 2-1.  

 
Figure 2-1: Basic chassis dynamometer schematic showing key areas affecting engine load 

and measurement of CO2 emissions 
 

 
A survey of the literature has been conducted to populate each of these five areas with 

sources of variability that have been identified and shown to cause imprecision in the 

vehicle fuel consumption and emissions results. This will also serve to highlight where 

there are gaps in the current literature.  
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2.2. Vehicle Electrical System 

 The Electrical System 
 
The principle components in most passenger vehicle electrical systems are the starting, 

lighting and ignition (SLI) battery, the alternator and the vehicle ancillary electrical loads 

[18, 19]. The function of the alternator is to convert rotational mechanical energy from the 

internal combustion engine into electrical energy that can be used to recharge the battery 

and or meet the demands of the vehicle ancillary loads [19]. A simple block diagram of 

this system is shown below.  

 

Figure 2-2: Simplified vehicle electrical system block diagram. Arrows indicate path and 
direction of energy transfer or indicate the path and direction of control signals. 

 
Several authors have shown that the electrical load placed on the alternator during an 

emissions test affects the vehicle fuel consumption and hence CO2 emissions [8, 14, 15, 

20]. This electrical load can either be from a requirement to recharge the vehicle battery or 

a requirement to meet the demands of in-vehicle electrical ancillaries or a requirement to 

meet some combination of both demands [15]. There are no direct controls for either of 

these factors during TA emissions tests.  

 Electrical Ancillaries 
 
Vehicle electrical systems are becoming ever more complex and now play an important 

role in vehicle design, functionality and desirability. In the past, the vehicle electrical 

system existed purely for basic functions such as engine starting, ignition and vehicle 

lighting [21]. Now the widespread adoption of electrically powered ancillaries such as 

power steering, cooling pumps and HVAC systems means the standard vehicle electrical 

system has to meet a much higher load. Even relatively simple modern vehicle electrical 
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loads are now in excess of 1.5kW [22], with future vehicle architectures requiring nearer or 

above 3kW [23]. Market trends indicate that vehicle electrical architectures will become 

even more complex in the coming years as manufacturers add functionality such as radar 

guided cruise control, automatic accident avoidance, internet connectivity and inter-

vehicle communication. All of which are likely to drive even higher alternator loads in 

future vehicles. For TA legislative emissions testing the regulations state that all ancillary 

electrical loads are turned off for the duration of the testing [9, 14]. This would suggest 

that ancillary electrical loads could be ruled out as a source of imprecision. However for 

development or research testing or testing on prototype vehicles it is entirely conceivable 

that ancillary loads can be mistakenly switched on causing unexpected changes in the 

vehicle CO2 emissions. The effects of switching on ancillary loads can be very large and 

this is a key factor in the differences between real-world and legislative TA fuel 

consumption [14, 24]. Studies attempting to quantify the differences between TA and real-

world CO2 emissions have recorded changes to the CO2 emissions in the range of +5 to 

+50% depending on the number of accessories and magnitude of the electrical load [14]. 

 Battery State of Charge 
 
The effects of battery SoC on fuel consumption or CO2 emissions are well documented in 

the literature [8, 14, 15, 20]. Several authors in the literature have examined the effect of 

starting an emissions test with a range of battery SoC. They have all recorded effects on 

vehicle FC or CO2 emissions. For TA emissions, testing the battery SoC change during 

the test is not directly legislated. Some authors suggest that the regulations target a 100% 

battery SoC for legislative tests [15]. However the regulations for TA only specifies that 

the vehicle is run through a conditioning cycle prior to be soaked for between 6 and 30 

hours without any battery charging [9]. It is therefore possible to enter the actual 

legislative test with a range of battery SoC depending on the vehicle behaviour during the 

conditioning cycle. In the literature Brace et. al. [8] discharged the battery of a diesel 

engine passenger vehicle by operating the headlamps continuously for 90 minutes prior to 

completing a NEDC emissions test. They recorded an 8.7% increase in FC, a change that 

was statistically significant at a 99% confidence level [8], see Figure 2-3. A limitation of 

their study is that the testing was conducted at -7°C and lead acid battery charge 

acceptance is reduced at low temperatures. This would suggest that the FC effect would 

be reduced if the testing were repeated at TA temperatures, namely between 20 and 

30°C. 
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Figure 2-3: Absolute effect on fuel consumption measured ordered and compared with the 
typical effect of change of oil's High Temperature High Shear value (HTHS) from 2.9cP to 

3.5cP [8] 
 
A similar study by Schmidt on behalf of the TuV Nord [20] involved discharging the 

batteries of several test vehicles to a low level prior to completing TA style emissions 

tests. The actual level of discharge is not stated. However they recorded increased CO2 

emissions from all the test vehicles of between approximately 8 and 30% depending on 

the vehicle [20]. Conversation with the Schmidt revealed that the claimed level of 

discharge was very high, the vehicle batteries having been discharged to a point where 

they were just able to start the vehicle. It is surprising that there is such a wide range of 

results recorded across the vehicles and this shall be discussed later in this section. 

Kadijk et. al. [14] reporting the results of a selection of other authors states that the battery 

SoC is one of the key sources of test variability, with effects on CO2 emissions generally 

up to 30%. Kadijk et. al. go on to state that one can expect a 1% reduction in CO2 

emissions for starting a TA emissions test with a battery that has been fully charged 

immediately prior to the test versus starting with a battery that has not been fully charged 

but has been charged in the recent past. A report from a confidential commercial source in 

which a vehicle with a turbocharged gasoline direct injection engine was tested recorded a 

linear correlation between during test battery SoC change and CO2 emissions, the 

coefficient of determination being 0.67. The same study also tested a vehicle equipped 

with a turbocharged diesel engine and found a much stronger linear correlation, coefficient 

of determination 0.87, between battery SoC change and CO2 emissions. 

It is interesting that all the authors have recorded quite different magnitudes for the effect 

of pre-test battery SoC on CO2 emissions. Some of these differences are of little surprise 

and can be attributed to experimenters investigating differing sized perturbations in battery 

SoC, whilst in other cases the differences are less obviously explained. For example the 
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study conducted by Schmidt [20] recorded quite different effects on CO2 emissions within 

their own experiment, see Figure 2-4.  

 

 
Figure 2-4: Results from the study of pre-test battery drain on CO2 emissions, showing the 
wide range of results recorded from the same experiment performed on different vehicles 

[20] 
 
Schmidt does not state what efforts were made to minimise test to test variability and 

prevent interactions with other factors, which is one explanation for the different results 

recorded from the vehicles. As the number of tests is unknown it is not possible to 

determine the statistical confidence in their results, nor if the differences between the 

vehicles are statistically significant. Furthermore very little detail is given about the 

procedure; the identities of the test vehicles are unknown, other than vehicles 1 through 3 

are equipped with positive ignition engines and 4 through 6 are equipped with 

compression ignition engines [20]. By reference to the basic electrical system block 

diagram, see Figure 2-2, it is possible to identify the system components that are affecting 

the CO2 emissions in these studies. For the testing carried out by Schmidt (#70} the 

battery was discharged prior to the test, so during the emissions test the electrical system 

controller must regulate the alternator output to recharge the battery. There are several 

ways to achieve this. Traditionally the alternator would be operated and loaded 

continuously to meet the electrical system demands regardless of the engine operating 

condition. However, nowadays an increasing number of manufacturers are adopting smart 

alternator technology. Smart alternators are an enhancement that has been enabled by 

the adoption of electrical control over the alternator output and also the development of in-

vehicle current clamps to monitor battery SoC. A smart alternator is only switched on 

during periods of zero or low engine load such as during in-gear deceleration events were 
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the engine is being motored by the vehicle inertia. During acceleration modes the 

alternator is switched off completely and for cruise modes the alternator load is limited 

depending on the vehicle ancillary loads [25]. By using the vehicle inertia to indirectly drive 

the alternator through the engine no fuel is burnt and there is a corresponding saving in 

fuel consumption over test cycles. Kadijk et. al. [14] quote the work of a TuV Nord report 

which measured a decrease in CO2 emissions of 2.4% from the adoption of selective 

charging during an emissions test. Whilst Montalto et. al. [25] report a saving of between 2 

and 3% over the NEDC from the adoption of ‘smart’ alternator technology. A theoretical 

further utilisation of smart alternator technology is optimise the SoC balance over the 

course of an emissions test. For example Montalto et. al. [25] describe the scenario of 

starting an emissions test with a near to fully charged battery, as would be expected for 

TA conditions, and as a result ending with a lower SoC, perhaps around 85% as is 

required for satisfactory smart alternator operation [25]. It is possible some vehicles in 

Schmidt’s study had these features and some didn’t, so this could be part of the reason 

for the recorded difference between the test vehicles.  

Other possible explanations for the differences in the CO2 emissions recorded from 

different test vehicles can be attributed to the other components shown in the system 

block diagram, see Figure 2-2. The efficiency of the internal combustion engine will dictate 

how much fuel is burnt by the engine to generate the required shaft power to drive the 

alternator. Engine efficiency is dependent on many factors related to base engine design, 

engine management and combustion efficiency. The alternator efficiency will dictate the 

electrical current delivered to the battery for a given shaft power input from the ICE. 

Finally the charge acceptance and the capacity of the battery will dictate to what extent 

the battery SoC increases for a given charging current from the alternator. All these 

factors can be different when comparing test vehicles. For example the battery capacity is 

generally much smaller for low capacity positive ignition engines compared with large 

capacity compression ignition engines. 

Despite these potential sources of variability that make inter vehicles comparisons difficult, 

Brace et. al. [8] developed a battery discharge sensitivity by conducting testing at an 

intermediate level of discharge, this time only 45 minutes with the headlamps, compared 

with 90 minutes as was reported previously. From these results a linear fit was developed 

between the fuel consumption and the electrical energy transferred to the battery, as 

measured by current clamps fitted to the vehicle, see Figure 2-5. 
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Figure 2-5: Effect of energy supplied to the battery on gravimetric fuel consumption over the 

NEDC [8] 
 
For Brace et. al.’s [8] study the battery was discharged immediately prior to the NEDC test 

using the vehicle headlamps for a period of between 45 and 90 minutes. In the UK the 

standard headlamp bulb is rated at 55W, the side light bulb 5W and the tail light bulb at 

5W. Assuming the vehicle was discharged using two headlamps, side lights and tail lights 

the total battery load would have been 130W. When this is summed over the 90 minute 

period the total battery discharge would have been approximately 16Ah. Knowing that the 

test vehicle was a C-car passenger vehicle equipped with a common rail diesel engine 

and assuming the vehicle was equipped with the manufacturer’s standard fit battery the 

nominal battery capacity would have been approximately 70Ah. Therefore the battery 

discharge was 23%; approximately one quarter of the battery capacity. The strength of the 

linear correlation gives confidence that the results obtained by Brace et.al. are robust and 

not unduly affected by other factors. Taking the 8.7% fuel consumption effect and the 

16Ah battery drain, gives a sensitivity of approximately 0.5% change in fuel consumption 

per 1Ah battery discharge. Of course this sensitivity must be treated as specific to that test 

vehicle given the variety of other factors that have already been highlighted and contribute 

to the relationship.  

Brace et. al. [8] also carried out a statistical tolerancing exercise on their results and found 

that a tolerance on battery discharge of ±0.2V is required to obtain a FC repeatability 

target of 0.5%. This finding was based on measured open circuit battery voltage 

immediately prior to the start of the emissions test. 

 Electrical System Summary 
 
The demand placed on the vehicle alternator is primarily controlled by two factors; the 

need to power vehicle auxiliary devices and the need to recharge the vehicle SLI battery. 

Electrical loads from vehicle auxiliaries and from a requirement to charge the vehicle’s SLI 
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battery can both have large effects on the TA emissions test vehicle out CO2 emissions. 

The importance of these factors has received considerable attention within the available 

literature.  

The study of auxiliary loads has been reported in the context of the difference between 

real-world and TA CO2 emissions in the work by Kadijk et. al. [14] who report that the 

effect of vehicle electrical auxiliaries on CO2 emissions is in the range of +5 to +50%. No 

other studies exist in the literature for the effect of electrical auxiliaries on CO2 emissions 

and therefore no detailed information exists on the causality of what is such a large 

reported range of effects. No studies have attempted to rank electrical auxiliaries or 

quantify their individual effects and so this would be useful area for further investigation.  

Many authors have reported on the effect of SLI battery SoC on CO2 emissions or FC by 

discharging the battery prior to an emissions test and recording the change on CO2 

emissions or FC. The reported effects range from 8.7% change in FC at 95% confidence 

reported by Brace et. al., to a 8-13% change in CO2 emissions reported by Schmidt [20] 

and up to 30% reported by Kadijk et. al. [14]. There is quite a large discrepancy in the 

reported magnitude of the effects not only between authors but also within author’s own 

studies. The reasons for this are likely to be a mixture of both a basic difference in the 

amount of discharge pre-test and also differences in the electrical/prime mover efficiency 

in converting fuel energy into electrical energy to recharge the battery.  

It has been shown in the literature by more than one independent author that changes in 

vehicle out CO2 emissions are linearly correlated with changes in the electrical load, be 

that from auxiliaries or from a requirement to recharge the battery.  

Kadijk et. al. [14] reported that a 1% reduction in CO2 emissions can be achieved by 

charging the SLI battery immediately prior to each emissions test. They are the only 

authors to report this finding and it is only covered briefly in their report. Verification of 

Kadijk et. al.’s result in the context on TA emissions testing on a chassis dynamometer 

would be a useful piece of work allied with detailed analysis of the effect of battery 

charging on both the SLI battery and on the CO2 emissions. The discovery of a method for 

determining a well correlated relationship between consumed fuel energy by a vehicle and 

alternator energy would advance understanding in this important area.    

The proposal of methods to identify, correct for and ultimately avoid electrical load 

variability error from battery SoC and vehicle auxiliaries is an essential finding for the 

improvement of precision in vehicle CO2 emissions. 
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2.3. Driver Behaviour 

 The Type Approval Driver 
 
During a TA emissions test a driver is shown a real time display of the vehicle speed 

against a target speed trace on a device known as a driver’s aid [26].The driver’s aid 

display normally consists of a computer monitor positioned either in front of the 

windscreen or by the driver’s side front window. The driver’s aid screen will likely show 

several small displays, often positioned around the edge of the screen, indicating the 

health of the various dynamometer test systems. However the centre point of the display 

is always a moving, real-time, graphical representation of the real time dynamometer 

speed against the target. An example of the type of graphical display being described is 

shown for the first 40 seconds of a TA style NEDC test in Figure 2-6.  

 
Figure 2-6: Example driver's aid speed display with tolerance lines shown 

 
During the test the driver must control the vehicle speed to ensure it stays within the 

prescribed tolerance and ensure that they change gear when prompted to do so by the 

display on the driver’s aid. The driver must therefore control the accelerator, brakes, 

change gear and start/stop the engine at the beginning/end of the test. For a vehicle with 

an automatic transmission the gearbox must, by current regulation, be operated in fully 

automatic mode [9]. For a TA emissions test the target speed trace is subject to a speed 

tolerance of ±2 kph and ±1 s [9].  
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 Speed Error 
 
The TA speed tolerance represents quite a wide window in which a variety of driving 

styles can be accommodated. The significance of variations in driver speed errors, within 

or reasonably close to these tolerances, on vehicle emissions, fuel consumption and 

hence CO2 emissions are mentioned many times in the literature [8, 14, 15, 20, 27-30]. 

Kadijk et. al. [14] state that the “influence of the driver using the (speed) tolerances in the 

drive cycle” is one the key flexibilities in the current TA legislative emissions test 

procedure and state that driving variation within the tolerances can cause changes to CO2 

emissions of up to 4%. Kadijk et. al. also completed some theoretical modelling using a 

simulation tool developed by Ricardo. They simulated the effect of a change in driving 

style within the legal speed tolerances, which they described as “(using) minimum speed 

and acceleration”, for which a 1.2% reduction in CO2 was found over the NEDC [14]. A 

report by Schmidt on behalf of the TuV Nord [20] examined the effect of “taking advantage 

of the permissible tolerances of the driving curve” across six different test vehicles and 

recorded quite different effects on the CO2 emissions for the vehicles. Figure 2-7 is taken 

from his report and summarises his results.  

 
Figure 2-7: Test results showing the effect of optimised driving within the type I emissions 
test legal tolerances across 6 test vehicles. Vehicles 1-3 are SI and vehicles 4-6 are CI. The 

largest effects have been highlighted by the original author [20] 
 
The largest effects were recorded for vehicles 3, 4 and 6, which are a mix of SI and CI. 

Interestingly for all but vehicle 1, the largest effect is seen in the faster second phase of 

the NEDC, known as the EUDC cycle. The same pattern is seen in the simulation results 

of Kadijk et. al. [14]. This strong dependence between the speed the vehicle is driven and 

the fuel consumption change can be understood by examination of the underlying 
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principles. To drive a vehicle of a certain mass at a certain speed requires an input of 

energy to the vehicle, which for a motor vehicle comes from burning fuel in the engine to 

release energy and convert it into mechanical rotational power at the wheels via the 

transmission. When a vehicle is travelling at a certain velocity it must have a certain 

kinetic energy expressed by Equation 2-1. 

2

2
1 mvKE 

 
 

Equation 2-1 
 
Where KE is the kinetic energy, m is the mass and v is the speed. If the speed is doubled 

the kinetic energy is quadrupled and hence given perfect conditions for conversion of fuel 

into rotational power, four times as much fuel would be required. By reference to Figure 

1-1 the EUDC is a much higher speed portion of the cycle and given that the vehicle 

kinetic energy increases with the square of the speed it is of little surprise that changes in 

speed with the same sized tolerance at a much higher nominal speed will have a much 

more significant effect on the CO2 emissions. 

Some authors have examined speed errors that fall outside of the legal tolerance. This is 

relevant because during research and development testing, with a vehicle running an 

immature calibration it might be quite difficult to keep within the tolerances and results 

from these tests will still be useful in the vehicle development process if they are 

repeatable. To this end Brace et. al. [8] found that a consistent speed error of +3kph 

during the cruise modes of the NEDC resulted in a 5.5% change in the vehicle fuel 

consumption, which was statistically significant at a 99% confidence level [8]. However 

this finding was derived from testing one vehicle so whilst it gives a useful indication of the 

effect, it cannot be used to provide a robust sensitivity that can be applied to other tests.  

 Other Driver Behaviours 
 
Speed errors are not the only way that drivers can change their behaviour and cause 

effects to vehicle CO2 emissions. Bielaczyc et. al. [27] list some driver behaviours that are 

also important to the CO2 emissions namely; “throttle (pedal) operation, (driving) 

experience and starting the engine”. The authors also add clutch control, pullaway and 

speed of gear change to this list. Some of these factors, such as clutch control and 

pullaway are important factors but are very difficult to quantify universally and there are no 

metrics to directly define these factors in the literature. For the moment these are factors 

that have to be judged individually and commented on subjectively. 
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 Robot drivers 
 
One perceived way of improving driver precision is to use robot drivers since these are 

computer controlled and programmed to perform the same operation for every single 

emissions tests. In the early years, robot drivers were generally repeatable but did not 

drive vehicles at all like a human driver would. With advances over the years in the field of 

robotics, the driving styles of robots have become a lot more representative of human 

driving. However despite these advances, robot drivers are still not the default choice for 

emissions testing. There are several reasons for this. Firstly emissions regulations in 

many countries including Europe still require human drivers for certification testing [9]. 

Secondly despite the advances in robot technology, when compared with a human driver, 

some cheaper robot drivers still require significant in-vehicle installation and optimisation 

time to achieve satisfactory performance. Lastly during the vehicle development process 

human feedback on driveability is often an essential part of the refinement of vehicle 

calibrations. Surprisingly some authors go one step further and suggest that there is no 

reason to prefer a robot driver since the highest precision is not achieved with robot 

drivers and instead with skilled human operators [31, 32]. Although the author would 

argue that these conclusions are drawn due to using unsophisticated or non-optimised 

robot drivers as the authors experience from witnessing modern robot drivers is that they 

are highly precise.   

 SAE J2951 Drive Quality Evaluation 
 
Industry experts have recently joined forces to develop a driver behaviour assessment 

standard known as the Drive Quality Evaluation for Chassis Dynamometer Testing which 

is published by the Society of Automotive Engineers under the standard number SAE 

J2951 [28].The drive quality standard recognises that there is significant scope for driver 

behaviour variability within the TA speed tolerance and therefore aims to provide better 

resolution on driver behaviour by providing: “drive quality metrics intended to enable 

improved monitoring and characterization of driver-related variability” [28]. The standard 

explains how to use and calculate a series of metrics that are all based on taking a simple 

10Hz measurement of chassis dynamometer roller speed. The metrics and their uses 

shall be outlined in the following paragraphs.  

The SAE J2951 standard consists of a number of metrics which are classified as either 

primary or supplementary. The Energy Rating (ER) is a primary metric from the SAE 

J2951 drive quality standard. It provides a measure of the percentage difference between 

the target cycle drive energy and the driven cycle drive energy. To determine the ER it is 

necessary to calculate the driven and target cycle energies, CED and CET respectively, 

from the positive road load forces. The calculation method is explained in full detail in the 
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SAE J2951 standard [28]. For brevity only the equation for the CED shall be quoted here, 

see Equation 2-2.  

푪푬푫 = ∑ ퟏ.ퟎퟏퟓ ∙ 푬푻푾 ∙ 풂푫풊 + 푭ퟎ + 푭ퟏ푽푫풊 + 푭ퟐ푽푫풊ퟐ ∙ 풅푫풊푵
풊 ퟏ   

 
Equation 2-2 [28] 

 
Where CED is the actual driven cycle energy, ETW is the equivalent vehicle test weight 

and aDi is the driven acceleration at each timestamp i. Fo, F1 and F2 are the road load 

coefficients, with units of N, N/(ms-1) and N/(ms-2) respectively. VDi is the driven vehicle 

speed at each timestamp i and dDi is the total driven distance at each timestamp i. By 

examination of Equation 2-2 the cycle energy is therefore calculated by multiplying the 

vehicle mass by its acceleration to determine the acceleration force. Adding the 

acceleration force to the road load force at the given speed and then multiplying the 

overall result by the distance to give the work done and hence energy. More detail on the 

road load coefficients is given in section 2.4.1. The ER is then given by the percentage 

difference between the CET and the CED, as per Equation 2-3.  

푬푹 = 푪푬푫 푪푬푻
푪푬푻

∙ ퟏퟎퟎ  
 

Equation 2-3 [28] 
 
Where ER is Energy Rating, CED is the actual driven cycle energy and CET is the target 

cycle energy. The Distance Rating (DR) is a primary metric from the SAE J2951 drive 

quality standard [28]. It measures the percentage difference between the total driven 

distance and the target distance. It is calculated as shown by Equation 2-4. 

푫푹 = 푫푫 푫푻
푫푻

∙ ퟏퟎퟎ  
 

Equation 2-4 [28] 
 
Where DR is the Distance Rating, DD is the driven distance and DT is the target distance.  

The Energy Economy Rating (EER) is another primary metric from the SAE J2951 drive 

quality standard [28]. It combines the ER and DR ratings to provide a rating that correlates 

with CO2 emissions and fuel consumption in a mass per unit distance format, this is 

particularly useful as it should correlate with emissions results which are conventionally 

reported in the same mass per unit distance format, for example g/km. Its calculation is 

shown Equation 2-5. 
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푬푬푹 = ퟏ − 푫푹 ퟏퟎퟎ ퟏ⁄

푬푹 ퟏퟎퟎ⁄ ퟏ
∙ ퟏퟎퟎ  

 
Equation 2-5 [28] 

 
Where EER is the Energy Economy Rating, DR is the Distance Rating and ER is the 

Energy Rating. 

The Root Mean Squared Speed Error is a supplementary metric from the SAE J2951 

drive quality standard [28]. It is calculated by squaring the result of the subtraction of the 

driven speed from the target speed at each timestamp. These results are then summed 

over the duration of the test and then the root mean square is determined to provide a one 

number per test metric. The calculation is shown by Equation 2-6. 

푹푴푺푺푬 = ∑ (푽푫풊 푽푻풊)ퟐ푵
풊 ퟏ

푵
  

 
Equation 2-6 [33] 

 
Where RMSSE is the Root Mean Squared Speed Error, VDi is the actual driven speed at 

timestamp i, VTi is the target speed at timestamp i and N is the number of timestamps. The 

Absolute Speed Change Rating is a supplementary metric from the SAE J2951 drive 

quality standard [28]. It is calculated by first summing the absolute acceleration at each 

timestamp from the test for both the target and the driven speed traces. These 

calculations yield the absolute speed change for the target and driven speed traces, ASCT 

and ASCD respectively. The calculations for these are given by Equation 2-7 and Equation 

2-8. 

푨푺푪푻 = ∆풕∑ |풂푻풊|푵
풊 ퟏ    
 

Equation 2-7 [28] 
 

푨푺푪푫 = ∆풕∑ |풂푫풊|푵
풊 ퟏ    
 

Equation 2-8 [28] 
 
Where ASCT is the target driven Absolute Speed Change, ASCD is the actual driven 

Absolute Speed Change, aTi is the target acceleration at timestamp i and aDi is the driven 

acceleration at timestamp i. The Absolute Speed Change Rating (ASCR) is then the 

percentage difference of the ASCT and ASCD, as shown by Equation 2-9.  
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푨푺푪푹 = 푨푺푪푫 푨푺푪푻

푨푺푪푻
∙ ퟏퟎퟎ  

 
Equation 2-9 [28] 

 
Where ACSCR is the Absolute Speed Change Rating.  

 Accelerator Pedal Busyness 
 
Prior to the publication of the SAE J2951 standard, Brace et. al.[8] found that a useful 

metric for quantifying driver behaviour is a measure of how oscillatory the driver’s 

accelerator pedal movements are when integrated for the length of the test cycle. They 

named this metric the ‘pedal busyness’ and defined it as the sum of the absolute rate of 

change of the pedal position at each timestamp. By using a robot driver and re-calibrating 

its PID controller such that the pedal busyness was doubled over the NEDC they recorded 

a 2.8% change in the fuel consumption, a change which was statistically significant at a 

99% confidence level. Bielaczyc et. al. [27] also mention driver accelerator pedal 

movements as being important from their work but do not suggest how this should be 

measured or what the exact effect is on CO2 emissions.  

 Gear Shifting 
 
It has also been found that the timing of the gear shift points in the cycle can cause 

significant changes in the fuel consumption and emissions [14, 30, 31]. The gear shift 

points for a vehicle without a gear shift indicator (GSI) are fixed, with respect to vehicle 

speed, by the emissions testing regulatory body [9]. However many new vehicles have 

dashboard mounted gear shift indicators which tell the driver when to change up and 

down gear. In this case, for legislative TA emissions tests, the driver must change gear 

when the vehicle indicates [9]. This allows manufacturers to tune their vehicle shift 

indicators to provide the best possible gear change strategy for the NEDC. When tuning a 

GSI calibrators will have to make assumptions about what loads the driver places on the 

engine during a TA test. Clearly it is possible to calculate the engine load using the target 

NEDC speed trace. However the previous discussion has demonstrated how there is a 

wide range of driving styles that can be adopted within the TA speed tolerance. Naturally 

this results in a certain amount of interaction between the vehicle, the GSI and the driver. 

For example a driver might need to minimise their speed and acceleration within the TA 

tolerance to maximise the benefit of the GSI. If they don’t the GSI’s effect will be limited. 

Authors have found that the resulting variability in the timing of the gear shifts causes 

significant variability in the fuel consumption and emissions results [14, 30, 31]. Vagg et. 

al. [30] simulated a novel calibration of GSI using experimental data obtained on a chassis 
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dynamometer and found a 4.3% decrease in FC and a 4.5% decrease in CO2 emissions 

during cold start NEDC tests. 

 Summary 
 
Variations in driver behaviour are an important factor influencing the precision of CO2 

emissions from TA style emissions tests. The speed error has been identified to cause 

changes to CO2 emissions or FC in the region of 0.1 to 5.5% over the NEDC, whilst the 

modification of the gear shifting patterns has caused measured effects of 4.5% to the CO2 

emissions. Interestingly the authors in the literature acknowledge that there are many 

driver behaviours that are not easily quantified numerically but can have a significant 

effect on CO2 emissions; the SAE J2951 drive quality standard has gone some way to 

filling this gap but no literature exists showing the usefulness of the standard’s metrics or 

which ones are most suited to different test applications. This is an area were useful 

additional insight could be given to build on the information already available in the 

literature. 

2.4. The Dynamometer 

 The Emissions Chassis Dynamometer 
 
The purpose of the chassis dynamometer is to load the test vehicle powertrain via the 

vehicle tyres and simulate vehicle resistance as a function of speed that the vehicle 

experiences when driving on a conventional road albeit while the vehicle structure is held 

stationary [10, 26, 34, 35]. A good way of visualising this is to consider the following quote 

from D’Angelo et. al.; “While the vehicle is driven on the rolls, the loading that the 

dynamometer applies must result in the vehicle achieving the same speeds, accelerations 

and decelerations that it would have on the road if driven with the same throttle movement 

profile” [34].  

In its most basic form a chassis dynamometer consists of one or more rollers that are 

positioned in contact with the vehicle driven wheels. These rollers are coupled to a device, 

such as a flywheel set or an eddy current dynamometer, which is capable of absorbing the 

power generated at the vehicle wheels when the vehicle is driven. This basic layout is 

commensurate with typical garage chassis dynamometers that are often used for 

assessment of engine performance, where it may only be necessary to measure basic 

dynamometer characteristics such as speed, load and acceleration. Modern advanced 

laboratory chassis dynamometers typically combine a single 48” diameter roller 

dynamometer with fast response AC motors and a high speed computer control system 

allowing full simulation of road driving including real time simulation of the vehicle 
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aerodynamic drag and inertia [36]. Figure 2-8 shows the University of Bath’s chassis 

dynamometer, which is typical of a modern laboratory chassis dynamometer. 

 
Figure 2-8: The University of Bath 48” single roller chassis dynamometer with DC electrical 

inertia simulation. This is a 2WD dynamometer and is housed in a climatic chamber. The 
vehicle is shown in the raised position above dynamometer on centralising mechanism. 

 
The load applied to the vehicle wheels by the dynamometer is highly correlated with 

vehicle fuel consumption, CO2 emissions and diesel NOx [8, 9, 37, 38]. The chassis 

dynamometer road load also accounts for an extremely high percentage of the load 

applied to the engine. Kadijk et. al. [10] quantified this importance via simulation and 

found that for a broadly representative modern passenger vehicle the engine load is 

comprised of road load forces, inertial forces and engine losses which comprise 63%, 

25% and 12% of the total engine power output respectively.  

The principle components of a chassis dynamometer and their interconnections can be 

demonstrated by considering a block diagram of the system as shown in Figure 2-9. 
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Figure 2-9: Chassis dynamometer functional block diagram. Thick solid lines represent 
mechanical connections where rotational power is transferred between blocks. Dotted lines 

represent signal connections. An optional item is shown in the dotted outlined box. 
 
During testing the vehicle is mounted onto the dynamometer such that its driven wheels 

are in contact with the rollers and in the case of a 2WD vehicle the non-driven wheels are 

firmly affixed to the floor. A 4WD vehicle must be tested on a 4WD dynamometer which in 

essence is two standard 2WD dynamometers mounted on the same bed frame with a 

wheelbase adjustment mechanism. The rollers are the interface between the vehicle and 

the dynamometer and there are several designs in the field. The most common nowadays 

is the 48” single roller. In this case the vehicle’s driven wheels are each in contact with 

only one roller that is 48” in diameter. The large diameter is beneficial because the 

curvature of the surface in contact with the vehicle tyres is minimised, making it more like 

a real world flat road surface. An older but still widely used design of roller is the twin 20” 

roller configuration. In this instance the vehicle’s driven wheels rest down between two 20” 

rollers. This design means each driven tyre is subject to two contact points with the 

dynamometer rollers; it was originally perceived this would help in simulation accuracy 

since the two extra contact patches would account for those missing on account of the 

stationary non-driven wheels [39], however the tyre deformation is not equivalent to that 

on the road due to the small diameter of the rollers. Even on large diameter rollers there 

are greater frictional losses on a curved surface than on a flat road [34].  

During real world on road driving the vehicle powertrain must produce enough tractive 

force at its driven wheels to overcome the losses placed on the vehicle, namely; 

aerodynamic drag, tyre rolling resistance, gravitational pull and drivetrain losses. It must 

also provide force to overcome the vehicle inertia and provide the acceleration demanded 

by the driver. During testing on a chassis dynamometer the rollers are loaded by what is 

collectively known as the inertia simulation system to replicate these real world loads. To 
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understand how this is achieved it is necessary to consider a free body diagram  and the 

equations of motion for a vehicle driving along a road, as shown in Figure 2-10.  

 

Figure 2-10: Free body diagram for a vehicle driving up a gradient  
 
The components of force which act on the vehicle and cause it to move are made up to 

two elements; those known as the road load forces and those known as the inertial forces. 

The road load forces are made up of the resistive forces; aerodynamic drag, rolling 

resistance, losses and the force resulting from the slope of the road. The relative 

magnitude of these forces depends on whether the vehicle is stationary and the angle of 

the slope. When stationary the aerodynamic drag is zero and when on the flat there is no 

force resulting from the slope, leaving only the rolling resistance force component. These 

forces that comprise the overall road load force are expressed in Equation 2-10.  

푭풓풐풂풅	풍풐풂풅 = 푪풓풓푵+
ퟏ
ퟐ흆푽

ퟐ푪풅푨 +푴품풔풊풏휽 
 

Equation 2-10 [37, 40] 
 

Where Fdrag is the tractive force, Crr is the coefficient of rolling resistance, N is the normal 

tyre force, ρ is the density of air, Cd is the coefficient of aerodynamic drag, A is the vehicle 

frontal surface area, M is the mass of the vehicle, a is the vehicle acceleration, g is the 

acceleration due to gravity, and θ is the angle of the slope being driven. Since TA testing 

is always to simulate flat roads [9] the gradient component can be ignored and since direct 

determination of the individual coefficients is not necessarily straight forward they can be 

combined into a polynomial and the equation simplified as demonstrated by Equation 

2-11. 

푭풓풐풂풅	풍풐풂풅 = 푭ퟎ + 푭ퟏ푽+ 푭ퟐ푽ퟐ  
 

Equation 2-11 [10, 34, 35, 40, 41] 
 
Where F0, F1 and F2 are the road load coefficients. A second order polynomial is usually 

sufficient to represent the drag since the highest order term in Equation 2-10 is second 
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order, bearing friction is approximately linear with speed [42] and the F0 term is 

dominated by the tyre force [37].  

When the vehicle is moving the inertia of the vehicle comes into play and is derived from 

Newton’s second law as shown in Equation 2-12. 

퐅퐢퐧퐞퐫퐭퐢퐚퐥 = 퐌퐚 = 퐌
퐝퐕
퐝퐭

 

Equation 2-12 [34, 35, 41] 
 
Where M is the mass of the vehicle, a is the vehicle acceleration and V is the vehicle 

speed. The total force acting on the vehicle is the sum of these two components as shown 

in Equation 2-13  

푭 = 퐅퐫퐨퐚퐝	퐥퐨퐚퐝 + 퐅퐢퐧퐞퐫퐭퐢퐚퐥 = 퐅ퟎ + 퐅ퟏ퐕+ 푭ퟐ푽ퟐ + 퐈
퐝퐕
퐝퐭

 

Equation 2-13 [34, 35] 
 
Where I is the equivalent vehicle inertia. To simulate these force components the 

dynamometer must employ a simulation system, typically comprising of an electric motor 

coupled to a fixed inertia system.  

For the inertia component the dynamometer has a fixed inertia resistance, known as the 

dynamometer base inertia coupled to an inertia simulation system. The base inertia is 

comprised of the inertia of the dynamometer rollers, shafts, couplings and the rotating 

components of the electrical machine. The inertia simulation system then either up or 

down scales the base inertia to suit the test vehicle by adding or adsorbing the force from 

these components in the form of an electrical motor torque. The other drag components 

such as aerodynamic drag and any difference between tyre rolling resistance in the real 

world and on the rollers must be simulated by the dynamometer inertia and or road load 

simulation system. There are two main designs of the inertia simulation system. The 

oldest type of system is the mechanical inertia simulation system. These systems use a 

series of flywheels that are selectively coupled to the rollers via a series of clutches. The 

flywheels take up a large amount of room and therefore tend to be mounted on a separate 

shaft necessitating the use of many support bearings and often a toothed belt to connect 

the auxiliary shaft. The control system allows the operator to choose the desired flywheel 

that is closest to the effective mass of the test vehicle. A big disadvantage of this system 

is that it is limited, for accurate testing, to testing vehicles that have an effective mass that 

matches the available flywheels. Since it’s only physically possible to fit a certain number 

of flywheels within the typical chassis dynamometer pit the TA authorities at the time were 
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forced to introduce the set of fixed stepwise inertia classes that are in fact still used today 

[15]. Fixed mechanical inertia dynamometers tend to go hand in hand with twin roller 

setups on the basis that the second tyre contact patch provides the extra rolling resistance 

that is normally given by the non-driven wheels [34]. An enhancement of the mechanical 

flywheel inertia simulation system is to couple in a relatively small electrical machine, 

either AC or DC. The electrical machine can be used to reduce the number of flywheels 

required by providing partial electrical inertia simulation to the base machine inertias. An 

example of the enhanced mechanical flywheel inertia simulation dynamometer is shown in 

Figure 2-11. 

 

Figure 2-11: Twin 20" roller chassis dynamometer with multiple clutch selectable flywheels 
and electrical inertia trimming  

 
The second type of inertia simulation system and the most common place today is the 

fully electric system. Fully electric inertia simulation systems will usually consist of one AC 

motor with a power rating between 150 and 300kW [43] mounted in the middle of two 48” 

diameter rollers. This configuration is known as ‘motor in the middle’ and has substantial 

advantages since there is no requirement for external shafts or bearings. An alternative 

layout of the same system is two use two smaller AC motors, one driving the left hand 

roller and one the right hand. For TA testing the regulations stipulate that such designs 

must install a rigid mechanical coupling between the two rollers [9]. A final alternative 
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within the fully electric inertia simulation systems is to use DC motors in place of AC, 

these tended to be used in the early days of electrical inertia simulation and have 

effectively been superseded by the AC motor due to its improved response time.  

 

Figure 2-12: 48” single roller 4WD Horiba VULCAN chassis dynamometer [35] 
 
In operation the dynamometer control system is given a definition of the dynamometer 

road load it must apply to the vehicle during testing in the form of the equivalent vehicle 

mass plus the three coefficients, F0, F1 and F2 as defined by Equation 2-11. The 

dynamometer controller takes a measure of the roller speed from one or often two 

encoders positioned on the roller shafts. The force applied by the electrical machine is 

measured by a load cell positioned between the chassis dynamometer bed frame and a 

lever arm attached to the electrical machine housing. Often the dynamometer electrical 

machine will be configured so that the inertia and road load simulation is not active when 

the rollers are stationary. Consider a vehicle starting from rest on a chassis dynamometer; 

the vehicle must therefore initially accelerate only the base inertia of the rollers, the 

vehicle wheels, driveline and the mechanical couplings in the dynamometer. Once the 

roller speed is above a certain threshold, typically less than 5kph, the motors become 

active and the dynamometer controller can adjust the motor current to achieve the desired 

road load and inertia simulation force for the given speed and acceleration rate. Since the 

load cell only gives a measure of the motor force, the controller must have an estimation 

of the loss force between the motor output and the roller surface to calculate the load 

applied to the vehicle. These losses arise primarily from bearing friction, flywheel and 

roller windage and motor coast torque losses [34, 42]. Bearing losses are reported to be 
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approximately linear with increasing speed and vary with viscosity of the lubricating 

medium and bearing preload, both of which are dependent on bearing temperature 

variations [42]. The estimation of the total losses is typically obtained by a separate test 

where the rollers are accelerated and decelerated at a fixed rate and the error in the motor 

force is measured. From this test the dynamometer losses can be defined by a quadratic 

equation, as shown by Equation 2-14, which is similar in format to Equation 2-11. 

퐹 _ = 퐴0 + 퐴1푉 + 퐴2푉  

Equation 2-14 
 
Where FDyno_Loss is the dynamometer loss force, A0, A1 and A2 are the loss force 

coefficients and V is the dynamometer roller surface speed. 

 Type Approval Road Load Determination 
 
Before a TA vehicle is tested on a chassis dynamometer it will be taken to a test track and 

be subject to the legislative TA procedure for determining the track road load curve. The 

TA procedure is defined in ECE regulation 83-06 [9] and allows two options for the 

determination of the track road load along with a third option to use pre-defined 

dynamometer road loads known as ‘cookbook loads’. The first method involves 

accelerating the test vehicle using the vehicle’s powertrain and a human driver to 10kph 

above the maximum test speed, selecting neutral and measuring the time taken to coast 

down to the lowest test speed. This process is known as coastdown testing and is defined 

across two SAE standards; J1263 [44] and J2263 [45]. The times must be recorded when 

driving in both directions and the average taken. The recorded times are used to calculate 

the track road load forces which must be matched when the vehicle is then tested on the 

chassis dynamometer by adjusting the dynamometer load to suit. The alternative method 

is to use wheel torque transducers, accurate to ±2%, to measure the driving torque on the 

track at a set of constant speeds. On the chassis dynamometer the coastdown test is 

again used, either with or without wheel torque transducers to ensure the wheel torque or 

chassis dynamometer load is matched to the track wheel torque or load. This process is 

defined in the SAE standard J2264 [46]. Cookbook loads are another option and are 

dynamometer road loads that are pre-defined in the TA regulations and their use negates 

the need to match road loads [9].  

The TA regulations [9] define tolerances for the accuracy of the chassis dynamometer 

system, which are equally applicable to whichever method is used for the dynamometer 

road load determination. Firstly it must be possible to read the chassis dynamometer load 

to within ±5% and the dynamometer load must be accurate to within ±5% when checked 

at 10 km/h speed intervals between 120 and 20 km/h. At 20 km/h the load must be 
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accurate within ±10% and below this the dynamometer absorption must be positive. The 

inertia of the dynamometer, including electrical simulation, must be within ±20kg of the 

target inertia class. The vehicle speed must be accurate to ±1km/h at speeds above 

10km/h.  

Several authors in the literature have noted that there is considerable flexibility in these 

procedures and tolerances meaning that there is often a sizable difference between the 

track road load used for TA road load matching and the real world road load [10, 14, 15]. 

This source of error is not directly applicable to sources of imprecision in chassis 

dynamometer testing, particularly when comparing test to test results. However the results 

do set the scene for the importance of chassis dynamometer road load as a factor of the 

load placed on the vehicle and hence the vehicle CO2 emissions. As will be discussed in 

later sections of this thesis, there are considerable sources of imprecision with respect to 

dynamometer road load for chassis dynamometer testing in isolation. Therefore data that 

are presented by the literature in relation to the error between real world and chassis 

dynamometer testing may be helpful if it has been expressed with a transfer function 

between road load force and CO2 emissions, regardless of whether this refers to error 

originating from track or chassis dynamometer testing. 

Kadijk et. al. [10], quantified the differences between real world and TA track road loads 

by comparing the TA data submitted by vehicle manufacturers against Kadijk et. al.’s own 

in-house track coastdown tests. It was found that the real world track road loads were up 

to 30% heavier at speeds below 60 km/h and up to 70% heavier at higher speeds. This is 

a very large error, however by subjective examination of the data most vehicles are in the 

region of 50% heavier loads at low speeds and 20% heavier at higher speeds. 

Interestingly the larger differences were for the newer Euro 5 and 6 vehicles, which is why 

Kadijk et. al. indicate that the maximum error is an important metric when looking to new 

vehicle TA testing. Kadijk et. al. also quantified the decrease in Euro 6 road loads 

compared with Euro 5 and it was found that on average the decrease in road load was 

18%. This decrease was modelled in a simulation environment and found to yield an 11% 

decrease in CO2 emissions which is equivalent to a 0.61% change in CO2 emissions per 

1% change in road load. This result is a good match for the modelling result reported by 

the Kadijk et. al. in a separate report [14] where by a 0.63% change in CO2 was predicted 

for a 1% change in road load. Despite reporting two very similar results the complete lack 

of details about the simulation in the Kadijk et. al.’s report means it is difficult to have high 

confidence in the findings.  

Kadijk et. al. preformed further TA style tests on six Euro 5 and 6 vehicles with two 

chassis dynamometer road load settings; the manufacture’s TA road load and Kadijk et. 
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al.’s coastdown derived real world chassis dynamometer road load. The CO2 emissions 

results from these tests were compared to the baseline CO2 emissions from the 

manufacture’s TA tests, the results are shown in Figure 2-13.  

 

Figure 2-13: CO2 emissions from six test vehicles, tested at two chassis dynamometer road 
load settings and compared to baseline CO2 emissions [10] 

 
By reference to Figure 2-13 it can be seen that for these vehicles the CO2 emission results 

from tests run on the TA chassis dynamometer road load were 11% lower than those 

completed using Kadijk et. al.’s real world chassis dynamometer road load. Additionally 

there is a gap between the manufacturer declared CO2 emissions and the TA chassis 

dynamometer road load of 12%, making a total gap between declared CO2 and real world 

of 23%. This means a vehicle declared at 130 g/km CO2 is actually emitting somewhere in 

the region of 160 g/km when tested in real world conditions. For this thesis the particularly 

interesting results are the difference in CO2 emissions between the two sets of tests 

completed by the Kadijk et. al. since these data are from two experimental results 

obtained on a chassis dynamometer whereas the later uses a declared figure which is not 

taken from a chassis dynamometer test. It is incredibly difficult to make a valid comparison 

and objective conclusions from the reported differences between the manufacturers 

declared CO2 emissions and the Kadijk et. al.’s recorded CO2 emissions since the tests 

were performed in different test labs, by different people using different equipment. The 

differences could therefore easily be nothing to do with road loads and comprised of 

administrative subtractions made by the manufacturers as part of their CO2 declaration, a 

legal flexibility in the existing procedure, or through differences in the CVS system 

optimisation. Unfortunately Kadijk et. al. do not directly quantify the magnitude of the 

difference in chassis dynamometer road load that caused the 11% average change in CO2 

emissions between the real world and TA tests. This makes it impossible to derive any 
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form of generic transfer function between road load and CO2 emissions and is a big 

limitation of Kadijk et. al.’s study.  

Many authors across a variety of reports propose broadly the same list of factors for the 

sources of these various discrepancies in road loads which are responsible for shifts in 

CO2 emissions. For TA test vehicles manufacturers commonly use low rolling resistance 

tyres, optimising the tyre pressures for minimum rolling resistance and some use special 

tyre preparation techniques to further reduce rolling resistance, the details of which are 

not explicitly given in the literature [10, 14, 15]. The importance of tyres as a source of 

chassis dynamometer imprecision is discussed in detail in section 2.5.1.  

Other reasons for the discrepancies are cited as the use of special low rolling resistance 

test track surfaces, test track inclination and optimisation of vehicle mass [10, 14, 15]. 

Test track inclination is controlled by the TA regulations, which allow a maximum gradient 

of 1.5% [9]. Kadijk et. al. [14] quantified the effect of fully utilising this tolerance via a 

Ricardo simulation tool and found a 0.3% decrease in CO2 emissions. This effect is 

unlikely to be seen as a source of imprecision during chassis dynamometer testing since 

the gradient is either included in the original track road load determination for a vehicle 

model line and or is set as a variable within the chassis dynamometer control system. The 

later error state is easily identifiable since almost all systems will report the dynamometer 

settings used for each test. Kadijk et. al. point out that despite the regulations insisting that 

runs are performed in both directions, they do not preclude the design of a test track that 

slopes downwards in both directions [9, 10]. It is said that manufacturers typically optimise 

the vehicle mass so that the lightest possible TA vehicle is tested at the track. The TA 

regulations state that the test vehicle must have no optional extra equipment fitted, a 

courtesy which is readily utilised by the manufacturers [9]. Carlson et. al. [40] investigated 

the effect of changing the vehicle mass by 10% at the test track. Attempts were made to 

isolate drag changes by spacing the suspension to ensure the aerodynamic drag 

remained the same. When the three vehicles, which comprised a mix of gasoline, gasoline 

hybrid and fully electric vehicles, were tested over TA style tests a change to the vehicle 

energy consumption of between 2.4 and 4.1% was recorded [40]. These results are 

interesting but it should be noted that they are not comparable to European TA results, 

since the testing was conducted over the US drive cycles, namely the UDDS, HWFET and 

US06 cycles [40]. Carlson et. al. rightly point out that whilst these results are a useful 

indicator of the magnitude of possible errors, they are also specific to these vehicles. 

Interestingly a non-linearity was observed in the results that indicated that increasing 

mass impacted the road load less than decreasing by the same mass, see Figure 2-14 

[40].   
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Figure 2-14: Percentage change in road load versus percentage change in vehicle weight 
demonstrating non-linearity at low speeds. Dashed lines have been added by the author to 

demonstrate linearity for each vehicle if the error bars are used. [40] 
 
Classical texts on the subject of rolling resistance dependence on speed, see section 

2.5.1 for details, state that the relationship is linear so it is of some surprise, even to 

Carslon et. al. [40], that these results indicate non-linearity. However by examination of 

Figure 2-14 it is possible on all three vehicle’s ‘curves’ to fit a linear straight line fit through 

the data if one utilises the 95% confidence intervals. This suggests that the non-linearity is 

actually demonstrated in Carlson et. al. ‘s test error rather than being a fundamentally new 

finding. 

Kadijk et. al. [14] tested a light commercial vehicle over the TA NEDC using two chassis 

dynamometer road loads, the first derived via matching to in-house track coastdown 

testing of the vehicle and the second being a cookbook road load taken straight from the 

regulations. The CO2 emissions were on average 2.7% lower on the cookbook 

dynamometer road load, highlighting that the cookbook road loads are often an 

advantageous choice for manufacturers. This is generally only true for heavy vehicles 

which are more likely to have poor aerodynamics such as light commercial vehicles. In 

providing the cookbook road loads the regulators must represent a middle band road load 

for any given inertia class which means that lighter passenger vehicle’s loads are often 

over estimated and heavier less aerodynamic vehicle’s loads are typically underestimated. 

 Inaccuracy and imprecision from chassis dynamometers 
 
Chassis dynamometers have been used since as early as the 1920’s with the advent of 

Carl Schenck’s 4WD dynamometer [35] but methods for understanding and controlling 

their accuracy did not start to appear until the very end of the 1970’s [47]. Initial efforts to 
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improve the accuracy and repeatability of the chassis dynamometer where hampered by 

the lack of sophisticated equipment; however as these issues started to be overcome from 

the 1980’s the EPA started to form work groups to focus on the sources of imprecision 

and error. This work initially culminated in 1991 with the publication of the EPA request for 

proposal for “Specifications for Electric Chassis dynamometers, Attachment A” [48]. This 

is a 40 page document outlining the requirements for emissions chassis dynamometers 

along with acceptance tests for ensuring it is fit to test. The document, commonly known 

as ‘attachment A’, provided an excellent standard at the time it was published. However 

as equipment, particularly computer control systems, have improved the standard has 

become more and more out of date. As early as five years after the publication of 

attachment A, some authors were eager to point out its shortcomings in not fully covering 

some of the important factors, such as response time and simulation accuracy [34]. A new 

working group was formed comprised of members from CARB, EPA, and seven major 

OEMs; resulting in the publication of the ‘Dynamometer Performance Evaluation and 

Quality Assurance Procedures’ or DPEQAP in 2000 [49]. The DPEQAP builds on the 

information presented in attachment A and effectively supersedes it. It presents eighteen 

procedures of which twelve are intended for the evaluation of a new dynamometer and six 

are quality assurance procedures for determining if the dynamometer is fit for test.  

The report highlights many factors that are important to achieving accuracy and 

repeatability including but not limited to; load cell calibration, roller diameter and run-out, 

time verification, speed measurement, response time, base inertia evaluation, 

acceleration performance, parasitic losses compensation, roller surface texture and load 

cell calibration [49]. The report also defines a roadmap for ensuring that any chassis 

dynamometer is ‘ready to test’ from a quality perspective [49]. The roadmap has been 

summarised in Figure 2-15.  
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Figure 2-15: Dynamometer quality assurance roadmap based on DPEQAP [49] 
 
The principle of the DPEQAP roadmap [49] is that each stage must be checked each time 

the dynamometer is used to ensure the highest quality results with minimum imprecision. 

Some stages require a straight forward yes/no check. Other stages require more detailed 

evaluation of results against DPEQAP defined specification limits. The following 

paragraphs will explore the nature and effects of errors within the individual stages of the 

DPEQAP roadmap. 

The first stages in the DPEQAP roadmap are concerned with checking the calibration 

system, namely the load cell and encoders [27, 49]. The motor load cell is typically 

calibrated by applying dead weights to exercise the load cell to known forces. The gain 

and offset of the load cell amplifier can then be adjusted by the chassis dynamometer 

controller to ensure the readings from the load cell match the known forces applied by the 

series of dead weights [49]. The DPEQAP [49] recommends that the load cell calibration 

acceptance criteria are ±0.1% for accuracy, ±0.1% for linearity, ±0.1% for hysteresis and 
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±0.05% for repeatability. This is a much tighter tolerance than specified by the TA 

regulations which state that it shall be possible to read the indicated road load with an 

accuracy of ±5% and that the load of the dynamometer shall be matched to the real life 

road load within ±5% at 120, 100, 80, 60, 40kph and within ±10% at 20kph [9]. Below 

20kph the dynamometer absorption shall be positive [9]. 

The chassis dynamometer system must have an accurate calibration of its base machine 

inertia for the control system to be able to correctly control motor current to achieve the 

desired roller force during road load simulation [49, 50]. As previously mentioned the 

common method for the determination of the base inertia is to accelerate and decelerate 

the rig at fixed rates whilst measuring the motor force. From newton’s second law it is then 

straight forward to determine the mass of the rotating components. The DPEQAP gives a 

tolerance for the machine base inertia of ±0.2% of the manufacturers stated value [49]. 

This is a good standard for new machines, however on older systems where there has 

been substantial wear to the roller surface or large deposits of tyre rubber it may be more 

appropriate to use a value taken from an average over recent machine runtime. This has 

not been investigated in the literature but would warrant further consideration in the 

author’s opinion since wear or deposits could alter the mass and it is currently 

unquantified if the change in mass is significant.   

The chassis dynamometer must have an accurate model of the internal dynamometer 

losses to ensure the motor force that is applied will result in the correct force at the roller 

surface. One source of these losses is bearing friction which is highly dependent on the 

bearing temperature [42]. It is therefore important to thoroughly warm the dynamometer 

and bearings before a test to minimise imprecision arising from changing losses during 

the emissions test. Two authors have directly identified dynamometer thermal state as an 

important source of road load and therefore CO2 imprecision [27, 49]. The relative 

magnitude of the loss force to the applied road load force will be important in determining 

the magnitude of this source of imprecision which has not been directly quantified in the 

literature. The DPEQAP report [49] specifies a procedure to verify that the compensation 

of the dynamometer parasitic losses is accurate. The procedure involves operating the 

dynamometer in speed mode up to a pre-defined test speed, then switching to RLS mode 

with F1=F2=F3=0 and recording the final speed after 60 seconds. If the parasitic losses 

are correctly compensated then the speed should not change, so a tolerance is specified 

in the force domain of ±0.1hp [49]. 

The final checks in the DPEQAP roadmap [49] are concerned with validating whole 

machine performance on the assumption that individual component validation does not 

guarantee that the whole system functionality is desirable. This is achieved via a 
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procedure known as an unloaded or dynamometer only coastdown test. For this test there 

is no vehicle on the dynamometer and the road load coefficients are adjusted to account 

for this. The DPEQAP recommends that the target inertia is the machine base inertia and 

that the road load coefficients are set to F0=20lbs, F1=F2=0. The resulting coastdown 

forces for each 10mph speed gate must be within ±2.2lbs.  

Possibly the most obvious source of error and imprecision test to test from the chassis 

dynamometer is the use of incorrect settings for emissions tests. For example a user 

might accidently enter or select the incorrect inertia or dynamometer road load coefficients 

in the dynamometer control system. The effect of this error state has been investigated by 

authors in the literature. Brace et. al.[8] varied the load applied by the dynamometer 

through increasing the simulated inertia weight by 9.3% from the baseline condition. This 

was found to cause a 1.5% change in the vehicle fuel consumption, a change that was 

statistically significant at a 95% confidence level demonstrating the high robustness of the 

result. A change in the simulated inertia weight only affects the load applied by the 

dynamometer during transient events and does not affect the load applied during steady 

state cruise conditions. This means its effect on the overall emissions is highly dependent 

on the transient nature of the drive cycle. In the case of the NEDC there is a good 

proportion of both cruise and transient events [12] giving greater confidence in the result 

obtained by Brace et. al. and indicating that inertia errors are an important factor. 

Jourmard et. al. [31] report testing carried out by the TNO who tested five vehicles, each 

over five TA style emissions tests with three settings for road load and inertia. A detailed 

summary of the results is not given, however Jourmard et. al. describe that clear influence 

was found on all gaseous emissions, but only with significance on the CO2 emissions, FC 

and diesel NOx emissions [31].  

 Dynamometer summary 
 
The impact of variations in the road load applied to a vehicle on its CO2 emissions have 

been commented on several times in the available literature. Most authors have focused 

their work on the quantification of the difference between the real world track road load, 

the TA track road load and the TA chassis dynamometer road load, both in terms of 

applied force and vehicle out CO2 emissions. The differences between real world and TA 

are the focus of considerable attention within both the media and published literature, 

particularly with the development of new regulatory legislation that is currently taking place 

within the industry. As such the focus of these works is normally regarding the utilisation 

of test flexibilities that yield results which are incomparable to the real world which is a 

slightly different focus to that of this thesis. There is very little literature from the academic 

field which takes an in depth analysis of the chassis dynamometer with a view to 
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improving the precision of results. However the literature that is available still provides 

useful background on the sensitivity of vehicle emissions to changes in road load, since 

the sensitivity is likely to be very similar in the real world, on a track or when it is being 

tested on a chassis dynamometer. Within the available literature the Kadijk et. al. [10] 

have been the most vocal, stating modelling results that yield a sensitivity of 0.63% CO2 

per 1% change in applied road load force along with simulation results for the effect of 

gradient which yielded a sensitivity of 0.2% CO2 per 1% change in gradient. Also reporting 

that the use of cookbook dynamometer road loads compared with track matched road 

loads gives on average a 2.7% lower CO2 result from a vehicle. Carlson et. al. [40] 

examined the effect of vehicle mass and reported results that yield a sensitivity of 

between 0.24 and 0.41% consumed fuel energy per 1% change in vehicle mass. However 

their results were recorded over highly transient US test cycles and therefore the 

sensitivities are less valid for European TA or NEDC testing.  

Other authors have examined the effect of incorrect use of the chassis dynamometer. 

Brace et. al. [8] increased the inertia simulation weight and recorded results that yield a 

sensitivity of 0.16% change in FC per 1% change in inertia simulation weight, a change 

that was statistically significant at a 95% confidence level. Jourmard [31] tested vehicles 

at three settings for road load and inertia and reported a clear influence on all emissions 

with significant changes to CO2, FC and diesel NOx. Given that satisfactory dynamometer 

operation and setup has a clear influence on the vehicle CO2 emissions a group of 

engineers from various OEM’s worked together to understand the factors that are 

important to ensuring good machine performance. These factors have been identified in 

their report, the Dynamometer Performance Evaluation and Quality Assurance 

Procedures or DPEQAP, however the procedures are lengthy and arguably need to be 

streamlined to be useful applied to an industrial testing environment. For example basic 

principles like warming the dynamometer prior to usage are well known but the length of 

the required warm up and hence the relative importance of thermal state has not been 

quantified. Such a quantification of the important factors would allow useful trade-off of the 

importance of individual DPEQAP procedures. Ultimately no author to date has attempted 

to answer the question; is a modern chassis dynamometer capable of giving high enough 

precision and accuracy to meet the needs of today’s testing requirements?  

2.5. Procedural Factors 

 Defining procedural factors 
 
The term ‘procedural factors’ has been coined to cover a variety of sources of variability 

that are all predominately linked to human actions performed by test technicians during 

the setup and completion of chassis dynamometer emissions tests. Examples include the 
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alignment of the vehicle when installing it onto the chassis dynamometer, the setting of 

the vehicle tyre pressures and the tightening of the vehicle restraints. The following 

sections will describe each of the known procedural factors and the available literature to 

understand their effects.   

 Vehicle alignment 
 
When a vehicle is installed onto a chassis dynamometer, there are two main approaches. 

The first is for a front loading dynamometer, in which case a front wheel drive vehicle 

would be pushed backwards over the dynamometer rollers, with the roller brakes applied, 

until the non-driven wheels are clear and the driven front wheels are resting in the well of 

the rollers. The second is for a rear loading dynamometer, in which case a front wheel 

drive vehicle is pushed front first onto the dynamometer rollers until the wheels are resting 

in the well of the chassis dynamometer. Since it is not possible to align the vehicle 

completely perpendicular to the rollers during this initial installation the dynamometer must 

be used to centralise the vehicle once the wheels are resting in the rollers. For a twin 

roller dynamometer the centralising procedure is simply to slowly motor the rollers at less 

than 5km/h. If the vehicle is misaligned it will self-steer until it is perpendicular to the 

rollers. On a 48” single roller dynamometer it is necessary to have a centralising 

mechanism that provides the function of positioning the vehicle tyre on the crown of the 

roller. This normally consists of two small pinch rollers that move up the roller 

circumferentially until they hold the vehicle on the roller crown. The centralising procedure 

is then the same as for a twin roller dynamometer.  

From the author’s experience there are two most likely modes of failure in centralising a 

vehicle. Firstly the vehicle can be rolled onto the dynamometer at such a severe angle 

that the rollers are not wide enough to align the vehicle via the self-steer principle. In this 

instance the vehicle will swerve off the dynamometer rollers and collide with the guards 

unless it has previously been loosely restrained to the test cell floor. The second and 

much more likely mode of failure is for the operator to forget to align the vehicle at all after 

installing it on the dynamometer. Brace et. al. [8] examined the effect of a misalignment 

that might occur from this mode of failure by purposely misaligning the vehicle by 75mm 

when measured as indicated by their diagram, see Figure 2-16. 
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Figure 2-16: Diagram of vehicle misalignment on a chassis dynamometer [8] 

 
When NEDC tests were run with the vehicle misaligned, a 1.7% increase in vehicle FC 

was found from the 75mm misalignment, a change that was statistically significant at a 

95% confidence level. This is quite a small change compared to some the factors 

considered earlier in this chapter; indeed the factor appears quite far along the pareto 

chart taken from the Brace et. al.’s [8] paper, ranking eighth in the size of the effect, see 

Figure 2-3. No work exists in the literature identifying methods to detect or correct for this 

factor and only the study by Brace et. al. appears to have documented this factor.  

 Vehicle tyres 
 
It has been shown in numerous studies throughout the literature that variability in the 

vehicle load resulting from changes to rolling resistance from tyre preparation can result in 

significant variability in the fuel consumption from chassis dynamometer tests [3, 8, 10, 

14, 15, 27, 40, 41, 51-55]. The rolling resistance of a free rolling tyre is mainly caused by 

internal friction within the tyre carcass whilst windage losses, drag and slippage are 

generally much smaller effects at moderate speeds, typically accounting for only a few 

percent each  [53-57]. The losses within the tyre carcass occur because in the contact 

area between the tyre and road there is deformation of the tyre and the energy dissipated 

to deform the tyre is not completely recovered when it springs back as the tyre rolls 

forwards [55].  The magnitude of these losses and hence the rolling resistance can be 

affected in a number of ways during TA road load determination and during TA emissions 

testing. The most commonly discussed factors affecting the rolling resistance are the tyre 

inflation pressure, wear, alignment, rolling radius, inertia, road surface friction, 

temperature, width and compound. Genta [55] documents the theoretical expected trend 

for some of these factors, stating that the rolling resistance of a radial tyre decreases with 

increased wear. Genta also states that the internal damping of rubber decreases with 

increased temperature and hence the hysteresis losses within a tyre will reduce, lowering 

the rolling resistance. In addition the lower rolling resistance will stabilise the temperature 

of the tyre since there is less energy dissipation within the tyre carcass and therefore less 

heat generated through the tyre deformation. Genta also states that an increase in the 
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inflation pressure or a reduction in the normal load will reduce the rolling resistance. 

Genta quotes a formula which expresses the rolling resistance coefficient as a function of 

the inflation pressure and speed, see Equation 2-15 [55].  

푓 =
퐾
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푝
푉  

Equation 2-15 [55] 
 
Where f is the rolling resistance coefficient, K is a coefficient that takes a value of 0.8 for 

radial tyres, p is the inflation pressure, V is the speed and FZ is the normal force. Equation 

2-15 shows that the rolling resistance coefficient is linearly related to the inflation 

pressure. This linear relationship between inflation pressure and rolling resistance, exists 

only for the normal operating range of the tyre since extreme deflation leads to non-

linearity in the carcass deformation. The linear relationship between inflation pressure and 

rolling resistance is further confirmed by several other authors work from the literature [53, 

54, 57-60]. Of course the inflation pressure is directly linked to the normal force since it is 

impossible to increase the pressure without reducing the normal force. TA emissions 

testing legislation states that the tyre pressure must be set before testing when the vehicle 

is cold, however no specific temperature is stipulated [14], [9]. Kadijk et. al. [14] identify 

that by setting the tyre pressure when the vehicle is very cold it is possible to ensure the 

highest pressure and therefore the lowest rolling resistance during the test, when the 

vehicle is hot. Most authors have quantified the effect of tyre pressure changes when 

combined with other factors, however Brace et. al. [8] studied inflation pressure in 

isolation. It was found that a 7psi decrease in the tyre pressure of the conventional tyre 

caused a 2.6% change in the measured fuel consumption at a 99% confidence level; this 

is shown in Figure 2-3 [8]. This gives a sensitivity of 0.4% increase in FC per 1 psi tyre 

deflation. In the literature most authors have studied combinations of the factors that affect 

rolling resistance in lumped case studies. For example Fontaras et. al. [3] state that by 

improving the rolling resistance by between 10 and 20% a fuel consumption benefit in the 

region of 1 and 2.5% can be expected. Kadijk et. al. [14] state that the maximum possible 

change to fuel consumption or CO2 emissions is in the region of ±20% as a result of the 

optimised play off of all possible rolling resistance related noise factors.  

Tyre type is another important factor in the rolling resistance. Sports vehicles are typically 

equipped with high grip tyres and therefore have a high rolling resistance when compared 

with convention passenger vehicle tyres. A newer type of tyre that has gained popularity in 

recent years is the low rolling resistance tyre. Manufactures’ typically use these on 

specifically branded eco models [14]. Brace et. al. [8] studied the change in the tyre type 

from conventional to a sports tyre and found a 3.6% increase in the measured fuel 
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consumption over the NEDC, a change that was statistically significant at a 99% 

confidence level, see Figure 2-3. The effect of low rolling resistance tyres has not been 

quantified in isolation in the literature. It is of course unlikely that the tyre type on a vehicle 

would change during a test programme, since the NEDC is a relatively low power cycle 

[12] and hence tyre life is likely to be high. However it is possible that the tyre type and 

manufacturer can vary when vehicles of the same make and model are tested at different 

labs and at different times. It is therefore important to monitor the tyre specification, 

including tread depth and tyre pressure when comparing batches of test results.  

Sato et. al. [51] took an interesting approach in their study by examining the variation in 

wheel work rather than any physical change in the tyre setup or configuration. It was 

found that variation in wheel work, measured using a wheel torque transducer, was well 

correlated with fuel consumption results from the Japan 10-15 test cycle, see Figure 2-17. 

 

Figure 2-17: Correlation of wheel work to fuel economy [51] 
 
The variation in wheel work was found to have been caused by variations in the tyre 

losses, which were in turn were found to correlate highly with the tyre surface temperature 

[51] which is exactly as predicted by the theory presented by Genta [55]. The correlation 

between tyre surface temperature and tyre loss is shown in Figure 2-18. The level of fit is 

good with a coefficient of determination, or R2 value of 0.9, indicating that 90% of the 

variability in tyre losses can be attributed to variations in the tyre surface temperature and 

that there is a linear relationship between tyre surface temperature and tyre loss force.  
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Figure 2-18: Correlation of tyre surface temperature to tyre loss force [51] 
 
Unfortunately in the study carried out by Sato et. al. [51] the only link between variation in 

tyre losses and fuel economy is the correlation with wheel work shown in Figure 2-17. To 

make use of this correlation for TA emissions testing would necessitate the time 

consuming installation of expensive wheel torque transducers and the modification of the 

test vehicle, it is therefore unlikely to be feasible in a commercial environment. However 

the correlation of tyre temperature with tyre loss does show there is a case for ensuring 

consistent tyre temperature during TA emissions tests, although further work is required to 

determine the magnitude of the emissions response. 

So far the effect of changes to the vehicle tyres on fuel consumption has been explored, 

however changes to the vehicle tyres can also be used to affect the coastdown time 

during TA dynamometer road load determination. Brace et. al. [8] summarised the 

cumulative effect of several tyre related factors on the coastdown times and also linked 

these to the fuel consumption, see Figure 2-19.  
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Figure 2-19: combined effect of tyre related factors on the rolling resistance measured by 

coastdown time and on gravimetric fuel consumption [8] 
 
Their results show that an increase in the FC of approximately 12% was found when 

underinflated sports tyres were used over a NEDC, highlight just how significant the effect 

from the tyres can be. Brace et. al. state that these results also give more insight into their 

study of chassis dynamometer noise factors by allowing the data to be re-processed to 

take into account the coastdown time as a measure of all rolling resistance factors rather 

than individual measurements of the factors affecting coastdown time. When that was 

done it was found there is was 2% change in FC for a 10 second change in coastdown 

time which according to the data presented could occur from a 0.5 bar change in tyre 

pressure [8]. This highlights that it is important to examine the coastdown data from 

chassis dynamometer tests as it gives valuable insight into the variability in the rolling 

resistance and hence the potential CO2 emissions. Of course a coastdown test will only 

give a measure of the end of test rolling resistance and hence it is also important to 

consider variables that can be controlled before the test is started, for example the tyre 

inflation pressure. Something that has not been considered within the literature is the 

expected variation in tyre pressure and therefore the best methods for controlling this and 

other factors relating to rolling resistance.  

 Vehicle restraints 
 
An increase vertical load imparted on the vehicle through the tie down straps should result 

in an increase in the rolling resistance of the tyres, by reference to Equation 2-15, with a 

corresponding fuel consumption penalty. The study conducted by Brace at. al. [8] showed 

no statistical significance in the measured effect of the strap tension. However Peralta et. 

al. [61] found a reduction in the criteria pollutants and an improved precision in CO2 

emissions when comparing rigid restraint poles to flexible straps. For the study conducted 

by Brace et. al. it must be assumed that by changing the angle of the straps from 
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horizontal to being tied down to the floor does not impart a high increase in vertical tyre 

load and that the angle of the straps is likely to be a minor factor effecting the vehicle fuel 

consumption. However Brace et. al. [8] did not measure the strap tension directly or the 

vehicle suspension deflection when the straps were attached to the floor and therefore it is 

not possible to know how much vertical load was placed on the wheels. For example if the 

straps were still quite loose when angled to the floor it would be of little surprise that there 

was no effect on fuel consumption. Conceivably an operator could tighten the straps so 

tight that there is considerable increase in vertical load and hence a significant change to 

FC. Peralta et. al.’s study shows that by reducing the opportunity for the restraints to 

deform the load on the vehicle is more constant with an equivalent improvement in the 

vehicle CO2 emission precision. However Peralta et. al. do not attempt to give any 

statistical confidence to their findings and it is clear from their results that the basic level of 

precision in their study is not ideal or necessarily totally in control meaning their results 

can only be taken as indicative at best.     

 Test Vehicle Mass 
 
The vehicle mass is usually a variable that is optimised at the track road load 

determination stage of vehicle development where the vehicle inertia class is being 

determined. The effects of changes to the vehicle mass during road load determination 

have been discussed in detail in section 2.4.2. However it is also possible for the physical 

mass of the test vehicle that is installed onto the chassis dynamometer to vary. For 

example the volume and therefore mass of fuel in the vehicle’s fuel tank, the weight of the 

driver and any passengers along with the weight of any optional extras installed into the 

test vehicle. The effect of increases in the physical mass of the test vehicle has the effect 

of increasing the vertical load on the vehicle tyres and therefore increasing the rolling 

resistance. Some laboratories have therefore adopted techniques to control the variation 

in the weight of the driver by asking lightweight drivers to take additional ballast into the 

vehicle when they drive an emissions test. The fuel tank mass is typically less important 

on a front wheel drive vehicle, since the fuel tank is usually located above the rear wheels, 

however in any case it is easily controlled by ensuring the tank level is maintained within a 

sensible tolerance with post-test refuelling.   

 Engine oil level 
 
The effect of engine oil level on the CO2 emissions during TA emissions tests is not widely 

discussed in the literature. Only Brace et. al. [8] have attempted to experimentally 

measure the effect of oil level on a C-car passenger vehicle by testing the vehicle with 

both a full fill and with 2.5 litres of engine oil removed. A decrease in the fuel consumption 

of 2.9% resulted from removing the 2.5 litres of engine oil, a change that was statistically 
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significant at a 99% confidence level. However this is quite a large decrease in the engine 

oil level and is likely to result in a level that is below the dipstick minimum. It’s therefore 

unlikely to occur during normal vehicle operation on a chassis dynamometer, unless it is a 

deliberate test condition. Interestingly the TA regulations do not directly state a control 

measure for the engine oil level.  

 The test room ambient conditions 
 
Chassis dynamometers used for TA emissions testing are always housed in climatic 

chambers or rooms since there is a legal requirement for TA emissions tests to maintain 

the test cell temperature within 20 to 30°C [9]. The TA legislation also stipulates that the 

engine coolant and oil must be within ±2K of the recorded laboratory ambient temperature 

at the start of the test [9]. For the most part, where a small chamber is used around only 

one test room the temperature is often very well regulated, since it is physically much 

easier to control a small volume of air. However in a commercial setting where there might 

be a large area with vehicle soak bays and test rooms all controlled by one air 

conditioning system it is more conceivable that there could be localised variations in 

temperature or humidity.  

Several authors have found that variations in the temperature can cause variation in 

vehicle fuel consumption and emissions [8, 14, 15, 20, 31]. Whilst all authors indicate 

some form of temperature dependence, many authors do not state a correlation between 

ambient temperature and emissions and those that do found the effects were small. Brace 

et. al. [8] found that a 3°C increase in the engine start temperature caused only a 0.2% 

change in the vehicle fuel consumption, a change that was not statistically significant. 

Joumard et. al. [31] report that an increase in soak temperature from 10 and 20°C will 

cause a reduction in CO2 emissions of 2% with no indication of statistical confidence. 

Kadijk et. al. [14] reported the findings of two studies by JRC. The first of these studies 

recorded the CO2 emissions from multiple vehicles tested under replicate TA emissions 

test conditions at four different soak temperatures; 15, 22, 25 and 28°C. The results at 

22°C were taken as a baseline for normalisation and a linear regression line was fitted 

through the results, see Figure 2-20. Unfortunately there is a very large scatter in the 

results, perhaps due to a lack of control of other noise factors and the resulting coefficient 

of determination of 0.214 for the linear fit is very low.  
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Figure 2-20: CO2 emissions from a variety of test vehicles tested at 15, 22, 25 and 28°C. The 
results are normalised against the CO2 emissions at 22°C. [14] 

 
The second study by the JRC that is referenced by Kadijk et. al. investigated the effect of 

vehicle temperature prior to starting TA style emissions tests by varying the vehicle soak 

times from only one hour through to 24 hours in one hour increments. The results were 

used to derive a relationship between engine start temperature and reduction in CO2 

emissions from baseline of 0.17 % CO2 per one degree kelvin. Kadijk et. al. imply that 

since the gradients from the two JRC studies are approximately equal there is high 

confidence in findings. However given the incredibly low coefficient of determination from 

the first study and the lack of any statistical confidence analysis, the author would suggest 

that low confidence must be placed on Kadijk’s findings. Kadijk et. al. [14] also state within 

a table in their report that a difference in CO2 emissions of 4% can be expected when 

results from 20 and 30°C laboratory ambient are compared. No reference is given for this 

finding, which is more than double the predicted 1.7% change from their reported JRC 

studies. 

Schmidt [20] also investigated the effect of laboratory ambient soak temperature by 

testing vehicles at 22 and 28°C. The results reported by Schmidt have a large variance 

between the test vehicles and also between the test phases for some vehicles, see Figure 

2-21.  
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Figure 2-21: Results from a study of the change in CO2 emissions when soak temperature is 
increased from 22 to 28°C.  Vehicles 1-3 are SI and vehicles 4-6 are CI. The largest effects 

have been highlighted by the original author [20] 
 
For vehicles 1 and 6 the change in soak temperature has had very little effect on the CO2 

emissions which have been changed by less than 1%. Conversely the other vehicles have 

shown large changes in the CO2 emissions with overall NEDC emissions reduced by 

between approximately 3.5 and 9.5%. For test vehicles 1 and 2 the results are 

approximately in line with those reported by other authors; being in the region of 1%. Yet 

the results for the remaining vehicles show much larger effects than other authors report. 

For each of these vehicles the greatest change occurs in the first phase of the test which 

is not surprising since the vehicle will be warming up during this phase and will likely be 

warmed up by the time the second phase starts.  Much like the other studies, Schmidt 

does not give an indication of statistical confidence in their results making it difficult to 

know how important the vehicle soak temperature is for the vehicle CO2 emissions. A 

possible explanation that is supported by Schmidt’s findings is that the importance of 

vehicle soak temperature is different for each vehicle. Perhaps this could be due to 

differences in the thermal mass of the engine or perhaps differences in the engine 

compartment shielding for heat retention. It is not possible to be sure with the information 

that is currently available in the literature. 

 Roadspeed fan 
 
All chassis dynamometers for TA emissions testing use a road speed modulated fan, 

positioned 30cm from the front of the vehicle, to keep the engine cool and to replicate the 

air flow over the engine during normal driving [9]. There are three main factors that can 
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cause variability in the airflow from the road speed fan to the vehicle. Firstly, whilst the fan 

position is dictated in emissions legislation, it is often reliant on the user to correctly 

position the fan prior to each test and if this procedure is not tightly controlled, variability 

will be present. This is particularly the case for the angle of the fan which is simply 

required by legislation to point at the vehicle radiator and is therefore open to user 

interpretation. Another noise factor is the incorrect calibration of the fan wind speed to the 

vehicle speed. For TA emissions tests there is a legal tolerance on the calibration of the 

air speed at the fan exit, which could mean that the impact of this factor is likely to be 

relatively small. For reference the TA legal tolerance is that the air speed must be within 

±5 km/h of the dynamometer roller speed between 10 and 50 km/h. At speeds above 50 

km/h the air speed must be within ±10 km/h [9]. 

Brace et. al. [8] investigated the effect of a 40% overspeed in the fan over the duration of 

the NEDC which was found to have caused a 1.7% increase in fuel consumption, a 

change that was statistically significant at a 95% confidence level. A 40% fan overspeed is 

likely to result in an increase in air speed that is well outside the legal TA tolerance, so it is 

surprising that the measured effect is only very small. However Brace et. al. tested the 

vehicle over the NEDC which is a cold start cycle and is a relatively low speed and low 

power cycle, see Table 1-3. Therefore for the majority of the cycle it is likely that the 

engine was still warming up. Furthermore given the low ambient temperature of -7°C 

during Brace et. al.’s work combined with the slow speed and multiple idle periods during 

the first phase of the cycle, the author speculates that the fan overspeed may not have as 

large an effect as perhaps might be first thought. In addition Brace et. al. changed the fan 

demand from 100% of roller speed to 140% of roller speed and therefore it highly possible 

that the fan output saturated before it reached 40% overspeed since the output airflow 

was not measured or discussed in their study and no details of the fan characteristic are 

given. However their experimental findings would suggest that a study investigating the 

effect of air speed errors within the legal tolerance would struggle to find significant 

changes in CO2 emissions. Of course it is also possible that the effects are highly vehicle 

specific and for example dependent on the extent of the engine compartment shielding.  

 Vehicle run-in time 
 
For a TA emissions test the vehicle must be run in and have been driven at least 3,000km 

and this includes the vehicle tyres which must have a tread depth between 90 and 50% of 

the new depth [9]. However in the literature it has been identified that there is flexibility in 

these tolerances and that emissions results can vary by optimising the run-in time of the 

test vehicle [14]. An increased run-in time is advantageous since driveline, bearings and 

engine friction is reduced as components bed-in and component fit tolerances widen. Also 
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it has been demonstrated that tyres with a lower tread depth have a reduced rolling 

resistance compared with new tyres [55]. Kadijk et. al. [14] report the results of a study by 

Ricardo which found that by extending the run-in time from 3,000 to 15,000km the CO2 

emissions can be reduced by up to 5%. However Kadijk et. al. report that it is perceived 

by OEM’s that modern vehicles would have a much reduced gradient of CO2 reduction for 

run-in time. Kadijk et. al. claim that most TA test vehicles have only completed around 

5,000km at the start of TA testing. The CO2 improvement is also reduced if the vehicle is 

taken back to the track and new coastdown data recorded for a dynamometer road load 

match. Vehicles being tested on a cookbook dynamometer road load will therefore show a 

larger CO2 reduction from an increased run-in time [14]. 

There is relatively little data in the literature for the effect of vehicle run-in time on CO2 

emissions however the effects of reduced rolling resistance for warn down tyres and a 

bedded-in driveline are widely accepted. It must therefore be concluded that the effect of 

run-in time will vary depending on the degree of optimisation of new vehicle losses. Kadijk 

et al. [14] estimate that for most modern vehicles the CO2 reduction from increased run-in 

time is only in the region of 0.5% [14].  

 Procedural factor summary 
 
The examination of the literature has identified several procedural factors. For some of 

these there is no numerical data to give an indication of the magnitude of the factor effect 

on CO2 emissions; such factors include the vehicle restraint tension and the actual vehicle 

mass. The literature includes data from a least one experimental study for the remaining 

factors that allows an approximate quantification of the magnitude of each factor on the 

CO2 emissions. These are summarised in Table 2-1. 

Table 2-1: Procedural factor effect summary 
 

Procedural factor Size of effect on FC or 
CO2 emissions 

Author (s) 

Vehicle alignment 1.7% FC Brace et. al. [8] 
Tyre inflation pressure 0.3 – 2.6% FC Brace et. al. [8] 

Tyre type 3.6% FC Brace et. al. [8] 
Vehicle restraints Unknown N/A 

Actual test vehicle mass Unknown N/A 
Engine oil level 2.9% FC Brace et. al. [8] 

Ambient temperature 0.2% FC Brace et. al. [8] 
2 - 4% CO2 Jourmard et.al. [31], Kadijk 

et. al. [14], Schmidt [20] 
Roadspeed fan 1.7% FC Brace et. al. [8] 

Vehicle run-in time 0.5 – 5% CO2 Kadijk et. al. [14] 
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By examination of Table 2-1 the largest effects are from the factors that relate the tyre 

condition, the engine oil level and the ambient temperature. Further work to identify and 

design control mechanisms for these factors would be a useful addition to the literature.  

 

2.6. The emissions measurement system 
 

 Overview of the TA emissions measurement system 
 
This section will give the reader an insight into the vastness of the emissions 

measurement system as a potential source of imprecision and inaccuracy in the 

measured CO2 emissions from the vehicle during TA style emissions tests. All of the 

factors identified in earlier sections of this thesis can be considered to be affecting the 

vehicle out CO2 emissions or FC. However consideration of the emissions measurement 

system means considering that the CO2 emissions measured during a study might be 

varying due to the measurement system rather than due to the factor being investigated. 

The emissions measurement system is a large and complex system and there are many 

sources of imprecision and inaccuracy. Studies of the system looking at ways to improve 

the accuracy and precision are therefore a very important part of the chassis 

dynamometer testing field. However since the scope of work into improving the precision 

of the emissions measurement system is so vast that it could easily form the basis of an 

entire thesis in its own right it had to be excluded from in depth investigations within this 

thesis. But of course readers should not ignore the emissions measurement system when 

considering the precision and accuracy of their results.   

The regulation emissions measurement system for TA emissions testing is the constant 

volume sampling or CVS system [9]. Figure 2-22 shows a basic schematic of the system. 
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Figure 2-22: Schematic diagram of a CVS system [27] 

 
The system works by taking the tailpipe exhaust flow from the vehicle and mixing it with 

ambient dilution air in a mixing tee. The diluted exhaust gas is then drawn through a 

critical flow venturi (CFV) which controls the flowrate at a fixed value, typically between 3 

and 12m3/min. The dilution ratio therefore varies, depending on the vehicle exhaust 

flowrate [62]. The diluted exhaust is then trapped in bags and the concentrations of the 

pollutants are measured by analysers at the end of the test. The concentrations can be 

converted to mass either by taking a measure of the ratio of the CO2 concentration in the 

exhaust region of the mixing tee to that in the bag or by making a direct volume flowrate 

measurement. Currently the most popular methods for direct flowrate measurement 

include the smooth approach orifice (SAO) which is used to measure the dilution air 

flowrate and the ultrasonic flow meter which is used to measure the undiluted exhaust gas 

flowrate [27, 62-64]. To allow for the measurement of particulate emissions as part of the 

latest emissions standards, the mixing tee is replaced by a dilution tunnel with filter 

cartridges to catch the particulate emissions at the end of the tunnel [27]. 

 Sources of imprecision in the emissions measurement system 
 
There are many potential sources of error in the CVS system and in the exhaust gas 

analysers, Bielaczyc et. al. [27] neatly summarises these in a diagram of the typical 

chassis dynamometer test room, see Figure 2-23. Some of the factors identified by 

Bielaczyc et. al. [27] are sources of inaccuracy and not uncertainty, however in most 

cases the sources of inaccuracy can also vary on a test-wise basis meaning that they can 

also be sources of imprecision, hence it is valid to consider most of the factors in the 

context of this research. 
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Looking specifically at the emissions analysers Bielaczyc et. al. [27] identify the following 

sources of error; basic accuracy, measuring ranges, zero/span adjustment, linearization 

curve, calibration, measurement device temperature, gas divider accuracy and calibration 

gas accuracy.  Other authors are in agreement with some of these error sources and have 

identified additional error sources including system contamination from previous tests, 

system out-gasing, dilution air contamination and water condensation [63]. All of these 

sources of error only become factors of imprecision if they vary between tests, for 

example a typical calibration gas bottle standard is the alpha standard, which has an 

accuracy of ±1%. If, between tests, the bottle standard is changed for one of a lower 

specification with a reduced accuracy. There will of course be a corresponding reduction 

in the accuracy and there will also be a reduced precision if test results are compared 

from analyser calibrations done on both bottles. If test results are compared from 

analysers calibrated using only one of the bottles then only the accuracy is affected.  

Looking specifically at the CVS system Bielaczyc et. al. [27] identify the following sources 

of error; venturi calibration, temperatures, system leaks, dilution factor, mixing effects, 

pressure and condensation. Other authors are in agreement with these sources of error 

[63]. Again these factors are typically sources of inaccuracy, however most factors can 

cause imprecision when they are varied on a test-wise basis. For example when a vehicle 

is removed and reinstalled onto a chassis dynamometer and the exhaust connections are 

made, broken and remade, a system leak is quite possible and may result in imprecision 

when compared to results from previous tests.  
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Figure 2-23: Possible error sources during exhaust emission testing on a chassis 
dynamometer [27] 

 

 

Figure 2-24: Cause and effect diagram for the uncertainty of emissions measurement [27] 
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When the sources of error and imprecision are compounded in an error analysis some 

authors have found some very high worst case uncertainties for regulated pollutants at the 

EURO 5 level. For example Bielaczyc et. al. [27] found that the worst case NOx emissions 

error was 53% and 27% for gasoline and diesel vehicle emissions respectively. For the 

CO2 emissions the corresponding worst case errors were found to be below 11% in both 

cases.  These errors are high, however it is the author’s opinion that the errors in the CVS 

and analysis system are unlikely to compound to give measurement errors that swing to 

an extreme high or low. Instead it is physically much more likely that errors will compound 

such that their individual effect is cancelled out somewhat and the overall effect is 

reduced. Since the publication of the research of Bielaczyc et. al. [27] there have been 

some enhancements to the CVS and analysis system such that the magnitude or the 

errors observed may be reduced. Some of these improvements are mentioned by 

Bielaczyc et. al. [27]; for example the improvement in exhaust flowrate determination via 

the use of a dilution air SAO. 

 Summary of the emissions measurement system 
 
This section will have given the reader an introduction to the key sources of inaccuracy 

and imprecision from the TA emissions measurement system. The number of factors is 

quite vast and therefore errors can be large in magnitude, for example Bielaczyc et al. [27] 

state that the theoretical worst case CO2 error is 11%. In reality the worst case error 

scenario is the most unlikely to occur during normal testing so errors and perhaps 

imprecision can be considered to be contained within a much smaller window. 

Determination of the magnitude of these errors would require significant additional work 

such that is outside the scope of this thesis.  

2.7. All CO2 noise factors 
 
A fishbone diagram was created to summarise all the noise factors identified from the 

literature. The effects of each factor, extracted from the literature, are shown in brackets 

on the diagram as well as the largest possible effect for each area. This is shown in Figure 

2-25 below.  
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Figure 2-25: Fishbone diagram of the sources of fuel economy imprecision and inaccuracy 

 

2.8. Chapter Summary and Conclusions 
 
In this chapter the literature has been reviewed to determine the causes of imprecision in 

vehicle CO2 emissions from chassis dynamometer tests. From this review the following 

conclusions are drawn: 

 The vehicle electrical system is important in determining the precision of vehicle 

CO2 emissions. The key factors are auxiliary loads and battery charging. Authors 

have shown effects for both factors can vary between as little as 1 and as much 

as 50% change in CO2 emissions, showing that large perturbations are easily 

possible from this factor.  

 Driver behaviour is important in determining the precision of vehicle CO2 

emissions. Authors have measured changes to CO2 emissions between 0.1 and 

5.5% from speed errors and 4.5% from variation in gear changes. Many authors 

acknowledge that there are several factors which are important in drive 

behaviour for which there are no quantitative metrics. The SAE J2951 drive 

quality standard is intended to partially address this but the standard is in its 

infancy and no published studies yet exist which use the standard. 
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 The chassis dynamometer and the load it applies to the vehicle are important in 

determining the precision of vehicle CO2 emissions. One author reported a 

0.63% sensitivity of CO2 emissions per 1% change in applied road load and a 

0.2% sensitivity in CO2 emissions per 1% change in driving gradient. Another 

authors reported a 0.16% change in FC per 1% change in dynamometer 

simulation weight. The root causes of variability in a chassis dynamometer 

machine seems to be well understood and have to date culminated in the 

publishing of the DPEQAP.  

 Procedural factors are important in determining the precision of vehicle CO2 

emissions. The factors that have been identified from the literature include 

vehicle alignment, tyre inflation pressure, tyre type, vehicle restraints, test mass, 

engine oil level, ambient temperature, roadspeed fan and vehicle run-in time. 

The magnitude of the effect recorded by authors for these factors varies in the 

region of 0.2 – 4% change in FC or CO2 emissions, showing that the size of the 

effect from procedural factors is typically less than those from the electrical 

system, dynamometer or driver.  

 The emissions measurement system is important in determining the precision of 

vehicle CO2 emissions. A large amount of literature exists examining multiple 

factors resulting from the vehicle emissions measurement system and the scope 

of this area is outside the scope of this thesis. For this thesis it will be assumed 

that the vehicle CO2 emissions can be measured in a precise and accurate way. 
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Chapter 3. Statistical Approach to Improving and 
Validating Test Precision 

 

3.1. Statistical confidence, accuracy and precision 

 Obtaining confidence in results 
 
For the most part engineers perform experiments in an attempt to validate a theory or 

measure the effect of a technological change to hardware. In an ideal world engineers 

would be able to record the entire population of results that would allow the theory or 

change to be validated. In reality the entire population of results is normally so vast that its 

measurement is totally impractical and would take far too long, for example an entire 

population of results could be all the FC results from all examples of a vehicle model in its 

lifetime. Engineers are therefore forced to conduct smaller experiments measuring only a 

batch of results and making inferences about the population. The resulting data set is 

known as a sample.  

Traditionally when experiments are conducted the results are recorded more than once in 

an attempt to validate the experimental result. If upon repeating an experiment the results 

are the same, the experimenter has arbitrarily more certainty in the measured result and if 

the results are different the experimenter is forced to continue repeating the experiment or 

change the experimental setup on the assumption that there are other factors influencing 

the results. If the experimenter chooses to continue repeating the experiment a 

distribution of results will be obtained. An example of this is shown by plotting the CO2 

emissions from 100 consecutive TA style emissions tests completed on a chassis 

dynamometer, see Figure 3-1.  
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Figure 3-1: Total bag CO2 emissions from 100 consecutive tests on a EURO 4 diesel light 
commercial vehicle 

 
The sample mean is an important measure of the location of the data, however it gives no 

information about the spread, for which the standard deviation is commonly used measure 

of spread, see Equation 3-1. 

푠 =
∑(푦 − 푦)
푛 − 1

 

Equation 3-1 [65] 
 
Where s is the standard deviation, y is the individual experimental results, y bar is the 

mean of the experimental results and n is the number of results. The standard deviation is 

given in the units of the experimental measurement, in this case g/km of CO2. This means 

that it is not possible to use the standard deviation to make valid comparisons of 

experimental variability between experiments unless the results of the experiments are 

measured in the same units. It is therefore commonplace to express the standard 

deviation as a percentage of the mean since this allows for direct comparison of 

experimental variability. This is known as the coefficient of variation (CoV), see Equation 

3-2 

퐶표푉 =
푆푡푎푛푑푎푟푑	푑푒푣푖푎푡푖표푛

푚푒푎푛
× 100 

Equation 3-2 [65] 
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Given a sample of results an experimenter is usually left wondering if their results are 

correct or in other words how accurately does the sample mean represent the population 

mean. To this end the standard deviation can be used to calculate the statistical 

confidence interval. This is a statistical measure of the range in which the true result is 

expected to be; since the results of an experiment are considered to be a true random 

sample of the total population of results. The confidence intervals are calculated using 

Student’s t distribution at a desired confidence level. The 95 and 99% confidence levels 

have become industry standard yardsticks for satisfactory confidence in an experimental 

result. Box et. al., [65] state that “you should be somewhat convinced of the reality of a 

discrepancy (result) at the 5% level and fairly confident at the 1% level”. As an example 

the formula for the 95% confidence interval is shown in Equation 3-3. 

95%	푐표푛푓푖푑푒푛푐푒	푖푛푡푒푟푣푎푙 = 	
푠
√푛

× 푡 , % 

Equation 3-3 [66] 
 
Where s is the standard deviation, n is the number of tests and t is the probability factor 

obtained from student’s t distribution for the number of experimental tests at a 95% 

confidence level. The calculated 95% confidence interval can used to state the range in 

which 95% of the experimental results will lie; ± the calculated 95% confidence interval. 

Confidence intervals provide a simple way to assess the significance of differences 

between sets of experimental results. For example if an experimenter is wanting to 

compare two samples of results from before and after a technological change to a vehicle. 

The experimenter can calculate the confidence intervals for the two samples and if these 

are not coincident they can conclude that the average difference between the two 

samples is a real effect or a result of random variation.  

In the world of chassis dynamometer emissions testing it is often the case that new and 

potentially expensive vehicle technologies need to be assessed on the chassis 

dynamometer to determine if they have a real effect on the TA emissions. If the 

improvements to be measured in emissions or FC are very small then the confidence 

intervals for the samples also need to be small. By reference to Equation 3-3 there are 

three ways to reduce the confidence intervals: 

 Reduce the spread in the results, therefore decreasing the standard deviation 

 Adopt an alternative confidence level, such that the t value is reduced 

 Perform more repeat tests, thereby increasing the value of n and reducing the t 

value 
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Performing more repeat tests affects the equation in two ways firstly the denominator is 

increased and secondly the t value is reduced. Unfortunately this option is not very 

desirable since more repeat tests increases the cost of an experimental programme, 

which means the experimental programme will take longer, causes problems with test rig 

availability and can potentially introduce problems with drift over time. 

Adopting an alternative confidence interval is also undesirable. As previously mentioned 

the 95 and 99% confidence intervals have become a statistical yardstick and therefore a 

reduction in confidence level below 95% is usually not allowed by the test customer, 

particularly in the field of automotive testing. 

Reducing the spread in the results can be achieved by improving the repeatability of the 

experiments and reducing the random variation by identifying the important factors that 

are causing it. Once these factors are identified controls can be designed for them and if 

they cannot be controlled it may be possible to develop corrections for the factors. This 

too can be a costly option, however it remains by far the most desirable. It is this area that 

is the focus of the work presented in this thesis.  

 Precision, accuracy and resolution 
 
This thesis is concerned with improving the precision of vehicle fuel economy testing on a 

chassis dynamometer and includes some aspects associated with improving the 

accuracy. It is therefore necessary to define these terms precision and accuracy and this 

is best achieved by considering a target as shown in Figure 3-2. 

 
Figure 3-2: An illustration of the difference between precision and accuracy [67] 

 
The picture in the top left of Figure 3-2 shows results that are neither precise, nor 

accurate; the results are scattered and off target. The picture in the top right shows results 
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that are precise but not accurate; the results are consistent and repeatable but off target, 

the target being the true answer or result. The picture in the bottom left shows results that 

are not precise but are accurate; the results are scattered but centred on the target. 

Finally the picture in the bottom right shows results that are both precise and accurate; the 

results are tightly clustered and on target. 

The aim of this thesis is to improve the precision which, as introduced in section 3.1.1, can 

be measured by the standard deviation or the coefficient of variation. The accuracy of 

experimental results is also important and again as introduced in section 3.1.1, can be 

quantified by the standard error of the mean. These are therefore key metrics for the 

research presented in this thesis.   

It is important for experimenters to ensure that the resolution of the measurement system 

in use is much high than the level of accuracy and precision that is required, otherwise it 

will not be possible to differentiate between small enough values for the target level of 

precision. However the resolution of the measurement equipment is not normally a cause 

for concern in the field of chassis dynamometer emissions testing since the equipment 

used is well designed and the problem of low resolution is generally well understood such 

that manufacturers are able to avoid these issues.   

3.2. Modelling techniques 

 Testing time 
 
Whenever an experiment is conducted it is important to plan the experiment such that the 

required data can be gained from the smallest number of experimental runs. With a large 

number of experimental variables, as is the case with chassis dynamometer testing, it is 

not practical to test every single experimental permeation. Design of experiments has 

become the tool of choice for satisfying this problem as shall be discussed in section 

3.2.3. 

 Model classifications 
 
Model based techniques have been used in the engine development and calibration 

communities for several decades. When combined with design of experiments techniques 

they can be used to quickly and efficiently develop a mathematical representation of an 

experimental space. Generally design of experiments is used to develop a set of 

experimental points that provide enough insight in the smallest number of tests possible. 

Modelling techniques are then used to develop a model of the resulting experimental data 

that represents the entire experimental space allowing the experimenter to optimise their 

experimental variables.  
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The models can be split into two classifications; physical models and data driven empirical 

models. A physical model is one that is built using a physical understanding of how a 

process works and is therefore best suited to relatively simple applications such as 

fundamental engine design problems. Engine calibration problems are normally too 

complex due to the physical, chemical and thermal processes involved in charge 

combustion. In these situations, where it is necessary to accurately and quickly represent 

the measured data, data driven empirical models have become the norm [68].  

 Design of Experiments 
 
Design of Experiments (DoE) is a technique that allows the experimenter to explore a 

number of factors including their interactions at the same time whilst minimising the 

required number of tests. At the heart of design of experiments is the development of a 

test plan which covers the region of interest by varying factors simultaneously in a 

controlled fashion. One of the simplest test plans is the two level factoral design or 2m 

factoral design. Such designs consist of all combinations of points at which the 

experimental variables take their maximum and minimum values. If one considers a two 

level factoral design with 3 factors when compared to a conventional one factor at a time 

(OFAT) approach. Figure 3-3 compares the experimental space of the DoE design to the 

OFAT approach. In this example the advantage of the DoE approach is that it allows the 

entire design space to be quantified, whereas the OFAT approach would only quantify the 

main effects of each factor. From the DoE approach the main factors can be estimated 

without the need to explicitly measure them, meaning that the main effects and their 

interactions can be quantified [69]. 

 
 

Figure 3-3: Design of Experiments two level factoral design compared to OFAT for three 
factors [69] 

 
The DoE process falls hand in hand with regression modelling. To build a good data 

driven response model requires careful consideration of the nature of the results and the 

design of the experiment such that the necessary results are obtained to fit an accurate 
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model. There are many types of the DoE designs that can be used from the basic two 

level factoral designs, through full factoral, partial factoral, optimal and latin hyper cube 

designs. A full review of all these designs is beyond the scope of this thesis, however the 

basic principles that can be considered are that the choice of design will depend not only 

on the intended regression model but also on the experimental effort [65, 70].  

 Regression Modelling 
 
In this thesis the traditional approach of starting from a clean sheet, using DoE to 

construct a test plan and then fitting the data to a pre-determined response model 

structure shall be reversed. This is because, for the most part experiments could not be 

planned well in advance nor was there much free capacity in the commercial laboratory 

environment for dedicated academic testing. Instead experimental data shall often be 

used from existing test programmes to construct a response model without any prior 

knowledge of the experimental design. In this case it is therefore most appropriate to use 

simple polynomial regression models, since any knowledge that guides the use of more 

complex techniques is unavailable. The downside with such an approach is that these 

regression models will likely encounter difficulties with highly non-linear responses. In 

such cases these factors will have to be examined on a case by case basis.   

When fitting regression models a variety of methods shall be used to assist the selection 

of model parameters and achieve simple models with a good fit to the experimental data. 

Firstly a predicted residual sum of squares (PRESS) analysis shall be used. For this 

analysis each data point shall be removed in turn and the residual sum of squares error 

calculated for the remaining data points. If the model contains a parameter that causes 

over-fitting then the PRESS R2 will be large since removing any one point will cause large 

errors [71].  

Secondly a stepwise process shall be used for parameter selection. For this method the 

parameters are removed one at a time starting with a full model with all coefficients and 

removing the least significant term until all terms are significant on the basis of their 

confidence intervals. The method is equally applicable starting with an empty model and 

adding only those coefficients which are significant [71].  

For models with large data sets it is not possible to use the PRESS or stepwise methods 

due to the large number of computations required. Instead an orthogonal least squares 

(OLS) method is used. The method does not require regression for parameter selection 

since the correlations between the output and each column of the regression matrix are 

assessed instead.  
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To determine the predictive power and goodness of fit of a regression model the following 

statistical tools shall be used. Firstly the coefficient of determination (R2) which gives a 

measure of the variation explained by the model to the variation in the data. A downside of 

the R2 method is that an increase in the number of model parameters will always cause 

the R2 to increase due to increased explanation for variation by the model. The adjusted 

R2 overcomes this problem by adjusting for the number of parameters in the model and 

will only be affected if more parameters cause a significant explanation for more of the 

variation in the data. An analysis of the residuals will give a measure of the size of the 

errors between the model predictions and the data. A PRESS analysis can also be used 

in much the same way that it can be used to help parameter selection. Finally if more 

experimental data is collected the model can be validated with an independent data set 

[70-72].  

3.3. Process Improvement 

 Statistical Process Control 
 
Statistical Process Control (SPC) is a quality control technique that utilises statistical 

methods to determine if a process is capable of producing the desired defect level and 

also if it is in control producing defect free products with a minimum of waste. Process 

capability is about determining if the fundamental ability of the system is good enough to 

achieve the desired specification. Process control is about determining if, when running 

the process is achieving the desired effect rate without special cause variability. A process 

in statistical control is only affected by common cause variability and is free of special 

cause variability. Common cause variability is the inherent natural variability present in 

any process. Special cause variability is variability caused by unusual or out of the 

ordinary events. A process can be in statistical control but still not be producing products 

that are within specification. Specification limits can be set by customer demand or 

expectation rather than being based off a mathematical formula. Process capability is a 

part of SPC that is concerned with the quantification of how close a process is to 

producing products that are within the specification limits [73-75]. 

 Control Charts 
 
Control charts are used to plot either individual results or subgroups of results with the 

intention of identifying if all special cause variability has been removed and therefore is 

the process is in control. The most basic set of control charts are the X-bar and R charts 

[76]. For this chart the mean of each subgroup is plotted on the X-bar chart and the range 

of each subgroup is plotted on the R chart. X-bar and R charts are typically used were 

data can be classified into subgroups of between 4 and 8 measurements and at least 20 
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subgroups are required as a rule of thumb [77]. An example X-bar and R chart is shown in 

Figure 3-4. 

 

 
Figure 3-4: Example X-bar and R chart. The x-axis is common to both plots and is the 

subgroup number. The y-axis for the X-bar chart shown at the top is the mean for each 
subgroup, the y-axis for the R chart shown at the bottom is the range from smallest to 

largest within each subgroup. The charts show example data that is not from experiments 
related to the research in this thesis. [78] 

 
If measurements cannot be classified into subgroups it is necessary to use the X and MR 

chart. For this chart the individual measurements are plotted on the X chart and the 

moving range between the individual points is plotted on the MR chart.  

 

 
Figure 3-5: Example X and MR Chart. The x-axis is common to both plots and is the 

observation number. The y-axis for the X chart shown at the top is the raw value for each 
result, the y-axis for the MR chart shown at the bottom is the moving range from the 

previous to the current observation. The MR results therefore start at the second 
observation. The charts show example data that is not from experiments related to the 

research in this thesis. [78] 
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For both types of control chart there are upper and lower control limit lines (UCL and LCL 

respectively). There are standard formulae for these lines based on the chart type and are 

quoted in most texts on the subject [73, 77, 79], but for brevity shall not be included here. 

Additionally for the control charts there is a generic set of criteria that can be applied to 

identify if the process is in control and identify if there are any special cause variations. 

These criteria are relatively universal across the literature, however there are some subtle 

differences between sources and therefore an amalgamation of these has been made and 

is presented in Table 3-1. 

 
Table 3-1: Amalgamated SPC control chart criteria for identifying special cause variation  

Key indicators of an out of control process Reference 
One point outside the control limits  [73, 77, 79, 80] 
Eight or more consecutive values on the same side of 
the mean  

[73, 77, 79, 80] 

A run of six or seven alternating high and low values  [79] 
A run of fourteen alternating high and low values  [73, 80] 
A trend of six or seven consecutive increasing or 
decreasing observations  

[73, 79] 

2/3 of the points greater than two standard deviations 
from the centreline  

[73, 77, 79, 80] 

4/5 of the points greater than one standard deviation 
from the centreline  

[73, 77, 80] 

Fifteen consecutive points within one standard deviation 
of the centreline 

[80] 

 
Control charts are particularly useful in large commercial operations where processes 

need to be monitored to ensure that high quality is being maintained. The charts are 

therefore often used in manufacturing plants and could well prove useful in the 

commercial laboratory being investigated in this thesis. 

 Six Sigma 
 
Six sigma is the name given to a set of techniques for data driven process improvement 

and the reduction of defects to achieve a specification limit for the mean of plus or minus 

six standard deviations. The techniques which were originally developed by Motorolla in 

the 1980’s to achieve a higher quality product from manufacturing and improve 

profitability. In statistics the greek letter σ is used to denote the standard deviation which 

is a measure of the variability in a sample of data such as the results from a series of 

emissions tests, see section 3.1. For a process that is normally distributed, ±6σ encloses 

99.9997% of the results around the mean. Therefore if a user sets a specification limit of 

±6σ for their manufacturing process they are saying that 99.9997% of their products will 

be defect free. This was the tolerance that was chosen by the originators of the six sigma 

process, however the techniques and tools that developed from the evolution of the six 
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sigma process can equally be applied to any scenario where a process improvement is 

being made [76, 81].  

 DMAIC 
 
Six sigma projects focused on improving an existing process typically use the DMAIC 

structure. DMAIC defines a five step process for process improvement with the five steps 

being called: Define, Measure, Analyse, Improve and Control. The Define stage is 

concerned with mapping out the potential business opportunity and determining the 

problem definition. The Measure stage is concerned with measuring the current state of 

the process, often this will necessitate installing new equipment to make the 

measurements possible. At the analyse stage the recorded data is used to determine the 

root cause of the problem. The improvement stage is concerned with implementing an 

improvement to the process to elevate the original problem. Finally the control stage is 

where sustained improvement is demonstrated [76, 81]. The DMAIC framework is a useful 

toolbox to guide any process improvement and is used extensively within the commercial 

field. It will therefore be applied to several sections of this thesis were individual noise 

factors are examined in depth.  

Six sigma and SPC techniques have shown that for a complex process, such as 

emissions testing on a chassis dynamometer, with a large number of inputs which affect 

one output, it is insufficient to improve only one input when looking for an improvement on 

the output measure. Instead all inputs which affect the output must be improved 

simultaneously to expect a measurable improvement to the output [81, 82]. This is an 

important finding for the research in this thesis as it shows that all the significant factors 

must be considered and suggests that for individual factor studies it might be necessary to 

examine input metrics to see an improvement; knowing that ultimately an improvement in 

CO2 precision would be seen if all factors are improved at once.  

3.4. Chapter Summary and Conclusions 
 
This chapter has looked at how confidence can be obtained from experimental results by 

improving the precision; how design of experiments based modelling tools are useful for 

determining important factors, how statistical process control techniques can be used to 

determine if a process is in control and how six sigma tools are helpful for achieving 

continuous improvement.  Based on the findings from this chapter the following 

conclusions can be drawn: 

 Confidence in experimental outcomes can only be improved by increasing the 

precision of the experiment.  
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 Six sigma and process control techniques have shown that in a complex multiple 

input single output system it is insufficient to improve the precision or control of 

one input factor. To achieve significant improvements in the output it is necessary 

to improve all important input factors.  

 Statistical process control charts are extremely useful tools to identify special 

cause variability and therefore determine if a process is in control and capable of 

giving the required level of precision.   
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Chapter 4. Highest precision fuel consumption 
measurement 

4.1. Introduction 
 
A study conducted by colleagues of the author [8] which was analysed in detail in Chapter 

2 used a design of experiments (DoE) approach to investigate the effect of relatively large 

changes in typical chassis dynamometer experimental setup parameters on fuel 

consumption. The study also included a control variable to simulate a typical technological 

change for improved fuel consumption in the form of removing the PAS pump. The 

findings of this study were that nine out of twelve of the experimental setup factors 

examined had a significant effect on the vehicle fuel consumption over an NEDC 

emissions test at a 95% confidence level. These findings are summarised in Table 4-1. All 

these effects were larger than that of removing the PAS pump, which caused a 0.6% 

decrease in fuel consumption. Six of these factors were also significant at a 99% 

confidence level. Statistical methods were used to derive tolerances for the experimental 

setup factors to achieve a 0.5% CoV in the measured fuel consumption [8]. The study 

focused on relatively large changes in the setup factors, e.g. a 90 minute battery 

discharge, however during normal testing programmes such large changes in setup 

factors are arguably less likely. This chapter aims to further the work carried out Brace et. 

al. [8] by implementing their recommended tolerances during a real test programme to 

assess the fuel consumption improvement of two candidate engine oils compared to the 

production (baseline) oil. These tolerances were determined to achieve a test repeatability 

of 0.5% CoV in the measured FC. In addition, based on the findings from section 3.2 a 

universally applicable method for validation of test repeatability is examined. The bulk of 

the work presented for this chapter was published in the IMechE Journal of Automobile 

Engineering [83]. 
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Table 4-1: Main findings from the previous study conducted by Brace et. al. [8, 83] 
 

 

4.2. Experimental Method 
 
A test programme was conducted on a chassis dynamometer using a Toyota Aygo test 

vehicle with a 998cc naturally aspirated spark ignition gasoline engine with variable valve 

timing, coupled to a 5 speed manual transmission. The test programme was designed to 

assess any fuel consumption benefit of two candidate engine oils relative to a production 

and hence baseline engine oil. The engine oils were tested over a number of days with 

three NEDC tests being completed each day and a climatically conditioned overnight soak 

of approximately 15 hours between each test day. The primary requirement of the test 

programme was to determine the fuel consumption benefit during a cold start test, TA 

style emissions test, however there was also a requirement to assess the hot start 

performance. Therefore each day the three tests were performed two with a cold start 

condition and one with a hot start condition. Of the cold start tests, one was performed 

following an overnight soak and the other following forced cooling of the vehicle. The 

number of test days for each oil was approximately four, although this varied due to 

practical constraints. In-between each test candidate oil a flush and fill cycle was 

completed to prevent any contamination of the test oils from residuals in the engine sump 

or galleries. All tests and soak periods were conducted with the test cell conditioned at 
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25°C, to mirror the requirements of legislative TA emissions testing [9]. Prior to the start of 

the test programme the dynamometer road load was set for the test vehicle by iteration to 

achieve bag CO2 emissions that matched the type approval value for the Toyota Aygo test 

vehicle. Once the type approval value of 108g/km [84] was achieved the dynamometer 

load was not adjusted for the duration of the test programme. During the road load setting 

process, the dynamometer was prepared for testing by operating it at a fixed speed for a 

period of time, as per manufacturer recommendations, to ensure the system, especially 

the bearings were warm and hence that the parasitic losses were stable. Then 

immediately following the warm up the dynamometer losses were evaluated and 

compensation coefficients derived. Then the dynamometer inertia simulation performance 

was verified, all these procedures were again completed in accordance with the 

dynamometer manufacturer’s recommendations. Since the road load was not adjusted for 

the entire test programme the dynamometer was always prepared prior to each test using 

the same warming procedure and the same loss compensation coefficients. In addition an 

inertia simulation check was performed immediately prior to every test and all tests were 

immediately followed by a vehicle coastdown test. In the first instance this was to verify 

the dynamometer performance prior to each test and in the second to verify the 

dynamometer and vehicle loading immediately after a test.  

To maintain the precision of the test conditions day to day the vehicle was always 

conditioned in the same manner prior to each test. The first cold start test of each day was 

referred to as the ‘overnight cold’ test, prior to which the vehicle was subject to an 

overnight soak in the conditioned cell with a target temperature of 25°C. The resulting 

typical engine sump temperature was 23°C and the authors believe that the reason for the 

slightly lower engine sump temperature was due to a low flow rate cold air draft over the 

engine sump from the dynamometer pit. The second cold start test is referred to as the 

‘forced cold’. This test was aimed to replicate the overnight cold test but instead used 

forced cooling. By iteration via experiments on the vehicle the following cool down 

procedure was developed and used throughout the test programme: 

1. Immediately after overnight cold test, vehicle bonnet up 

2. Roadspeed fan to 75% and cell temperature depressed to 15°C 

3. Monitor oil sump temperature until it reaches 30°C 

4. Raise cell temperature back up to 25°C and turn off roadspeed fan 

5. Leave vehicle to soak for a minimum of 30 minutes 
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The cooldown procedure resulted in a typical oil sump temperature of 23°C immediately 

prior to the start of the test so the cooldown procedure was deemed to be as close a 

match to the overnight soak condition as was practically possible.  For the hot start test 

condition each day, referred to as a ‘hot test’, the vehicle was warmed by driving it in 5th 

gear at 120-130 km/h until the oil sump temperature reached 90°C. Approximately 7miles 

of driving was required to achieve this. The vehicle was then brought back to a stationary 

idle and the emissions test was immediately started. Figure 4-1  shows the test sequence 

diagram. 
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Figure 4-1: Diagram of the test sequence [83] 
 
In an attempt to isolate any effect on fuel consumption caused by vehicle drift over time, 

each candidate oil was bracketed using the baseline oil. Figure 4-2 shows the test 

sequence for the oils tested. The baseline oil was chosen because it has a significantly 

higher viscosity than either of the candidate oils. It was therefore expected that a higher 

fuel consumption would be measured when the vehicle was tested with the baseline 

engine oil. The full properties of the oils including what additives they had was not known 
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by the author and therefore it was not possible to predict the likely change in fuel 

consumption between the candidates. 

 

Figure 4-2: Diagram of the oil test sequence [83] 
 
The fuel consumption was measured using the industry standard bag analysis method. 

For this method a carbon balance is performed on the exhaust gases collected over the 

entire NEDC emissions test [9]. Figure 4-3 shows a schematic of the experimental setup 

including the locations for the gas sample points.  

 

Figure 4-3: Schematic diagram of the test cell [83] 
  

Throughout the test programme all the factors identified in the previous study [8] were 

controlled within the suggested tolerances where possible. The following sections 

describe how this was achieved in each case. 
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 Battery State of Charge 
 
Whenever the vehicle was not being tested the battery was put onto trickle charge from a 

conventional battery charger. Such battery chargers do not attempt to measure the SoC of 

the battery and instead continually apply a fixed voltage charge, allowing the current to 

reduce to near zero as the battery nears fully charged. Such chargers will therefore 

continue to charge a battery even once 100% SoC is reached, eventually resulting in 

damage to the battery. It is possible to gain an estimate of the battery SoC from 

measuring the open circuit voltage, providing care is taken to ensure the surface charge 

has dissipated which could give a false high reading. However estimating lead acid 

battery state of charge from open circuit voltage is not very accurate. It is also possible to 

take a sample of electrolyte into a hydrometer and determine the specific gravity of the 

electrolyte as a measure of SoC, since the electrolyte becomes heavier as the battery 

charge increases. However the accuracy of the reading is highly dependent on the 

electrolyte level and this method is practically hazards since it involves handling acidic 

electrolyte.  The most accurate method is to do a discharge test, but this test results in a 

discharged battery and a battery that can’t be used for the experiment [18]. Clearly 

measuring lead acid battery SoC is a difficult problem which highlights the need to make 

battery current measurements during testing, rather than attempt to quantify the SoC prior 

to the test. Therefore for these experiments the conventional battery charger was used 

and left attached to the battery between tests. If the time between tests was consistent, 

which was likely, given the experimental programme adopted with daily testing, the battery 

SoC should have been controlled consistently to near 100% at the beginning of each test.  

Since a partially discharged battery at the beginning of a test will require charging from the 

vehicle alternator during a test there will be an uncontrolled increase in fuel consumption. 

Starting every test with a fully charged battery should ensure that there is a consistent 

charge by the alternator in the initial phases of the overnight and forced cold NEDC tests. 

This is because there is a consistent discharge from the battery at the start of these cold 

tests from the starter motor. For the hot test condition the engine is already running at the 

start of the test and the battery should be fully charged during the warm up driving period.  

During every test a current clamp meter was installed onto the vehicle to measure the flow 

of current from and into the vehicle battery. Following each test a cumulative sum of the 

current flow was calculated to be used as an indicator of the net current flow consistency 

test to test.  

The previous study by the authors used the battery voltage as an indication of the battery 

state of charge and a tolerance of ±0.2V was suggested, see Table 4-1 [8]. Conventional 

automotive battery chargers do not allow the user any control over the charging and 
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simply aim to fully charge the battery. Practically, this makes it very difficult to enforce the 

recommended ±0.2V tolerance. The best that can be achieved is to hope that by 

continually charging the battery, the voltage is within tolerance.  A measure of the battery 

voltage was taken prior to the start of every test to enable an assessment of the battery 

voltage repeatability.  

 Engine Start Temperature 
 
A thermocouple was installed into the engine oil sump so that a consistent oil sump 

temperature could be identified at the start of each test. The engine coolant temperature 

was also logged from the engine control unit (ECU), since this can often form the basis for 

ECU changes to spark or fuelling maps which may cause unforeseen changes to the fuel 

consumption.  

 Engine Oil level 
 
During the flush and fill cycle for each candidate test oil only the quantity of oil 

recommended by the vehicle manufacturer was added; 3.3 litres. During a given test week 

the oil level was checked daily and never needed to be topped up. This meant that 

quantity of engine oil in the vehicle sump was controlled well within suggested tolerance of 

±0.45l [8].   

 Pedal Busyness and Speed Error 
 
A human driver was used throughout this test programme. Therefore driver measures 

such as pedal busyness and cumulative speed error could not be directly controlled. 

However a test validation criterion of ±0.5 km/h and ±1 % was implemented on the speed 

error, meaning the requirements of both the British standard and the legislative emissions 

testing regulations were met [9, 85]. The pedal busyness was calculated for every test 

using pedal position data logged from the ECU. The pedal busyness is defined as the 

cumulative rate of change in the pedal position over the drive cycle. It can be calculated 

by taking the derivative of pedal position and summing the absolute value of the derivative 

on a second by second basis over the entire drive cycle.  

 Road Speed Fan 
 
Throughout this test programme the road speed fan was controlled by the chassis 

dynamometer control system with the speed of the fan being proportional to the simulated 

vehicle speed, as measured by the rollers. The road speed fan was therefore controlled 

well within the recommended tolerance of ±20% [8]. 
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 Vehicle Alignment and tie-down straps 
 
The vehicle was aligned onto the chassis dynamometer (parallel to the rollers) at the 

beginning of the test programme. Once aligned the rear wheels of the vehicle where 

clamped to the floor and the front of the vehicle was held using tie-down straps during 

testing. Following the previous work by the Brace et. al. [8] these straps where positioned 

horizontally to prevent any vertical force being imparted onto the vehicle that might 

adversely affect the rolling resistance. To minimise differences in the vehicle alignment 

test to test, the vehicle was not removed from the dynamometer for the duration of the 

programme. However in-between each test the tie-down straps did have to be removed 

and re-attached and therefore before every test two checks of vehicle alignment were 

carried out. Firstly the position of the vehicle on the rollers was checked by measuring the 

distance from the tyre side walls to the edge of the rollers. Any movement outside of the 

suggested tolerance from the previous study (±25mm) [8] would have been corrected by 

re-aligning the vehicle although this was not necessary during the test programme. 

Secondly to check there were no variations in the vertical load on the front wheels, the 

height of each front wheel arch from the roller crown was measured prior to every test 

although again it was found that there were no measurable variations throughout the test 

programme.  

 Tyre Type and Tyre Pressure 
 
Throughout this test programme the same tyres were used on the vehicle and the tyre 

pressures where checked at the start of each test day prior to the start of the overnight 

cold test. The checks were carried out using a calibrated gauge manufactured by 

‘Intercomp’ with a stated accuracy of 0.1% of full scale deflection and a full scale 

measurement range of 99.99psi, yielding an expected error of 0.0999psi. The cold tyre 

pressure set point was 2.76bar and with the gauge used in this research, the pressure 

should have been controlled within the 0.1bar recommended tolerance from the work of 

Brace et. al. [8]. The tyre pressures where then not adjusted again for the rest of each test 

day as it was perceived that the consistent nature of the test scheme would result in 

consistent tyre pressures during each of the three test conditions (overnight cold, forced 

cold and hot). The procedure for checking the tyre pressures was to overinflate the tyre 

slightly and then to deflate the tyre until the specified pressure was measured on the 

gauge. This was done to remove any effect of hysteresis in the gauge. 

 Simulated Vehicle Mass 
 
The simulated vehicle mass throughout the entire test programme was 875kg and this 

was not altered. An inertia verification check was performed prior to every test and the 
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CoV of the reported inertia result from this test was 0.1% over the entire test programme. 

For the 875kg test vehicle, a 0.1% inertia error corresponds to 0.875kg  which is well 

within the suggested tolerance of ±50kg [8]. 

 Ignition Timing 
 
In addition to the testing factors already identified from the previous study, the ignition 

timing for cylinder 1 was also logged from the ECU. The timing is directly related to the 

efficiency of the combustion occurring in the engine and hence is inextricably linked to the 

fuel consumption [11]. The cumulative sum of the ignition timing was calculated from the 

recorded ECU data to provide an indication of variations test to test, despite the value 

having little direct physical meaning. 

 Initial Cell Air Temperature 
 
The test cell air temperature was controlled to a target temperature of 25°C for the entire 

test program. The instantaneous air temperature at the start of the drive cycle was 

recorded for every test to check for repeatability. During the test programme the initial cell 

air temperature was very consistent, for all test conditions the temperature varied within 

approximately ±0.5°C. For the forced cold tests the initial cell air temperature was less 

variable; the CoV of initial cell air temperature falling from 1.5% for the overnight cold tests 

to 1.1% for the forced cold tests. This was probably due to the rigorous nature of the 

forced cool down procedure.  

 Coastdown time 
 
Immediately following the end of every drive cycle test the vehicle was subjected to three 

coastdown tests to check the repeatability of the rolling resistance and road load 

simulation. For these tests the dynamometer was used to motor the vehicle up to 130 

km/h and then the vehicle was allowed to coastdown and the time taken for the vehicle 

speed to drop from 120 to 20 km/h was recorded. This was repeated three times and the 

average time from the three runs was taken as the coastdown time for that test.  

4.3. Results 

 Implementation of Statistical Tolerances 
 
Figure 4-4 shows, at each test condition, the average fuel consumption results for the 

baseline oil and each candidate oil over the entire test programme. The coefficient of 

variation (CoV) for each data set is also shown which gives an indication of the 

repeatability. Of the total number of tests completed approximately 30% were identified as 

outliers. Of this 30%, two thirds were due to either technical malfunctions of the emissions 
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measurements system resulting in there being no FC data recorded or ECU data logger 

errors, again resulting in no data being recorded. One third of the outliers were caused by 

driver violations outside the legal tolerance as defined in section 4.2.4. Importantly no 

tests were made invalid unless one of these criteria was met and there was a reason to 

mark the test as invalid.  In total there were 61 valid tests. 

 
Figure 4-4: Fuel consumption results from the entire test programme [83] 

 
The recommended tolerances from the work of Brace et. al. [8] were applied throughout 

the test programme. These statistical tolerances were developed with a repeatability 

target of 0.5% CoV, a target that has been achieved in all the data sets from this 

programme, thereby demonstrating that these tolerances can be successfully 

implemented.  

For some of the data sets the required level of repeatability has only just been achieved, 

for example the ‘forced cold’ condition tests on oil B, whilst for others, for example the ‘hot’ 

condition tests on oil B the variability has been more than halved from the target. This 

inconsistency in the testing precision suggests that the testing could still be more tightly 

controlled and that there are still factors contributing to the variability beyond the factors 

previously identified.  

As detailed in the experimental approach section, see section 4.2, several of the test 

setup factors that were sought to be controlled were also logged either continuously 

during each test, or once on a test-wise basis. Those factors which were logged 

continuously enabled the calculation of one-number metrics. For example the ignition 

timing was logged from the ECU throughout each test, enabling the cumulative ignition 
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timing to be calculated. Initially all such factors were examined as a time series to look for 

any large trends with fuel consumption and the resulting plots are shown in Figure 4-5, 

Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-7. Processed results were available for a total of eight test setup 

factors and these were: 

V1 – Cumulative battery current 

V2 – Initial oil sump temperature 

V3 – Cumulative speed error 

V4 – Pedal Busyness 

V5 – Cumulative throttle position 

V6 – Cumulative ignition timing 

V7 – Initial test cell air temperature 

V8 – Average total coastdown time   

 
Figure 4-5: Plots of the variability in the noise factors from overnight cold tests [83] 
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Figure 4-6: Plots of the variability in the noise factors from forced cold tests [83] 

 

 
Figure 4-7: Plots of the variability in the noise factors from hot tests [83] 

 
Figure 4-5, Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-7 show that most of the factors appear relatively 

consistent test to test, since there are only a couple of potential outlier tests. For example 

the third overnight cold test has a cumulative sum of battery current that is approximately 

doubled from the previous test, although this is not reflected in the fuel consumption result 

from that test. Aside from individual tests, the general trends of increased variability in 

some factors rather than others was not found to cause increased correlation with fuel 
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consumption when examined on a one factor at a time approach. However this straight 

forward methodology does not allow for variation that is a function of multiple factors; for 

that it is necessary to construct a regression response model including as many factors as 

possible.  

4.4. Response Modelling 

 Test Factors 
 
In the following sections several response models are constructed and these are based 

on the test factors which are listed in Table 4-1.  

 Model Description 
 
A multiple linear response or MLR model was created and fitted for the data for all the 

eight factors identified in Table 4-2 and from the results of 61 valid tests. The form of the 

resulting model using the MLR technique can be written as shown in Equation 4-1 below.  

푦 = 훽 + 훽 푥 + 훽 푥 +⋯+ +훽 푥 + 푒  

Equation 4-1 [86] 
 

Where y represents the variable being fitted by the model with a number of variables 

equal to k and x dependant variables. 
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Table 4-2: Response model factors [83] 

 

There was a large range of values recorded between the noise factors, for example the 

cumulative ignition timing is four orders of magnitude different to the oil sump temperature 

for every test. To prevent this causing any problems when fitting a model, all the noise 

factor results and the fuel consumption responses were normalised by scaling their value 

between 0 and 1. Initially the modelling results showed extremely low confidence in the 

predicted effects of the noise factors and this was due to two of the model input factors 

being highly correlated; namely the initial oil temperature and the test condition, since 

these are both dependant on the temperature of the vehicle. To have confidence in any 

response model results it is important that the factors are independent.  If two input factors 

are highly correlated it will be difficult for the model to determine which factor is 

responsible for the change in fuel consumption and therefore the confidence in the effects 

predicted by the model will be low [65]. The extent of the correlation between the input 

factors can be assessed by examination of the correlation coefficients. Brace et. al. [8] 

remark in their reference to McPherson: “It is generally accepted that a correlation 

coefficient of greater than 0.8 and less than -0.8 indicates a strong relationship, greater 

than 0.5 or less than -0.5 a fair amount of correlation and below 0.2 or above -0.2 a weak 

correlation”. Examination of the correlation coefficients for the model with all factors 

highlighted that there was a strong correlation between the initial oil temperature and the 

test type as the corresponding correlation coefficient has a magnitude of 0.9. Physically it 

is logical that the initial oil temperature would be highly correlated with the test condition, 

as the criteria for the test conditions are based on the oil temperature, see section 4.2. It is 

therefore necessary to exclude the oil temperature from the modelling before proceeding. 
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Once the initial oil temperature was excluded as a variable from the model a good level of 

fit was achieved and this is shown in Figure 4-8.  

 
Figure 4-8: Main effects plot for the MLR model with the initial oil temperature removed [83] 

 
The level of fit of the model is good with an R2 value of 0.982 and an adjusted R2 of 0.971. 

The level of fit gives an indication of how well the model fits the experimental data and can 

be assessed using the coefficient of determination, R2. The coefficient of determination is 

a measure of the differences between the fitted model and the recorded data. The closer 

the R2 value is to 1 the better the level of fit and in this case the model had an R2 value of 

0.982 and an adjusted R2 value of 0.978. This means that 98% of the variability in the fuel 

consumption results can be explained by the eight noise factors, the test type and the oil 

type. The ability of the model to predict responses can be determined by performing a 

predictive residual sum of squares, or PRESS, analysis. PRESS analysis is conducted by 

removing points in turn from the data set and assessing the error between the full 

regression model fitted to all data points and the model fitted with each point removed. 

The PRESS R2 value is based on these principles and can therefore be used to arbitrate 

the model’s ability to predict data that has not been measured. It can also identify 

instances of model over fitting, where by a high R2 value is obtained but the calculated 

PRESS R2 is low [71]. Like the coefficient of determination the closer the calculated 

PRESS R2 value is to 1, the better the model can predict the data. In this case the PRESS 

R2 is 0.969 so the model’s predicative ability is very good.  

However, whilst the confidence in the model overall has been improved, the confidence in 

the predicted effects from the test factors is still very low. The greatest confidence in one 
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of these effects is seen for the average total coastdown time where the confidence interval 

spans a range approximately twice the magnitude of the model predicted effect. The 

confidence in the effects of the test type and the oil type are much greater than those of 

the test factors and the intervals for most of these effects do not cross the axis and are not 

overlapping indicating that they are statistically significant effects. Since there are extreme 

differences between the relative magnitudes of the confidence intervals and the predicted 

effects for the test factors compared to the test conditions, combined with the very good fit 

and predictive power of the model it is possible to conclude that none of the test factors 

have a significant effect on the fuel consumption. It is therefore possible using this 

technique alone to conclude that with the data recorded, all of the test factors that are 

known to cause significant changes to fuel consumption have been adequately controlled. 

That is, none of these factors are causing changes to fuel consumption that obscure the 

fuel consumption change as a result of the primary test variables, in this case the change 

in engine oil type and start temperature.  

To improve the confidence in the model predictions further and to prove the predictive 

power of the model, the test factors were removed one factor at a time, starting with the 

effects with the smallest effect to confidence interval ratio. The resulting optimised model 

is shown in Figure 4-9.  

 
Figure 4-9: Main effects plot for the optimised MLR model [83] 

 
For the optimised model the level of fit is very good with a R2 value of 0.979 and an 

adjusted R2 value of 0.977. The predicative power is also good as the PRESS R2 is 0.975. 

By removing the test factors, the predictive power of the model has been substantially 
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improved as the ratio of the magnitude of the confidence intervals to the predicted effects 

has been increased throughout the model.  

One factor that was discussed in the section 4.2.1 but has not included in regression 

response modelling is the battery voltage. This is because it was not recorded correctly for 

all 61 tests, instead it was only recorded for 52 tests. Figure 4-10 shows the results from 

the measurements of battery voltage.  

 
Figure 4-10: Initial potential difference at battery terminals for all test conditions [83] 

 
For the overnight cold and hot start tests the battery voltage has been approximately 

controlled within the ±0.2V tolerance, however for the forced cold tests the battery voltage 

spans a range of ±0.5V. This increased variability in battery voltage for the forced cold test 

is not replicated in the cumulative battery current results. Since the cumulative battery 

current results built into the previous response model, see Figure 4-8, showed that battery 

current was adequately controlled during the tests. The inference must be that the battery 

state of charge and voltage prior to the test were adequately controlled. To determine if 

the battery voltage variability was causing imprecision in the fuel consumption results a 

final response model was constructed for the smaller subset of tests where the battery 

voltage was recorded. Again the model was initially constructed with all the factors and 

the factors were removed one factor at a time until an optimised model was developed 

that included the effect of battery voltage and this is shown in Figure 4-11. 
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Figure 4-11: Main effects plot for the optimised MLR model with initial oil temperature 

removed and including battery voltage [83] 
 
The response model of Figure 4-11 has a good level of fit with a R2 of 0.980 and an 

adjusted R2 of 0.978. The predicative power of the model is also good with a PRESS R2 of 

0.975. The confidence in the model is good as the confidence intervals for all the test 

conditions are small compared to the predicted effects. However for the battery voltage 

the confidence in the predicted effect is very low as the confidence interval spans 

approximately six times the range of the predicted effect. The predicted effect of the 

battery voltage variability is also very low. Therefore, despite the lack of control of the 

battery voltage within the required tolerance for the forced cold tests, the battery voltage 

has no statistically significant effect of the fuel consumption and it is therefore possible to 

conclude that overall the battery state of charge was adequately controlled and that since 

the battery current and voltage are not perfectly correlated it is important to recorded both 

variables. 

The aim of the test programme that forms the basis of the work presented in this chapter 

was to determine the effect of two candidate engine oils compared to a baseline oil. 

Figure 4-4 shows that there is a large difference between the baseline oil and the two 

candidates at all test conditions and only a small difference between the candidates 

themselves. By examination of the response modelling results, see Figure 4-9, it is 

possible to conclude that there was an approximate 7-8g or 2% fuel consumption saving 

for using either candidate oil over the baseline and although the model indicates that 

candidate A yields the lowest fuel consumption, the difference between A and B is not 

statistically significant since the error bars are overlapping. The full properties of the oils 

were not known, but given that the viscosity index of oil A and B are similar, oil A being a 
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0W/20 and oil B being a 5W/20. When these are compared with the significantly thicker 

baseline oil which had a viscosity index of 10W/40 and only caused a 2% change in FC, it 

is not surprising that the experimental results did not show a statistically significant 

difference between the candidate oils.  

4.5. Test repeatability validation methodology 
 
In section 4.4 it has been shown that existing mathematical modelling techniques can be 

used to construct linear regression response models to verify that test setup factors have 

been adequately controlled so as to not cause a significant effect on the fuel consumption 

and therefore to mask the effect of a technology change under assessment through 

chassis dynamometer emissions testing. In the quest for the highest possible precision in 

fuel consumption measurement, it is suggested that these methods can be used for any 

test programme conducted on a chassis dynamometer to verify that controlled testing has 

been carried out. Although in the case of the testing conducted for this thesis, no factors 

were found to have a significant effect on the vehicle fuel consumption, if factors were 

found to correlate with the measured fuel consumption and the resulting response model 

has a good level of fit and predictive power, with high confidence in its predictions, the 

effects from the model could be used to determine the effect of the test variables as if the 

variability in the noise factors has not been present, i.e. the model would correct the fuel 

consumption results. This would allow better confidence in the recorded effects of the 

technological change under assessment, without the need to carry out repeat testing. A 

flow diagram is shown in Figure 4-12 to outline the procedure suggested by the author for 

the use of the response model technique.  
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Figure 4-12: Test validation method flow chart [83] 

4.6. Chapter Summary and Conclusions 
 
In this chapter the recommended tolerances for noise factors from Brace et. al.’s work [8] 

were implemented along with additional controls based on knowledge gained from the 

literature and other studies. In addition the response modelling techniques introduced in 

Chapter 3 were used to propose a universal mechanism for the validation of test 

repeatability. The following conclusions can be drawn from this work: 

 The suggested tolerances for test setup factors from the previous work carried out 

by Brace et. al. [8] have been successfully implemented during a chassis 

dynamometer based fuel consumption trial to assess the fuel consumption benefit 

of candidate oils compared to a baseline oil. Through the implementation of these 

tolerances the 0.5% CoV target for repeatability of the fuel consumption results 

was achieved.  
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 The use of the mathematical regression response modelling was successfully 

demonstrated to show that no recorded noise factor had a statistically significant 

effect on the vehicle fuel consumption that would mask or distort the fuel 

consumption change measured through the changes in oil and test type.  

 A universally applicable method has been developed and described for the use of 

regression response modelling to verify that noise factors have been adequately 

controlled and to determine the effect of the test variables in isolation of these 

noise factors. This method can be used by any chassis dynamometer 

experimenter to correct CO2 results if a noise factor has varied in an unexpected 

fashion providing a good fit can be obtained for the response model.  
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Chapter 5. Today’s precision in a commercial setting 

5.1. Introduction 
 
In the previous chapter test noise factors were explored and controlled to produce high 

precision results within a test laboratory in an academic setting. A high level of precision 

was demonstrated with the highest variability being within the target of 0.5% CoV of CO2 

emissions and in some cases much less than the target. It has been shown that 

considerable effort is required to achieve these targets even within a relatively small 

academic test environment with only one test vehicle, chassis dynamometer and a 

relatively low test throughput. Whilst high precision in an academic setting is undoubtedly 

useful for research into next generation vehicles, there is of course much interest from 

industry into methods for improving the precision of chassis dynamometer results within 

commercial labs. In these environments that task is arguably much more challenging 

since many commercial outfits operate large laboratories with many chassis dynamometer 

test rigs, multiple CVS emissions measurements systems, multiple drivers and a high 

demand for tests resulting in high throughput. This chapter will use the lessons learnt so 

far to analyse data from such a commercial laboratory to understand the level of precision 

that is currently being achieved and what the primary sources of variability might be that 

would highlight ways in which the precision can be understood and improved in any large 

scale chassis dynamometer test facility. 

As discussed in section 1.6 some of the research presented in this thesis is based on 

project with a commercial emissions testing facility. The project aim was to improve the 

precision of CO2 emissions recorded during routine TA style chassis dynamometer 

emissions tests. The laboratory in question is typical of a commercial chassis 

dynamometer test facility with a reasonably high throughput; performing thousands of TA 

style emissions test per year. The staff of the laboratory report that high precision results 

have always been challenging to achieve due to the large number of variables that are 

thought to affect the CO2 emissions during chassis dynamometer tests combined with a 

lack of time to focus on controls and improvements due to the high throughput.  

The relatively large baseline variability in the total bag CO2 emissions is clearly 

demonstrated by examining data from two vehicles tested in the lab which show that the 

normal variability in CO2 emissions is approximately five times as large as the variability in 

CO2 emissions recorded during the experiments of Chapter 4 where the results were 

obtained from a smaller scale test environment. 
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5.2. The Commercial Emissions Testing Laboratory 
 
The chassis dynamometer emissions test cells within the laboratory in question consist of 

a mixture of test hardware and capabilities. For the purpose of clarity in this thesis each 

test cell has been given a number, unrelated to their actual identity.  There are five diesel 

chassis dynamometer test rooms which are given the identities of cell 1 through cell 5. 

There are four gasoline chassis dynamometer test rooms which are given the identities of 

cell 6 through cell 9. There are three certification chassis dynamometer test rooms given 

the identities of cell 10 through cell 12. Finally there are two environmental chassis 

dynamometer test rooms which are given the names cell 13 and cell 14. Cell 14 is an 

altitude test cell and cell 13 is a cell that can be used for extreme temperature testing. 

Each test cell has its own chassis dynamometer and its own dedicated CVS gaseous 

emissions measurement system. A three shift manning operation works across all test 

cells and vehicles rather than having operators that are dedicated to a certain test cell or 

client. 

The project from which this data was gained started in 2010 and the historical data 

analysed in this chapter covers the period up to 2010 for vehicles which were already 

active within the laboratory. The test cell capability is therefore summarised for the year 

2010 in Table 5-1 noting that the capability of these test cells today in 2015 is much 

changed from the 2010 status. 
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Table 5-1: The commercial laboratory test cell capability in 2010 
 

Test Cell i.d. Chassis 
Dynamometer 
Type 

Chassis 
Dynamometer 
Inertia 
Simulation 

Fuel  Environmental 
conditions 

Cell 1 Twin roller Combined 
flywheel and 
electrical 

Diesel 
 

Regulatory 
(controlled) air 
temperature (20 - 
30°C) 
 
Ambient 
(uncontrolled) air 
pressure 
 
Regulatory 
(controlled) air 
humidity 
 

Cell 2 Single 48” roller 
 

Electric 
Cell 3 
Cell 4 Twin roller Combined 

flywheel and 
electrical 

Cell 5 
Cell 6 Gasoline 
Cell 7 
Cell 8 
Cell 9 
Cell 10 Single 48” roller Electric Diesel 
Cell 11 Gasoline or 

Diesel 
 

Cell 12 
Cell 13 Twin roller 

 
Combined 
flywheel and 
electrical 

Climatic test cell -
40 to +50°C 

Cell 14 Gasoline Altitude test cell  
 

The commercial laboratory completes a vast number of both TA style emissions tests and 

R&D emissions tests each year. The vast majority of these tests are completed for 

external clients. Whereby the client owns their vehicle, controls their testing requests and 

whilst the laboratory provides the results from their tests the laboratory does not record 

any details about what was done during the test. For example if a client calibrating a new 

to market vehicle was using this laboratory, the laboratory would record the basic test 

setup parameters such as the vehicle make, model, the test type, test requestor along 

with of course the emissions results. During the client’s series of tests the client might well 

be changing the ECU calibration of the vehicle on a test by test basis, this would have the 

effect of making the vehicle emissions unrepeatable on a test by test basis. This is a 

typical usage case for a vast number of commercial laboratories and clearly demonstrates 

why only limited analysis of precision or equipment status can be performed using client 

test results.  

Due to the difficulties in using client tests for laboratory quality checks, the laboratory 

operates a round robin style internal correlation or quality checking exercise. The basic 

principle for this exercise is to test a small number, typically around four, production intent 

test vehicles around the laboratory with the aim of testing each vehicle once a day. The 

vehicles are tested on rotation such that they are approximately equally tested in all the 

test cells. The teams of operators rotate each week around the three daily shifts so that 

whilst the driver for each test is not randomly chosen there is variation in the drivers and in 

theory all drivers will test a vehicle multiple times during its life with the laboratory. On any 
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given week, for logistical reasons, drivers are normally assigned to one test cell. This 

policy means it is typical to see that the same driver has tested the correlation vehicle 

every day in that week. This has the theoretical advantage of reducing the variability in the 

way the vehicle is driven but additionally means that comparative data is not being 

recorded for all drivers. The quality check vehicles are dedicated to the purpose and a 

relatively strict procedure is documented for the testing of these vehicles, designed to 

mimic the TA test procedure with the most significant departure from the TA test 

procedure being that the vehicle SLI batteries are kept on charge between all tests. 

In 2010 the laboratory was operating four quality check vehicles; two gasoline and two 

diesel vehicles. Unfortunately two of these vehicles, named for the purposes of this thesis 

vehicle C and vehicle D, were relatively new into the laboratory. When a new quality 

check vehicle comes into the laboratory it is subject to a lengthy process of preparation for 

testing. For example, along with instrumenting the vehicle, if the vehicle is brand new 

there must be a run-in period and similarly if the vehicle has been run-in on the road but 

not been tested on a chassis dynamometer before it is also subject to a shorter 

dynamometer based run-in. During this period the dynamometer load is iterated until an 

acceptable coastdown match to the TA track road load or some appropriate target data is 

achieved. At the time of this study these vehicles had therefore not completed a sufficient 

number of tests to be regarded as giving useful sample sizes of results and they had to be 

excluded from the study. The specification of the remaining quality check vehicles are 

summarised in Table 5-2. One vehicle is a B-car which is a small passenger car with a 

relatively small naturally aspirated gasoline engine. The other vehicle is a light commercial 

equipped with a much larger displacement internal combustion engine, which is a 

turbocharged diesel unit.  

Table 5-2: Vehicle Specifications from the study 
 
Vehicle 
I.D.  

Type Engine Transmission Fuel Emissions 
standard 

A B-car 1.4 NA inline 
four cylinder 

Manual Gasoline Euro 4 

B Light 
commercial 

2.2 
turbocharged 
inline four 
cylinder  

Manual Diesel Euro 4 (i.e. 
no DPF) 

 

The broad aim of the quality check vehicle testing is to identify problems with the results 

from test cells by testing the same vehicles repeatedly under the same conditions and 

comparing the historical results. The process is therefore based on the assumption that 

the same vehicles will produce the same emissions results when tested repeatedly. The 

large body of historical data from these tests provides a useful quantification of the test to 
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test variability in emissions and coastdown test results from the two vehicles. The 

procedure adopted at this laboratory is that all emission test results from the quality check 

vehicles are valid unless they fall significantly outside the normal range of results or a 

specific problem is encountered during the test to make the result questionable. These 

assessments are totally subjective. To give an initial picture of the test to test variability in 

the emissions results from the laboratory, the total CO2 (g/km) emissions results for all 

tests from vehicle A are plotted, see Figure 5-1. At the time of writing there had been a 

total of 209 tests on this vehicle and of these only 6 tests had been identified as being 

invalid using the aforementioned procedure. 

 
Figure 5-1: Vehicle A total CO2 emissions results for all tests across all test cells. 

 
Figure 5-1 shows that there is a large spread in the CO2 test results from the vehicle A; 

most test results lie in a range that is approximately ±5% of the mean result, the CoV 

being 2.5%. A typical repeatability limit for vehicle emissions testing is ±0.5% at 95% 

confidence [8], a limit that is some ten times smaller than the variability seen here. With 

the exception of one extreme outlier with CO2 emissions in the region of 153g/km, the 

results marked as invalid tests do not appear to be outlier tests in terms of CO2 emissions. 

This draws question as to the suitability of the test invalidation process. As mentioned in 

the previous paragraph the procedure used by the laboratory for this is subjective and 

results are excluded for a mixture of reasons. When these reasons were examined it was 

found that some of these were acceptable reasons, such as a fault in the emissions 

measurement system meaning that an incorrect FC result is reported and others, such as 

not simply liking the result, are certainly not an acceptable reason for marking as invalid. 

Some of these ‘invalid’ results appear in the central band of results on Figure 5-1 which 
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clearly suggests that the wrong process is being used to identify outliers since the author 

would expect these to be valid without any detail to justify further. By means of 

comparison the results from vehicle B have also been plotted, see Figure 5-2. 

 
Figure 5-2: Vehicle B total CO2 results for all tests across all test cells.  

 
The overall spread in the CO2 results from the vehicle B is approximately ±4% of the 

mean result, the CoV being 2.7%. Therefore the spread of results from the vehicle B is 

slightly smaller than that for the vehicle A. The reason for the increased CoV compared to 

the vehicle A, which was 2.5%, is due to the extreme outlier CO2 result of 154.5 g/km, 

since if this is removed the CoV reduces to 1.96%.  

Table 5-3 summarises the level of imprecision in the total bag CO2 emissions from these 

vehicles when tested during the quality check programme in operation at this laboratory. 

By reference to Table 5-3 it is interesting to note that the number of tests for each vehicle 

is similar and whilst the standard deviation is much lower for vehicle A, the CoV is almost 

equal for the two vehicles. This means that whilst the absolute variability is lower for the 

vehicle A, the variability as a proportion of the mean is the same for both vehicles. The 

test to test variability for the two vehicles is five times as large as the variability in the 

recorded results from the test vehicle in Chapter 4. The results from the assumed stable 

production intent quality check vehicles have variability in the region of 2.5% CoV, this 

suggests that clients wanting to use the laboratory to assess the difference between two 

minor calibration changes across multiple drivers and test cells are very unlikely to be able 

to do so. But this is not the entire story, because as a study will demonstrate in Chapter 6 

the test cells are capable if sufficient controls are put in place. One output of this thesis is 

therefore to determine which factors should be controlled to achieve this. 
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Table 5-3: Imprecision in total bag CO2 emissions for both vehicles in the study 

 
Vehicle 
I.D.  

Number 
of tests 

Mean total bag CO2 
emissions (g/km) 

Standard deviation of 
total bag CO2 
emissions (g/km) 

Coefficient of Variation 
of total bag CO2 
emissions (%) 

A 209 137.2 3.4 2.5 
B 202 206.9 5.5 2.6 
 

The study is based only on the one-number-per-test results since the second by second 

results are not examined during the quality check testing exercise. Whilst the second by 

second data does exist it is captured in individual files for each test and thus there are 

considerable practical challenges to obtaining copies, processing and analysing each file 

for the 400 plus tests captured within the study.  

When attempting to conduct a tightly controlled programme of testing it is normal to 

implement controls for test setup factors which could affect the results. When a control is 

implemented for one of these noise factors a numerical value can be recorded which is 

representative of the condition for each test. For example the battery state of charge could 

be controlled by implementing a charging regime and measured in Ah at the start of every 

test. These principles were introduced in section 4.2. In order to understand the 

significance of the factors which affect the variability in the CO2 emissions it is necessary 

to make a measurement of all conceivable factors. 

5.3. Data mining for factors of imprecision in CO2 emissions 
 
When this data mining exercise was conducted there were a limited number of test setup 

factors recorded for every test and therefore mining the data for correlations between test 

setup factors and results is limited. However 15 variables were routinely recorded. Initially 

the variables recorded were plotted against the total test bag CO2 emissions to look for 

obvious correlations between the recorded variables and the CO2 emissions, these plots 

are shown in Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-4. 
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Figure 5-3: Vehicle A, one number metrics (from left to right: Test cell i.d., Driver i.d., pre-

test soak time, test cell temperature, test cell barometric pressure, test cell relative 
humidity, test cell ambient humidity, distance driven, post-test coastdown time, number of 
driver violations, driver violation time, road load force at 70 km/h, pre-test battery voltage, 

dynamometer minutes run in the last 2 hrs and dynamometer minutes since last run, 
respectively) 

 

 
Figure 5-4: Vehicle B one number test metrics (from left to right: Test cell i.d., Driver i.d., 
pre-test soak time, test cell temperature, test cell barometric pressure, test cell relative 

humidity, test cell ambient humidity, distance driven, post-test coastdown time, number of 
driver violations, driver violation time, road load force at 70 km/h, pre-test battery voltage, 

dynamometer minutes run in the last 2 hrs and dynamometer minutes since last run, 
respectively) 
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For most of the 15 variables plotted as one-number-per-test metrics, in Figure 5-3 and 

Figure 5-4 there is no clear correlation between the plotted variable and the total bag CO2 

emissions. However there are some interesting results for some variables. The plots of 

the test cell i.d’s show that the variability in CO2 emissions is different for some of the test 

cells. However the trends are not the same for the two test vehicles, for example the cell 

11 results from vehicle B have a higher mean than those from cell 10 or cell 12. 

Conversely for vehicle A the cell 10, cell 11 and cell 12 results all have approximately the 

same mean CO2 result. For vehicle A, cell 4, cell 8 and cell 13 all have a similar range in 

the total bag CO2 emissions, of approximately 10 g/km, a range that is smaller than the 

other test cells. This is difficult to explain physically, cell 4 and cell 8 are located very close 

to each other and received conditioned air form the same AHU so could have similarly 

stable environmental conditions. However the test cells immediately adjacent to cell 8 

which are coincidently cells 9 and 7 are also served by the same AHU yet do not have the 

same variability making this explanation unlikely. It is evident from the plots that the cell 

13 results are few in number, suggesting there is less confidence that the low variability is 

a real effect instead it seems more likely that the low variability is a result of only 

examining a small number of results. Cell 14 has the largest range of recorded CO2 

emissions, which is of little surprise given that the dynamometer is subjectively regarded 

to be the least repeatable in the laboratory with emissions measurement equipment that is 

by far the oldest and not fully maintained.  

Overall all the drivers have a similar range from the lowest to the highest CO2 results. 

Some drivers have a small spread in results compared with most, but it is not easy to tell 

from the plot if these drivers have completed more or less tests than other drivers. It looks 

like the spread in CO2 emissions is slightly larger for the vehicle B results when compared 

with the vehicle A results.  

Interestingly there is not an obvious correlation between the number of driver violations 

and the CO2 emissions. Since a drive violation can be either an excursion above or below 

the target speed trace violations can result in either increases or decreases respectively in 

the expected CO2 emissions. This probably explains why there is no correlation, since 

multiple violations could result in any combination of positive or negative changes in the 

CO2 emissions. The drive violation time is the total time for each test that the drive spent 

driving outside the speed tolerance. The total time can similarly be comprised of any 

combination of positive or negative speed errors and the CO2 effect of these could 

potentially cancel each other out when summed over the duration of a drive cycle. These 

findings clearly demonstrate that it is not sufficient to examine driver behaviour purely on 
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the basis of the drive cycle tolerance violations, an idea that is further expanded in 

Chapter 7. 

For both vehicle A and vehicle B there are two regions of recorded data for the road load 

force and this is because the target dynamometer road load force is different for the single 

and twin roller dynamometers to counter for the increased rolling resistance of a twin roller 

dynamometer due to the two tyre contact areas per tyre. Within each cluster there is no 

obvious trend between the road load force and the CO2 emissions.  

The relative humidity or RH and absolute humidity show some degree of correlation for 

vehicle A as a slight slope is apparent in the data. However there is a large scatter in the 

humidity results so a linear fit would likely result in a very low coefficient of determination. 

Interestingly this there is no real indication of this trend in the vehicle B results. The author 

speculates that as the humidity of the air increases the extra quantity of water vapour in 

the air causes the specific heat capacity of the air to increase. Therefore when 

combustion takes place in the engine it is possible that more fuel is burnt to achieve the 

same combustion gas temperatures.  

For both test vehicles there is a slope in the coastdown time data from Figure 5-3 and 

Figure 5-4. For vehicle A this suggests a weak correlation between coastdown time and 

CO2 emissions, whereby the longer the coastdown time the lower the CO2 emissions. This 

is physically logical since a longer coastdown time is indicative of a lower rolling 

resistance, reduced vehicle work during the test cycle and hence lower total CO2 

emissions. For vehicle B the angle of the slope is much steeper, however for both vehicles 

there is a lot of scatter in the results.   

Plotting the recorded test variables one factor at a time against the total bag CO2 

emissions is a useful initial scoping exercise as some weak trends have been identified, 

the most notable of which being weak correlations for coastdown time for both vehicles 

and test cell humidity and for vehicle A. However a significant limitation is that it is not 

possible to examine the correlations without the interactions of the other variables. To 

achieve this it is necessary to use the response modelling techniques that were 

introduced in Chapter 3.  

5.4. Response Modelling 

 Vehicle A 
 
In the previous sections graphical representation of the test results was used to search for 

correlations between the test setup factors and the CO2 results and there were no clear 

correlations evident through these techniques. A more rigorous approach is to build a 
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multiple variable regression response model, a technique that was introduced in Chapter 

4. This method has the advantage of looking for correlations based on all the test setup 

factors and there inter relations. In this instance the Umetrics Modde programme was 

used to build a Multiple Linear Regression, MLR, model based on the eight noise factors 

examined in the previous sections. Figure 5-5 shows the main effects plot for the vehicle 

A and Table 5-4 shows the corresponding correlation matrix.  

 
Figure 5-5: Vehicle A main effects plot for the MLR model, where the bars represent the pre-

test soak time, test cell temperature, test cell barometric pressure, test cell relative 
humidity, post-test coastdown time, dynamometer minutes run in the last 2 hrs and 

dynamometer minutes since last run and the pre-test SLI battery voltage respectively 
 
 

Table 5-4: Vehicle A correlation matrix for MLR model with the two largest coefficient in 
bold. Variables V1 – V8 are defined as the pre-test soak time, test cell temperature, test cell 

barometric pressure, test cell relative humidity, post-test coastdown time, dynamometer 
minutes run in the last 2 hrs and dynamometer minutes since last run and the pre-test SLI 

battery voltage respectively 

 
 
The level of fit of the model can be quantified by the coefficient of determination or R2 

value which gives a measure of the differences between the measured data and the fitted 

model. The closer the R2 value to 1 the better the level of fit and in this case the R2 value 
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Mean CO2 Result: 139.2 g/km

V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 V7 V8 CO2
V1 0.01 0.02 -0.13 0.08 0.02 0.00 0.40 0.00
V2 0.15 -0.17 0.10 -0.11 0.13 -0.26 -0.02
V3 -0.13 0.01 0.15 0.09 0.12 -0.01
V4 0.04 -0.01 -0.18 -0.17 0.23
V5 0.09 0.11 0.12 -0.53
V6 -0.28 0.02 -0.17
V7 0.04 0.15
V8 -0.19

CO2

Correlation Coefficient
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is 0.432. This is a very low R2 value and indicates that only 43.2% of the variability in the 

CO2 results can be described by the eight noise factors. 

For all noise factors in Figure 5-5, except the coastdown time, the 95% confidence 

intervals are greater than half the effect that the factor has on the CO2 result. This 

suggests that there is a fair correlation between the coastdown time and the CO2 result, 

agreeing with the slight downward trend evident in Figure 5-3. The corresponding 

correlation coefficient is -0.53, further indicating the presence of a fair amount of 

correlation, since generally a coefficient with a magnitude larger than 0.8 is required for 

strong correlation [8]. The model also suggests there is a fair amount of correlation 

between the soak time and the battery voltage. Physically this is logical, since a longer 

soak time should result in a longer battery charge time. However all these results should 

be taken with caution due to the lack of a good fit for the response model. 

 Vehicle B 
 
Using the same processes and tools as the previous section a MLR model was 

constructed for vehicle B using the same eight noise factor and CO2 results. Figure 5-6 

shows the main effects plot for the model and the corresponding correlation matrix is 

shown in Table 5-5.  

The coefficient of determination for the vehicle B model was 0.198. This is worse than the 

R2 value for the model based on vehicle A’s results and indicates that only 19.8% of the 

variability in the CO2 results is described by the eight noise factors. Figure 5-6 shows that 

only the coastdown time has had an effect larger than half its corresponding confidence 

interval. However it is not possible to conclude there is anything more than a fair to weak 

correlation since the correlation coefficient is only -0.29.  
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Figure 5-6: Vehicle B main effects plot for the MLR model, where the bars represent the pre-

test soak time, test cell temperature, test cell barometric pressure, test cell relative 
humidity, post-test coastdown time, dynamometer minutes run in the last 2 hrs and 

dynamometer minutes since last run and the pre-test SLI battery voltage respectively 
 
 

Table 5-5: Vehicle B correlation matrix for MLR model with the largest coefficient in bold. 
Variables V1 – V8 are defined as the pre-test soak time, test cell temperature, test cell 

barometric pressure, test cell relative humidity, post-test coastdown time, dynamometer 
minutes run in the last 2 hrs and dynamometer minutes since last run and the pre-test SLI 

battery voltage respectively 

 
 

These modelling results highlight that the standard variables which are routinely recorded 

for a quality check emissions test within the laboratory are insufficient to describe the 

imprecision in the recorded CO2 emissions. Additional variables must be logged to 

understand the root causes of the variability.  

5.5. Introducing Engine Control Unit Logging on Vehicle A 
 
The standard set of variables recorded as part of the quality check testing, which has 

been examined in the preceding section of this chapter gives little insight into the primary 

sources of variability in the recorded CO2 emissions. A method was therefore sought to 

increase the number of measured variables. 
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Mean CO2 Result: 210.4 g/km

V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 V7 V8 CO2
V1 -0.01 0.07 0.01 0.12 0.12 -0.07 -0.13 0.08
V2 0.14 -0.20 0.15 -0.19 0.03 -0.13 0.05
V3 -0.03 -0.14 -0.21 0.21 -0.23 0.06
V4 -0.07 -0.04 0.10 -0.10 0.03
V5 0.05 -0.03 -0.07 -0.29
V6 -0.25 -0.03 -0.19
V7 0.22 0.26
V8 0.01

CO2

Correlation Coefficient
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In Chapter 4 ECU logging was used to record measures of driver accelerator inputs and 

also to measure vehicle control variables. For a pilot study this is a relatively simple form 

of logging to add to an existing chassis dynamometer test setup. Generally the most 

difficult element of installing ECU logging is the requirement to time align the emissions 

and ECU data during post processing. This is relatively easily worked around by the 

inclusion of a common signal in both data logs.  

For this study a standalone ECU logger was installed into vehicle A and the resulting data 

from 35 tests was used to construct a new response model. Initially the model was fitted 

with all factors included, which unsurprisingly gave a low level of fit due to the presence of 

factors that were not at all correlated with CO2 emissions and also due to the inclusions of 

multiple correlated inputs. Multiple correlated inputs are a problem because the model is 

unable to identify which of the correlated inputs is the cause and which is the effect. It is 

therefore necessary to try and only include one measure of each discrete variable. The 

minimise press routine was used within the Matlab model based calibration toolbox to 

achieve the model with the best compromise between the level of fit and the number of 

informative factors. The routine works by calculating the PRESS if each factor was 

individually removed and then removing the factor that results in a model with the smallest 

PRESS. This is repeated until a model with the best PRESS is achieved.    

The level of fit of this new response model with both the test cell data from the previous 

sections, although not from the same tests, and the new additional ECU data is much 

improved. This is in spite of the significantly reduced number of tests, approximately 35 

compared with 200. The coefficient of determination for the resulting response model is 

0.802, the adjusted coefficient of determination is 0.751 and the PRESS R2 is 0.696. This 

shows that by simply including the ECU data with the test cell data the resulting model is 

able to describe approximately 80% of the variability in the data compared with only 

approximately 40% from the test cell only modelling, thus highlighting the importance of 

both measuring the data in the first place to gain an understanding and also the 

importance of measuring ECU data.  
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Figure 5-7: Main effects plot for the response model built from results on vehicle A, with 

both ECU data and test cell data. The bars represent the initial call air pressure, the 
normalised cumulative throttle position, normalised cumulative wheel speed, total 

coastdown time, normalised cumulative brake pedal input, normalised cumulative engine 
coolant temperature and the dynamometer thermal status given by the minutes since the 

dynamometer was last run.  
 
The main effects plot of Figure 5-7 shows some variables that are in agreement with the 

test cell only model and some that are new. One of the most significant factors from the 

previous response modelling, the initial test cell humidity, has dropped out of this ECU 

and test cell model. Instead the initial cell air pressure is the only test cell environmental 

factor that is included. In fact it has the largest main effect of all the included factors with a 

predicted change of just over 6% in CO2 emissions as a result of normal swings in cell air 

pressure within the test cell. In this experiment the initial cell air pressure varied from 98 to 

102.3 kPa which are well within the normal range of expected air pressures for the UK. 

This fact is clearly demonstrated by examining the highest lowest and highest recorded air 

pressures in the UK at 92.6 and 105.6kPa respectively [87]. The effect of the ambient air 

pressure on the fuel consumption of internal combustion engines is not very widely 

published and the 6% change in CO2 emissions predicted from the response model is 

surprisingly high. However some authors have examined the effect and have concluded 

that there is a fuel consumption penalty for operating a vehicle designed for sea level 

running at altitude but that the effect is reduced at very high engine loads [88]. To validate 

this an engine simulation model, constructed in the Ricardo Wave simulation package, 

was used. The model was of a turbocharged 2.0 litre displacement gasoline engine and 

had been optimised for steady state accuracy. Therefore instead of running the model 

over the entire NEDC a steady state operating condition was chosen that was 
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representative of a running condition from the NEDC. The chosen condition was 2 bar 

BMEP and an engine speed of 2000 rev/min which was selected by examining data from 

tests on an engine test bed using the same powertrain as fitted to vehicle B, these data 

are shown in Figure 5-8.  

 
Figure 5-8: Brake Mean Effective Pressure for a 2.2 litre displacement turbocharged diesel 

engine fitted to a light commercial vehicle and operating over the NEDC. Operating 
envelope is shown by the red line and the red circle shows the chosen steady state point for 

engine modelling. 
 
By examination of Figure 5-8 the chosen operating point, shown by the red circle, is well 

within the operating envelope of the engine over the NEDC. Although there are 

differences in the powertrain between vehicle A, vehicle B and the simulation model, the 

chosen simulation point is still likely to be well within the operating range for the NEDC, 

given its relatively central location within the data collected for vehicle B’s engine, see 

Figure 5-8. The simulation was run over the approximate range of ambient cell air 

pressure that was recorded within the data captured for vehicle A and the output BSFC 

and PMEP were recorded. The results are shown in Figure 5-9. 
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Figure 5-9: Engine simulation results for steady state operation of 2.0 litre displacement 

gasoline engine running at 2bar BMEP and 2000 rev/min.  
 
The simulation results of Figure 5-9 show agreement with the trend observed in the 

response model of Figure 5-7. That is the fuel consumption and hence CO2 emissions 

increase with increased ambient air pressure. The modelling results explain the reason for 

this, which is due to an increase in the absolute value of the pumping losses quantified by 

the PMEP. The engine must use more fuel to overcome these increased pumping losses 

which the author speculates are caused by an increased throttling of the engine in 

reaction to the increased air density from the increase in air pressure. The increase in 

pumping losses from the simulation was approximately 5%. However the magnitude of the 

effect to BSFC shown by the engine simulation is much smaller being approximately a 1% 

increase in BSFC over the range of ambient pressure. This is six times smaller than the 

main effect, of 6%, from the response model for vehicle A. One drawback of the Ricardo 

Wave simulation is that it uses a Viebe heat release model, so the heat release is fixed for 

a given condition. As such the effect of the increase in the in-cylinder density from the 

increased air pressure will be a small increase in heat release. The model will not show 

this effect and as such will under predict the magnitude of the effect on BSFC. This may 

go some way to explaining the discrepancy between the response model and Ricardo 

Wave results but is unlikely to explain all of the discrepancy. Another factor is that the 

confidence interval for the main effect of the response model was large, extending 

approximately ±2% from the absolute value for the main effect, so the effect could actually 

be lower than 6%. In addition the Ricardo Wave simulation results only examine one 

condition, where the response modelling uses data from a transient drive cycle. It is 
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therefore possible that the effect of air pressure is lower for the condition that was chosen 

for simulation. Finally it is also possible that differences in the controller behaviour for the 

two engines is contributing to some of the discrepancy between the simulation and 

response modelling results. Further work would be required to quantify these effects.  

The second largest main effect is a metric called the cumulative throttle position. This is 

calculated by summing the throttle position data over the test cycle and therefore captures 

all throttle movements, both those accelerating and decelerating the vehicle. If a driver 

drives a cycle with a speed that is higher than the target speed they will inevitably hold 

higher accelerator pedal demands during cruises resulting in a higher end of cycle value 

for cumulative throttle position and higher CO2 emissions due to the extra load placed on 

the engine to drive at a higher speed.  Similarly if a driver is more oscillatory on the throttle 

pedal they will also record a higher value for cumulative throttle position and they will also 

generate more CO2 since for each micro transient they will accelerate above their cruise 

speed then immediately loose that momentum by decelerating only to have to repeat the 

process again. This means that instead of operating at a fixed throttle position during 

cruises and therefore a fixed engine load where the engine would operating a constant 

point on its BSFC map it is instead oscillating from regions of higher and lower efficiency, 

the net result is most likely to be a reduced efficiency. The total coastdown time shows an 

effect of approximately 2% CO2 with a confidence interval only just smaller than 2%, 

showing that whilst there is confidence that the factor is correlated with CO2 emissions 

because the confidence interval is lower than the magnitude of the main effect, there is 

very little confidence in the effect being equal to 2%.  

The other factors, vehicle wheel speed, coastdown time, cumulative brake pedal, 

cumulative engine coolant temperature and dynamometer status are all logical factors to 

be correlated with the variability in the CO2 emissions. However given the large size of the 

error bars in relation to the predicted main effects it is not possible to have any statistical 

confidence in the validity of the correlation between these factors and the CO2 emissions.  

5.6. Chapter Summary and Conclusions 
 
In this chapter historic data from a commercial laboratory was mined for sources of 

variability and to determine the base level of variability in bag CO2 emissions. Post-test 

analysis, one factor at a time and response modelling techniques were used to determine 

the most significant factors. From these findings the following conclusions were drawn: 

 The commercial laboratory’s historic data sets show a relatively low level of 

precision when compared with results that are obtainable under highly controlled 

conditions of Chapter 4. The basic level of variability, measured by the coefficient 
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of variation, was found to be approximately 2.5%. This is five times larger than the 

level of variability seen in a tightly controlled study, such as that conducted by 

Brace et. al. [8] showing there is plenty of scope for improvement.  

 Very few noise factors are routinely recorded within a commercial laboratory which 

had a significant influence on the CO2 emissions. Only the coastdown time, the 

dynamometer status, measured in minutes since last run and the test cell humidity 

and the soak time looked to be having an influence on CO2 emissions. However 

very low confidence was recorded in these effects as the standard errors were 

large. The inclusion of ECU data logging helped to improve the fit of the response 

models with the coefficient of determination of the being nearly doubled from 0.432 

to 0.802.  

 For a gasoline vehicle the initial cell air pressure has been shown to be a 

significant and newly identified factor. All other factors that have been identified as 

significant are all factors that have previously been found in the literature or 

experimental work to be important. With a R2 of 0.802 from the best response 

model there is an indication that approximately 20% of the variability in the CO2 

results is currently unexplained by the recorded data. This shows that there are 

still important factors to be identified and controlled to improve the precision in CO2 

results.  

 The relative difficulty in obtaining good fitting models to the data that describe the 

CO2 emissions, highlights that the environment is nearly always too noisy to review 

the effect of one test setup factor on the overall output factor; the CO2 emissions, 

reinforcing the conclusion from Chapter 3. Instead it is necessary to analyse 

metrics for each section of the noisy environment and know that whilst improving 

only one section might not produce tangible benefits to the precision of CO2 

emissions, if all sections are improved there will be an overall tangible benefit to 

the precision of the CO2 emissions.    
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Chapter 6. Vehicle Electrical System 

6.1. Introduction 
 
The review of the literature highlighted the significance of reducing variability in vehicle 

electrical system loads and in pre-test battery SoC to achieve increased precision in 

measured CO2 emissions. This is because variations in the total electrical load during a 

test will result in variations in the load placed on the engine via the alternator and hence 

variability in the tailpipe CO2 emissions. There is very little data on the relative magnitude 

of the load from electrical auxiliary devices and the expected errors in CO2 from these 

loads during an emissions test. Furthermore authors have only touched on proposed 

methods for reducing the electrical load variability to improve the precision of CO2 

emissions. The most notable being Brace et. al. [8] who calculated from their results that a 

tolerance of ±0.2V was necessary to achieve a FC repeatability target of ±0.5% at 95% 

confidence. However they do not provide a method for achieving this tolerance in practice 

and the author assumes that the tolerance would therefore be applied retrospectively in 

post processing of any test results. A more desirable outcome would be a method for 

controlling the SoC variability such that defect tests can be avoided.   

6.2. Sources of auxiliary electrical load variability 
 
The published works in the literature state that variability in the vehicle auxiliary loads 

which are switched on during vehicle emissions tests can cause changes to CO2 

emissions anywhere in the region of +5 to +50%. This is a vast range and is stated 

without any detailed evidence and without any results that allow for a proper 

understanding of the causality. Furthermore there are no guidelines for experimenters 

wishing to minimise this source of variability.  

Variability in CO2 emissions caused by auxiliary electrical loads can result from a variety 

of error states. Perhaps the most readily envisioned error state is that the driver manually 

and intentionally switches on an auxiliary load, such as the headlamps, in an uncontrolled 

manner part way through an emissions test. However there are also less obvious error 

states that the author proposes should be considered. For example the vehicle ECU may 

automatically switch on/off auxiliary loads. An example of which would be the switching on 

of the heated rear window when the ambient temperature is below a threshold to place 

extra load on the engine and speed the warm up process of the engine. Another example 

of a previously unconsidered auxiliary load error state is where auxiliary loads are either 

manually or automatically switched on immediately prior to an emissions test as part of 

the pre-test setup process. In large scale laboratories vehicles are soaked in dedicated 

bays away from the test cells and if the SLI battery is to be charged this will often take 
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place in the soak bays. When a vehicle is collected from soak, it will be disconnected from 

the battery charger and then wheeled to the test cell, which is the procedure in use in the 

commercial laboratory investigated within this thesis. The movement of the vehicle and 

the possible opening of the driver’s door will certainly awaken the ECU and associated 

controllers. The ECU may also trigger a fuel pump prime in preparation for the engine 

starting when the driver’s door is first opened from soak. The author proposes that this 

pre-test load could be highly variable depending on the number of movements and door 

openings prior to the test.  

In order to understand more about the effect of vehicle auxiliaries during or prior to 

emissions tests, various tests were carried out using a passenger B-car with a 1.4 diesel 

engine which was tested in the commercial laboratory environment. The test vehicle used 

for this study was, by modern standards, a relatively simple one and hence not all 

electrical auxiliary loads could be tested. The test vehicle was instrumented with HIOKI 

9278 current clamps connected to a HIOKI power analyser. The current clamps were of a 

split type and were positioned to measure the fusebox and battery currents from the 

vehicle. Figure 6-1 shows the schematic arrangement of the HIOKI current clamps on the 

vehicle. One clamp was positioned to measure the output from the alternator, whilst the 

other was positioned on the battery negative lead to measure the overall charge balance 

on the battery.  
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Figure 6-1: HIOKI current clamp configuration for vehicle auxiliary load experiments. VCU 
stands for vehicle connection unit and is part of the data acquisition system in use within 

the commercial laboratory where the experiments were conducted.  
 
The HIOKI measurement system has a high accuracy and repeatability, conforming to the 

European hybrid vehicle regulations, known as ECE R101 [89]. The stated accuracy of 

the current clamps is ±0.5% reading and ±0.05% full scale. Initially readings were 

manually transcribed from the HIOKI power analyser display as the current clamps were 

installed into the vehicle, zeroed and then various auxiliary loads were turned on. The test 

was then repeated whilst the engine was idling with the vehicle in neutral. With the engine 

running the alternator current was very oscillatory and therefore impossible to read 

manually with any real certainty. Table 6-1 shows the results in the sequence they were 

recorded during the experiment. There were no delays in recording the results shown on 

each concurrent line of the table.  
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Table 6-1: Electrical loads read from HIOKI power analyser. Readings highlighted in blue are 

approximate due to noisy readings. 

 
 

Many modern vehicles automatically prime the fuel pump either when the vehicle is 

unlocked or when the driver’s door is opened in preparation for the driver starting the 

engine. This can be heard by the driver as a short duration, normally 1-2 second long 

‘whirring’ noise either as one approaches the car or opens the door. In the case of diesel 

vehicles the author speculates that this could also include an initial glowplug heating 

phase. The results from Table 6-1 show that when the driver’s door was opened on the 

test vehicle a load of 0.8A was placed on the battery. The author speculates that this is 

unlikely to have been attributed to a fuel pump priming since the current is too low for a 

fuel pump, unfortunately the test environment was too noisy to hear if the pump was 

HIOKI Channel: I1 I2
Current clamp position: Alternator Battery

No. Process Clamp A Clamp B
1 Attach clamps N/A N/A
2 DEMAG 0.00 0.00
3 Driver door open 0.00 0.80
4 Driver door shut 0.00 0.80
5 Key on to ign. Initial peak 0.00 60.00
6 Key on to ign. SS 0.00 2.30
7 Blower 4 0.00 18.20
8 Blower 3 0.00 12.50
9 Blower 2 0.00 7.80
10 Blower 1 0.00 5.60
11 Heated rear window 0.00 15.60
12 Side lamps 0.00 5.00
13 Dipped beam 0.00 14.20
14 Main beam 0.00 15.65
15 LH indicator 0.00 6.00
16 Hazard 0.00 11.00
17 Radio @ 28 vol 0.00 0.30
18 Crank engine 0.00 60.00
19 6-8sec after engine fires 60.00 2.40
20 minutes after engine fires 25.00 2.40
21 10's of minutes after engine fires 3.00 2.40
22 Idling engine unstable 2.40
23 Side lamps unstable 5.30
24 Dipped beam unstable 15.50
25 Main beam unstable 17.20
26 Heated rear window unstable 18.00
27 LH indicator unstable 2.80
28 Drivers electric window fully down to fully up 15.00 10.50
29 Drivers electric window fully up to fully down 12.00 7.50
30 Drivers electric window motor stall 40.00 28.00
31 Air con on 40.00 33.00
32 Engine off 0.00 1.40
33 Door open 0.00 0.70
34 Key out 0.00 0.70

Current (A)
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running or not. Another explanation could be that the ECU powers up when the driver’s 

door is opened, this is perhaps more likely given the low current involved since the engine 

is not running the ECU will not be required to drive high current devices, only low power 

devices such as the instrument cluster. In either case it is likely that an interior courtesy 

light would illuminate on opening the door, if this was 5W bulb then it would draw a current 

of 0.4A at approximately 12v so this only accounts for half of the measured current. After 

opening the door the engine was started without significant delay and therefore it was not 

possible to determine if the 0.8A load changed with respect to time, but it can be seen that 

the load continued after the driver’s door was shut perhaps adding validity to the theory 

that the load is from the ECU rather than a fuel pump.  A load of 0.8A at the nominal 

system voltage of 12v, appropriate given that the engine was not running, equates to a 

power of 9.6W. If this load is indeed from the ECU switching on and is a process that 

continues each and every time the driver’s door is opened it could become a significant 

factor if the vehicle is repeatedly disturbed during soak periods and the SLI battery is not 

on charge. 

When the vehicle was keyed on there was an initial spike in the current then a second 

later the reading stabilised to 2.3A. The assumption is that this is the load from the 

glowpugs on this diesel vehicle. The next steps in the test from 7 through 17 consisted of 

switching various auxiliary loads on and off without the engine running. The highest loads 

are from the HVAC blower on maximum speed, 18.2A recorded, the headlights, 15.65A 

and the heated rear window, 15.6A. These devices have changed the vehicle current 

demand on the battery by a factor of between six and eight times from the steady state 

current with no auxiliary loads switched on. The radio in this vehicle was the lowest 

auxiliary load, with only 0.3A recorded. This is an interesting result since it is not unheard 

of for emissions test drivers to switch the radio on whilst driving during development tests 

and with a load of only 0.3A it is suggested that this would be unlikely to have a significant 

effect on CO2 emissions. However it is not uncommon on luxury vehicles for the sound 

system to incorporate a power amplifier for the speakers, in which case the electrical load 

from the sound system would be much higher and switching it on during a test would be 

more likely to have a significant effect on CO2 emissions.  

Once the engine was started the next few readings show the alternator being loaded up to 

recharge the energy lost from the battery during the engine cranking. Readings 19 

through 21 shows that the alternator current rapidly decays from a high value in the region 

of 60A to only around 3A in the space of just over 10 minutes. The battery load remained 

constant during this time at 2.4A and it is therefore assumed that this is the current 

required to run the ECU on this vehicle, with the engine running. There will likely be a 

difference for the ECU load with the engine on and off, due to the load from the injectors 
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when the engine is running. When a selection of the previous auxiliary loads were again 

switched on with the engine running to verify the results and it was found that the 

recorded current was different for the auxiliary loads with the engine running. The offset 

between the two sets of results was not constant; for the position lamps the difference 

was 0.3A, whilst for the main beam headlights the difference was 1.55A. It is hard to 

understand the reason for this difference without a deeper insight into the calibration of 

the vehicle electrical system which is outside the scope of this thesis. It is also possible 

that a portion of this variation is attributable to the accuracy of the measurement system. 

Perhaps a more robust approach for loads such as lighting is to read the bulb wattage and 

calculate the current, the same approach could be used for other items, providing the 

power requirement is known or stated on the component. The load from the electric 

windows was also measured in steps 28 through 30 and it was found, perhaps 

unsurprisingly that the load for raising the window, due to the gravitational force, is higher 

than lowering, 10.5 and 7.5A respectively. It was also found that holding the electric 

window switch in the up position after the window has closed caused a drain of 28A from 

the motor stalling. In most vehicles this stall is limited to a set period of time in the region 

of 1 second and therefore whilst the recorded current is high it is unlikely to have a 

significant effect on CO2 emissions since the period is so small. One of the most 

significant electrical loads that could only be measured with the engine running is the air 

conditioning, which was found to draw in the region of 33A, making it the highest auxiliary 

load recorded on this vehicle. At the heart of any air conditioning system is the 

compressor, which is a mechanically driven device connected to the engine. Theoretically 

the only electrical load associated with the air conditioning system would be from the 

HVAC blower fan, however an earlier separate recording of the blower on maximum 

speed showed the load was only 18.2A. This leaves an unexplained electrical load of 

14.8A on the battery with the air conditioning on. The author speculates that this load 

could have been to engage an electrically actuated clutch on the compressor pulley. 

Unfortunately it was not possible to verify if the vehicle had one fitted nor take a 

measurement to verify this. At the end of the test when the vehicle was switched off it was 

interesting to see that the battery load returned to almost the same value recorded at the 

start of the test, 0.7A compared with 0.8A giving confidence that the current measurement 

system had not drifted during the test.  

The results from the static testing of the B-car test vehicle show that the electrical load 

from auxiliary devices varies considerably depending on the device and the likely duration 

of the load. The testing so far has shown the magnitude of electrical auxiliary devices in 

terms of current, but has yet to examine the effect of auxiliary loads in terms of CO2. To 

that end a similar test was conducted except with the vehicle being driven and the CO2 

emissions recorded.  
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6.3. The effect of auxiliary electrical loads on CO2 emissions 
 
On the same B-car test vehicle as in previous section a test sequence was developed 

whereby the vehicle was warmed up by driving at a standard warm up cycle, then the 

vehicle was cruised at a constant speed of 28kph in 2nd gear whilst various electrical loads 

were switched on and off. The human driver attempted to maintain a constant speed 

during the testing. The industry standard CVS emissions measurement system installed in 

the test cell was used to analyse modal tailpipe emissions over consecutive 30 second 

sampling periods. The test was started with no auxiliary electrical loads switched on and 

the CO2 emissions were sampled for 30 seconds. Then an auxiliary load was switched on 

and another 30 second sample was measured. In between each measurement with an 

auxiliary load switched on, a 30 second sample was taken with no loads switched on to 

verify that the baseline emissions had not changed. During the experiment, HIOKI 9278 

current clamps connected to a HIOKI power analyser were used to measure the fusebox 

and battery currents from the vehicle, as per the setup used earlier in this chapter.  

The results from the test are shown in Figure 6-2 which shows the recorded fusebox 

current and in Figure 6-3 which shows the corresponding modal CO2 mass emissions. 

The fusebox current results show excellent agreement with the static results of Table 6-1. 

The largest electrical auxiliary loads are from the HVAC system, namely the air 

conditioning system, blower fan and heated rear window. The second largest group of 

loads is the headlights. The baseline current is very consistent, returning to almost exactly 

the same value of approximately 2.5A between each auxiliary load. For three of the 

auxiliary loads, namely the air conditioning, HVAC blower and heated rear window the 

current is not stable during the 30 second sampling window and is either increasing or 

decreasing. It is difficult to imagine a reason for the current changing with time since the 

electrical load is by definition constant with the possible exception of the air conditioning, 

where the system could be configured to operate at different set points based on the in-

vehicle temperature demand. The variation in fusebox current is not correlated with 

vehicle speed, unlike the tailpipe CO2 emissions which are highly correlated with vehicle 

speed. By reference to Figure 6-3 it can be seen that for the HVAC system, the main 

beam headlights and for some of the ‘off’ periods the gradual change in cruise speed is 

approximately proportional to the change in CO2 emissions.  

The vehicle speed was not well controlled during the 30 second sampling for the air 

conditioning and this was because the sudden and significant change in mechanical load 

on the engine from the air conditioning compressor caused a drop in vehicle speed to 

which the driver reacted by accelerating harshly, overshooting the target speed and then 

slowing back near the target 28kph. This speed excursion caused a marked effect on the 
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recorded CO2 emissions which can be seen in Figure 6-3. The CO2 emissions spike to 

very large value that is nearly double the steady state CO2 recorded with no auxiliary 

loads switched on. The instability in the CO2 emissions from the sampling period with the 

air conditioning switched on means that it is impossible to separate the CO2 effect of the 

additional load placed on the engine via the mechanical compressor from the mechanical 

load from the alternator via the vehicle electrical system.  

 

Figure 6-2: Results of electrical load measurements during 2nd gear cruise at 28kph with 
seven different configurations of electrical auxiliary devices switched on 
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Figure 6-3: Results of tailpipe CO2 measurements during 2nd gear cruise at 28kph with seven 

different configurations of electrical auxiliary devices switched on 
 
For the auxiliary loads the change in CO2 emissions seems to scale with the changes in 

current recorded previously. The largest consistent CO2 emissions change is for the 

HVAC blower, main beam headlights and heated rear window, which were the also largest 

recorded electrical loads in both Figure 6-2 and Table 6-1.  

By averaging the instantaneous alternator current and vehicle FC recorded during the 30s 

sampling windows the relationship between the average change in alternator current, from 

the baseline, and the average change in FC, again from the baseline can be determined. 

By assuming a constant system voltage of 14.4V, as is the case in a basic alternator 

equipped vehicle the average alternator power and fuel power can be calculated allowing 

the relationship between change in electrical power and consumed fuel power to be 

directly compared. The resulting relationship is shown in Figure 6-4.  
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Figure 6-4: Relationship between the average fuel power consumed by the engine and the 

average electrical power consumed by the auxiliary devices. Red data points were 
calculated from data recorded with auxiliary loads switched on and blue data points were 

calculated from data recorded with the auxiliary loads switched off. 
 
The exceptionally high coefficient of determination of 0.91 for the linear best fit in Figure 

6-4 shows that the alternator power is directly proportional to the consumed fuel energy. 

For this vehicle, the gradient of the best fit line shows that an increase in the alternator 

energy from an auxiliary load requires an increase in the consumed fuel energy of just 

over twice the magnitude of the change in alternator energy. With no electrical loads 

switched on the engine is consuming approximately 120kJ/s of fuel energy to be driven at 

a steady 28kph in second gear. With the highest electrical auxiliary load switched on the 

rate of consumed fuel energy is increased by approximately seven times from the 

baseline, thereby highlighting the potential significance of variability in electrical auxiliary 

loads. The results from the sampling period with the air conditioning system switched on 

has been excluded from Figure 6-4 since it is a combination of mechanical and electrical 

loads making it an outlier with respect to the other data points.   
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start tests were chosen primarily for expediency, so that all testing could be completed 

within one working shift. However there were other benefits, such as thermal stability of 

the vehicle, being able to use the same driver, the same test cell and emissions analyser 

for all tests. This minimises potential errors from all the other factors outside of the vehicle 

electrical system and means a good level of repeatability is much more likely since 

differences in factors such as the emissions measurement system, the load applied by the 

dynamometer and the way in which the vehicle is driven are all minimised. For the four 

tests the vehicle test condition was alternated between all auxiliary loads switched on and 

off in an A-B-A-B sequence. The results are shown in Figure 6-5 and Figure 6-6. 

 
Figure 6-5: Recorded total bag CO2 emissions from repeated tests of a B-car on hot start TA 

style emissions tests in test cell 4 with all auxiliary loads switched on and off 
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Figure 6-6:Recorded cumulative modal tailpipe (TP) CO2 emissions from repeated tests of a 
B-car on hot start TA style emissions tests in test cell 4 with all auxiliary loads switched on 

and off 
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the tests could not be repeated with the air conditioning system switched off to isolate this 

effect.   

The repeatability of the tests is also quite remarkable, when compared with the analysis of 

Chapter 5, from a test sequence performed in test cell 4 of the commercial laboratory. 

Figure 6-6 shows that the modal CO2 recorded for the two tests at each condition which 

are so consistent that the traces are completely indistinguishable. It serves to highlight an 

important point that is relevant to the entirety of this thesis. It shows just what is capable 

with good vehicle and test cell pre-conditioning, a repeatable driver and emissions 

measurement system. The coefficient of variation with all electrical loads switched on was 

0.15% and with all loads off was 0.58%. It shows that whilst it might not be possible to 

always see the effect of improvement in one aspect of TA style emissions testing due to a 

lack of control in other factors. It is possible to achieve the goal of a CoV of less than 0.5% 

from a small number of tests at within a commercial environment if the appropriate 

controls are implemented.  

In the literature there was no information regarding where an experimenter might expect 

their results to lie within the stated +5 to +50% CO2 effect from electrical auxiliary loads. 

The results from the literature have shown that the expected range of magnitude for the 

effect of switching on all electrical auxiliaries is in approximate agreement with the 

collected experimental data however the effect of individual electrical auxiliary loads has 

only been examined during steady state testing. Both the results reported in the literature 

from Brace et. al. [8] and the results from the steady state testing of this chapter, see 

Figure 6-4, have shown that there is a linear correlation between alternator electrical 

output and consumed fuel energy. On this basis the alternator current measurements 

taken during the steady state testing, see Figure 6-2, were used to scale the total bag CO2 

results from the hot start drive cycle tests and give an approximate indication of the 

expected change in bag results over a full NEDC test and the results are shown in Figure 

6-7.  
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Figure 6-7: Recorded change in total bag CO2 emissions for all electrical loads and 

calculated change in total bag CO2 emissions from individual electrical loads  
 
The results from Figure 6-7 show that the expected change in total bag CO2 emissions 

from a hot start NEDC test range between approximately 18 and 0.2 g/km depending on 

the auxiliary load that is switched on during the test. For this vehicle, a B-car with a 1.4 

litre diesel engine, the average hot start total bag CO2 emissions were 125.3g/km so this 

range represents a change of between 14 and 0.16% for individual auxiliary loads.  

6.4. The effect of SLI Battery SoC on CO2 emissions 
 
The literature review highlighted that control of the pre-test SLI battery SoC is important to 

maintain high precision CO2 emissions results. Authors recorded quite different 

magnitudes for the effect of battery discharge on the CO2 emissions with changes in FC or 

CO2 emissions ranging from +5 to +30%.  As discussed in the literature review, some of 

this variability in the results can be explained by the examination of different levels of 

battery discharge. For example Brace et. al. [8] recorded an 8.7% change in FC from a 45 

minute discharge of the battery with the vehicle headlamps, whilst the Schmidt et. al. [20] 

recorded a 30% change in CO2 from discharging a vehicle battery until it was only just 

able to start the vehicle. The authors even found different results within their own study 

which shows that relative magnitude of battery discharge on CO2 emissions really can be 

thought of as vehicle specific. It is a function of several factors which include but are not 

limited to the engine efficiency, alternator efficiency, battery charge acceptance and the 

battery charging strategy.  
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The traditional methods for controlling pre-test battery SoC is either to charge the battery 

between each emissions test such that the experimenter aims to start each test with a 

100% SoC. Or to run a conditioning cycle to stabilise the vehicle, then not to charge 

between each test but to make sure that the auxiliary loads are kept the same for each 

test via implementation of procedural controls, such as not operating electric windows and 

so on. The first method is often used in research testing environments since it provides 

the easiest way to maintain high precision. If the soak periods are maintained at the same 

duration between tests then the battery condition should be the same going into each test 

and the load on the vehicle electrical system from battery charging will be consistent. This 

is also the method that is used for the quality check test vehicles in the commercial 

laboratory for the same reasons. The second method is preferable for those calibrating 

vehicles with TA in mind and is therefore the method that is often used by clients. This is 

because it is closer to the method used for TA emissions tests and hence reduces the 

offset between development and final witnessed TA testing. One author in the literature 

attempted to quantify the difference between these two modes of testing and found that 

the effect was 1% in CO2 emissions, with no stated statistical confidence [14]. 

The existence of these two methods creates a real difficulty for the quality department of a 

commercial laboratory when looking to identify equipment or process problems in test 

cells. For example a client of a laboratory might complain that they are getting imprecise 

CO2 results from their TA style emissions tests. In this case the Quality Engineer is likely 

to examine the results from quality check vehicles and might find that these results show 

high precision in CO2 emissions. There are many possible causes for this, but one that is 

relevant here is that the client vehicle might have highly variable battery SoC during soak, 

whilst the quality check vehicle battery SoC is, as will be shown later in the chapter, much 

more likely to be consistent due to the battery charging during soak periods. If both sets of 

results show a problem then the quality check vehicle might be kept in the problem test 

cell for an extended period. In the commercial laboratory examined in this thesis there are 

no battery chargers located in the test cell and therefore a previously stable quality check 

vehicle might suddenly become unstable due to battery SoC variation, masking any 

equipment issues in the test cell. This sequence of events has been witnessed by the 

author. Aside from test cell problems of imprecision, another important issue in the context 

of TA emissions tests is the absolute CO2 emissions. The literature has already shown 

that there is a 1% difference in CO2 emissions from the two battery charging processes. 

To gain confidence in this finding an experiment was conducted using the quality check 

vehicle C which was tested at Bath University alternating between the conditions of 

battery charging during soak periods and no battery charging. The test vehicle was a C-

car with a 2.0 litre displacement turbocharged gasoline engine and an automatic 

transmission. The same human driver was used for all tests which were conducted at a 
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controlled test cell ambient of 25°C. The vehicle was not removed from the dynamometer 

for the duration of the test programme. In total seven tests were completed with the 

battery being charged during soak and 17 tests with the battery not being charged. Figure 

6-8, Figure 6-9 and Figure 6-10 respectively show a bar chart of the results, a time series 

plot and a histogram. 

 
Figure 6-8: Bar chart of total bag CO2 emissions from a C-car with a turbocharged gasoline 

engine. For tests with battery charging during the preceding overnight soak and tests 
without any soak battery charging. Error bars show standard error of the mean at 95% 

confidence 
 

In this experiment a 2.2% difference was found in the total bag CO2 emissions between 

the two conditions. A two sample t-test was conducted on the results which showed that 

the difference in the recorded CO2 emissions was statistically significant at a 95% 
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Figure 6-9: Time series plot of a total bag CO2 emissions from a C-car with a turbocharged 
gasoline engine. For tests with battery charging during the preceding overnight soak and 

tests without any soak battery charging 
 
The difference between the two test conditions recorded from this experiment is just over 

double the magnitude that was reported in the literature [14] thereby showing that even for 

a production intent vehicle there is a significant change in CO2 emissions when the battery 

is not charged during the soak and even more importantly the change is immediate, so it 

is absolutely critical that the same process is adopted for every single soak period. The 

magnitude of the difference between the two methods is highly likely to be vehicle 

specific. For example if a vehicle has a problem and there is a permanent drain on the 

battery the effect will be much larger than a vehicle where there are no faults with the 

electrical system and hence little to no drain on the battery during soak periods. Also for 

conventional vehicles without smart alternator technology, whilst the alternator efficiency 

is likely to be similar between vehicles, the engine efficiency could be quite different, 

especially if comparing a diesel and a gasoline engine vehicle. From the time series plot 

of Figure 6-9 it can be seen that none of the individual data points from each method 

overlap adding to the result of the two sample t-test and giving more confidence in the 

recorded difference between the two methods. This point is further highlighted by the 

histogram of Figure 6-10. 
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Figure 6-10: Histogram of total bag CO2 emissions from a C-car with a turbocharged 

gasoline engine for tests with battery charging during the preceding overnight soak and 
tests without any soak battery charging 

 
It is interesting to examine the variability in the results from the two groups. The 

repeatability is generally very good for the two methods with CoV’s of 0.69 and 0.65% 

both being quite close to the target of 0.5% and much below the variability in typical 

results from the commercial laboratory quality check vehicles. However the variability is 

still higher than the author would like and there are clear spikes in the data, suggesting 

there could be outlier results on test days 1, 15, 16 and 22. An examination of the test 

diary reveals some of the difficulties that commonly affect this type of experiment. On test 

12 the engineer decided to conduct a short dynamometer warm up without consent of the 

test owner. For test 17 the climatic plant was accidently switched off for the duration of the 

test meaning that the end of test temperature was 2-3°C higher than the target. Also on 

test 17 the key had been left in the vehicle overnight from the previous test. For test 21 

the operator chose to run twice the normal number of coastdown tests requested by the 

test owner. On test 22 the battery charger was accidently left connected until over halfway 

through the emissions test with the unsurprising consequence that the CO2 emissions are 

the lowest recorded for any of the tests in the experiment. For many of the tests there 

were problems with the current clamps installed onto the vehicle, which will affect the 

analysis in the following sections of this chapter. For tests 5, 6 and 7 the clamps did not 

record any data due to low batteries. On test 15 the clamps were found to be showing a 

higher than normal fusebox current during the post-test running with a corresponding 

increase in alternator current. This snapshot of the problems encountered goes someway 

to explaining why it is so difficult to conduct a ‘good’ experiment with a high level of 

repeatability. Given that most of the issues in this experiment come from human error, it 

also indicates that with automation it is possible to minimise a lot of common errors. 
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Interestingly, despite these problems, it is only for test 22 that the recorded human errors 

correlate with a change in total bag CO2 emissions.  

So far the analysis of the results from this experiment has shown that a significant 

difference was recorded between the two methods, however the chassis dynamometer 

emissions test is such a large multiple input and output system that this result alone is not 

conclusive proof of the root causality of the difference between the two groups. To do this 

it is necessary to examine the detailed results recorded during the experiment which 

includes a measure of the alternator and vehicle fusebox current.  Figure 6-11 shows the 

recorded instantaneous alternator current during the TA style emissions tests on vehicle 

C, from which there is a clear difference between the results from the two test conditions. 

The results plotted in blue, which represent the tests where the battery was charged, have 

a lower magnitude throughout the duration of the test. The difference is most clearly seen 

in the first 200 seconds, where most of the current traces for the ‘charging’ tests are about 

half the magnitude of the ‘no charging’ tests. Furthermore the tests where the battery was 

charged are much more repeatable than those were the battery was not charged. This 

shows that there is an improvement not only in the absolute magnitude of the alternator 

current but also an improvement in the alternator current precision. By reference back to 

Figure 6-8, this improvement is somewhat reduced for the CO2 emissions where the 

improvement in the CoV was barely registered being only 0.04%. In fact there is very little 

difference in the precision of the CO2 results from the two groups. As will be seen in other 

chapters of this thesis, it is clear that a measurable improvement in a test noise factor 

does not necessarily force an improvement in the overall system output, the CO2 

emissions, since there are too many variables in the system that are changing 

simultaneously. In this case a high precision of alternator current is not translated into an 

improvement in CO2 emissions precision.  
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Figure 6-11: Vehicle C alternator current measured instantaneously during 24 NEDC tests. 7 
tests where the SLI battery was charged overnight prior to the test (shown in blue) and 17 

tests where there was no battery charging prior to the test (shown in red) 
 
An interesting characteristic of the results in Figure 6-11 is that the current is not stable 

and instead increases or decreases by an approximately fixed value depending on the 

vehicle driving mode. This phenomenon is known as selective charging or smart alternator 

and is done to save fuel and hence reduce CO2 emissions [25]. This concept was 

introduced in the literature review, see section 2.2.3.  

Using the alternator current results recorded during the tests, see Figure 6-11, the change 

in total energy output from the alternator was calculated for each test on vehicle C and 

was plotted against the change in consumed fuel energy. This was done by assuming a 

constant system voltage of 14.4v for the duration of the test and calculating the total 

electrical energy transferred for each individual test. These were then used to calculate 

the mean and the corresponding change from the mean for each test. The same 

principles were used to calculate the change in consumed fuel energy. The CVS system 

reports the total mass of fuel used for each test, which it calculates using the industry 

standard carbon balance technique and user inputted values for the carbon:hydrogen ratio 

of the fuel. The fuel mass was converted to energy using an approximate figure of 44 

MJ/kg for the lower heating value of gasoline [90]. The lower heating value was chosen 

because it includes the energy required to vaporise the water during the combustion 

process and an approximate figure was chosen because the exact properties for the fuel 

used during the testing were not known. Both test conditions, with overnight charging and 

without were included in this analysis and the results are shown in Figure 6-12. 
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Figure 6-12: Vehicle C change in alternator energy during the emissions tests versus the 

change in the bag CO2 emissions from the same tests. In both cases the changes are 
calculated from the mean alternator output energy and mean total bag CO2 emissions from 

each of the emissions tests. A total of 24 tests are shown, 7 in red where the SLI battery was 
not charged and 17 in blue where the SLI battery was charged.   

 
Figure 6-12 shows that there is a clear distinction between the two test conditions; with 

soak battery charging and without soak battery charging. When the battery is charged 

prior to a test, less energy is demanded from the alternator as the battery needs less 

recharging and hence less fuel is used. Conversely when the battery is not charged prior 

to the test the alternator demand is increased and more fuel is burned to meet this 

demand. The relationship between the change in alternator energy output during the tests 

and the change in consumed fuel energy during the tests is linear with a high coefficient of 

determination of 0.87 indicating the good level of fit. The gradient of the linear fit is 

approximately 3.12, so for each unit change in alternator output energy the consumed fuel 

energy is increased by just over three times. This is a steeper gradient than was found in 

Figure 6-4, where the gradient was only 2.26. The two experiments differ in the magnitude 

of the change in electrical energy output from the alternator; for the electrical auxiliary load 

testing the range was about half that seen here. However that should not affect the 

recorded gradient since the relationship is linear. The most significant difference between 

the two experiments is the test vehicles. In the case of the auxiliary load experiments the 

test vehicle was a B-car with a 1.4 litre displacement diesel with a manual transmission, 

where as in this experiment the test vehicle was a C-car with a 2.0 litre displacement 

gasoline engine and an automatic transmission. The author would therefore expect that 

the different ICE efficiencies would likely account for the difference in the gradient, since 

y = 3.1229x
R² = 0.8732
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diesel engines are more thermally efficient that gasoline engines and the losses in an 

automatic transmission are likely to be higher than a manual. 

It is perhaps surprising, given that typical ICE efficiencies are normally in the 20% region 

during part load operation, that the efficiency that the gradients of both lines represent a 

system efficiency of between approximately 22 and 31%. However these values are 

based off a change in engine load and fuel used rather than taking into account the overall 

efficiency which would include the fuel used to counter pumping losses and engine 

friction. This is the engine load that is represented by the y-axis intercept on a Willan’s 

line. A Willan’s line being the straight line on a graph plotting engine load on the x-axis 

and fuel consumption on the y-axis [26].   

During the test sequence a current clamp and logger were configured to measure the 

current output from the battery charger used to charge the SLI battery overnight between 

tests. The battery charger used for the experiment was a CTEK intelligent device and the 

author was interested to see the device’s charging characteristic and to calculate the total 

charge being transferred to the battery before each test. Due to the long duration of the 

charging period (between 16 and 22 hours) the logging frequency had to be reduced to 

keep the data file a manageable size. Hence a logging frequency of 0.2Hz was selected. 

Initially the recorded data showed a large amount of noise and hence a low pass filter was 

added to the logging device by the test engineer. Unfortunately this filter was therefore not 

applied for some tests and applied for others. Once it was applied the raw unfiltered data 

was not recorded and so it was not possible to directly compare these results with any 

validity. This further highlights both the difficulty of recording good experimental data and 

also the importance of not changing the way parameters are recorded part way through a 

test sequence. Figure 6-13 and Figure 6-14 show the instantaneous battery charger and 

vehicle fusebox current recorded for a small subset of the tests were the battery was 

charged overnight prior to the test. The cumulative energy transferred by the battery 

charger is also shown along with the cumulative residual energy transferred to the battery, 

taking account of the vehicle energy demands. The residual energy was calculated by 

subtracting the vehicle fusebox current from the battery charger output current.  
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Figure 6-13: Vehicle C, overnight charge results using a CTEK smart charger to charge the 

vehicle SLI battery. The instantaneous current is shown in solid red and solid blue. The 
cumulative current in shown in dotted black and dotted pink. The chronological test number 

(taken from Figure 6-9) is shown above each plot. 
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Unfortunately the calculation of the residual current highlighted another problem with the 

recorded data. The current clamps used for this study were not the HIOKI devices used 

previously but much lower specification Picotech units. The Picotech units appear to be 

not very robust at accurately measuring current around zero. When the individual plots are 

zoomed in, see Figure 6-14, the vehicle fusebox current is sometimes recorded as zero 

for the majority of the test, sometimes as a slight positive current and sometimes a slight 

negative current. The author proposes that this is not a real affect, since there is no logical 

explanation for it and instead it is much more likely to a problem with the manual zeroing 

of the current clamps. When the difference between the two recorded current traces is 

calculated the result of this very small error over such a long period is very significant on 

the cumulative results. The final values for the residual current range from approximately -

100 to 900kJ and for the first three tests the residual is lower than battery current, whilst 

for the other tests the pattern is reversed.  
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Figure 6-14: Vehicle C, overnight charge results using a CTEK smart charger to charge the 

vehicle SLI battery. The instantaneous battery charger current is shown in blue and the 
instantaneous fusebox current in red. The chronological test number (taken from Figure 6-9) 

is shown above each plot.  
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As mentioned earlier in this chapter, for the first three tests in the batch shown in Figure 

6-13 and Figure 6-14 the test cell diary reveals that the test engineer had problems with 

the current clamps on day 6. The clamps are battery powered and low batteries were 

found. It appears from the results that this problem was not rectified until after day 8 and 

hence no real data was recorded for these days. This highlights the significant advantage 

in choosing mains powered clamps over battery powered clamps.     

By examination of both Figure 6-13 and Figure 6-14 together it can be seen that for all 

tests the charging profile is reasonably similar; there is an initial exponential decay from a 

value of around 20A to a value between 1 and 0A which takes approximately 4 hours. At a 

very repeatable 4 hours into the battery charge, there is an instantaneous spike in the 

charging current and the charging current then takes a step change to a lower value. For 

most tests this lower value is around 0A; it is as if the charger is switching itself off. For all 

but one of the tests, towards the end of the charging period the battery charger rate takes 

a step change from near 0A to a higher value, which is initially a high spike in current that 

quickly settles to either a constant value or a profile that varies within the region of 1 to 

2A. At the same time for each overnight charge the vehicle fusebox current is seen to 

follow a very similar profile but inverted and negative. The change in vehicle electrical load 

via the fusebox is due to the vehicle being ‘disturbed’ prior to the start of the emissions 

test. It has been seen earlier in this chapter that opening a vehicle door can cause the 

vehicle ECU to wake and the fuel pump to prime with a corresponding increase in battery 

load. This is exactly what is happening in these tests. What is of particular interest in 

relation to test precision is that in the case of these tests this increase in vehicle load has 

clearly been met by the battery charger and the result is that the battery is not drained 

prior to the test start. If however the battery charger had been disconnected at a different 

time in relation to the test start the vehicle load might have drained the battery instead. In 

this case there would have been an increase in the alternator load during the test, since 

the battery would be more discharged going into the test and there would be a 

corresponding increase in CO2 emissions. This theoretically means that the variability in 

the difference between the total energy transferred to the battery during the overnight 

charge is correlated with the variability in the fuel energy consumed by the vehicle for the 

subsequent emissions test. Where the total energy transferred to the battery would be 

calculated using the balance of the battery charger output current and the vehicle fusebox 

input current. To prove this theory using the data from this experiment presents a few 

challenges. It has been seen previously that for tests for tests 6, 7 and 8 the fusebox 

current was not recorded properly, meaning that the energy balance cannot be calculated. 

By examining Figure 6-14 the same problem appears to have affected test 21. It can also 

be seen that for all tests the fusebox current is relatively constant until near the end of 

test, however the magnitude is zero for some tests and is a slight positive or slight 
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negative value for other tests. The accuracy of the current clamps varies between ±1.5% 

and ±4% depending on the measured current. For the magnitude of current being 

measured in this case, the stated accuracy would be either ±1.5 or ±2% depending on the 

measurement range used. 1.5% of the measurement range of the current clamp is 0.9A, 

so at the very least the clamps is highly unlikely to be able the measure 1A with a high 

degree of accuracy. Additionally the clamps must be zeroed, or de-magnetised, prior to 

each measurement to ensure an accurate zero point. If this is not done consistently, the 

author’s previous experience with these clamps suggests the zero can easily be 

inaccurate within the 0 to 2A range. The approach taken was to therefore assume that for 

all tests the vehicle fusebox demand was met wholly by the battery charger and to 

analyse only the battery charger current recorded within the first four hours of the 

overnight charges up until the point where the current spikes and the charging rate drops. 

The current spikes were manually identified and the corresponding switch off times read 

from the raw data. The battery current was then multiplied by the typical alternator 

charging voltage of 14.4v since the actual voltage was not recorded. The corresponding 

instantaneous power was summed over the periods to find the cumulative energy 

transferred to the battery.  For the vehicle TA style emissions tests which were conducted 

after each overnight charge, the mass of fuel burnt that is reported as standard from the 

CVS system was used to calculate the consumed fuel energy during each test. For this 

calculation a standard value for the LHV of gasoline of 44MJ/kg was used which was the 

same as used for the previous analysis in this chapter. The resulting plot of consumed fuel 

energy during the test versus battery charger input energy is shown in Figure 6-15.  
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Figure 6-15: The change in the battery charger energy during pre-test overnight soak versus 

the change in consumed fuel energy on the concurrent emissions test for vehicle C. The 
battery charger energy is calculated from charger on time until the first spike in the 

recorded current indicating the charger had turned off.  
 
Figure 6-15 shows that there is no clear correlation between the energy transferred to the 

battery during the overnight soak and the fuel energy consumed by the vehicle during the 

following day’s TA style emissions test. Even if the outlier at approximately 280kJ change 

in battery charger energy, to the right of the figure, is excluded. This is surprising given 

that the theory clearly shows that these variables should correlate. However as the 

literature review highlighted, the variability in the consumed fuel energy is governed by 

many other factors, unrelated to the vehicle electrical system. Hence given the small 

magnitude of the variability in the battery charger energy, approximately 100kJ from 

smallest to largest with the outlier excluded it will be very hard to correlate to a change in 

consumed fuel energy. A reinforcement of this point the results of Figure 6-12 which 

showed a good correlation with change in fuel energy were taken from tests where the 

change in alternator output energy was approximately five times the size of the change in 

battery charger energy between overnight soak periods that is shown here.  

For these tests, which were performed at Bath University, the battery charger was kept 

near the vehicle and the vehicle was not removed from the dynamometer for the duration 

of the test programme. The author is therefore reasonably confident that the charger was 

left connected up until very close to the start of each test. This is why the increased 

vehicle loads have been captured in the results. Conversely, as described earlier in this 

chapter, in the commercial laboratory the battery chargers are located with the vehicle in 
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the soak spaces and not in the test cell. It is therefore likely that almost all of the vehicle 

load from the pre-test ‘disturbance’ would cause battery drain and not be met by the 

battery charger. Although the test results from this thesis could not be used to determine 

the significance of the factor, it can be concluded that the timing of the battery charger 

disconnection in relation to the test start is a factor to consider during vehicle testing, as 

the duration of any ‘disturbance’ to the vehicle pre-test. The only potential exception to 

this is for vehicle equipped with a smart alternator system, for these vehicles if the change 

in battery SoC is relatively small and means the SoC remains within acceptable limits for 

the system, it is possible there will not be any effect on CO2 emissions. This is explained 

in more detail later in the chapter, see 6.4.1.  

 Smart Alternator Technology 
 
If a vehicle is fitted with smart alternator technology, as described in section 2.2.3 then it is 

conceivably possible that a change in pre-test battery SoC or a change in auxiliary loading 

during the test would not affect the end of test CO2 emissions. This is because the 

alternator is predominately operated during throttle closed deceleration events to recover 

vehicle inertial energy and convert it to electrical energy to meet the vehicle demands 

without the need for burning more fuel and generating more CO2. For this to be the case 

the change in electrical loading from either battery SoC or from auxiliary loads would need 

to fit within the envelope of available electrical energy from pedal off, coasting 

deceleration events. The available energy from these events is limited and hence the 

smart alternator system can only ‘handle’ relatively small changes to electrical demand 

whilst maintaining the same CO2 emissions for the test.  

To investigate the system further a vehicle equipped with a smart alternator system was 

tested over one TA style emissions test whilst instrumented with the same HIOKI current 

clamps as used in the previous experiments of this chapter. In addition the battery voltage 

was recorded to enable an accurate calculation of the alternator energy. The results are 

shown in Figure 6-16.  
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Figure 6-16: Example of recorded alternator current (blue), recorded battery voltage (red) 

and calculated alternator power (magenta) during an NEDC test on a vehicle equipped with 
smart alternator technology 

 
By examination of Figure 6-16 it can be seen that the alternator output is actively 

controlled on this vehicle depending on the operating mode of the vehicle. During idle 

events the alternator output current is zero and the battery voltage is just below the 

nominal open circuit voltage of the battery. The voltage is reduced slightly because of the 

electrical load from the ECU and the alternator output is zero because the engine is 

switched off by the automatic stop-start system. During acceleration and cruise events the 

alternator is switched on but the output appears to be limited. The battery voltage rises but 

generally only reaches around 13v far below the conventional battery charging voltage of 

14.4v. The battery is being trickle charged in these conditions and a compromise between 

re-charging the battery and increasing the CO2 emissions is being met. On deceleration 

events the alternator output is maximised, since there is no CO2 generation and the 

battery voltage reaches relatively constant peaks around the normal charging voltage of 

14.4v. As a result the alternator power peaks between 1500 and 2000W during these 

events compared with the rest of the cycle where the alternator power is in the region of 0-

500W.  
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During the test, the alternator output has been minimised and is only needed to meet two 

demands. Firstly the need to recharge the battery following the engine start event and 

secondly the need to recharge the battery following the discharge from the ECU during 

the periods where the alternator output is zero, in other words idle periods. These loads 

are the same on a conventional vehicle, except where the battery has not been charged 

between the tests, in this case there is an additional load due to need to recharge the 

battery fully to 100% SoC. If a conventional vehicle is charged between tests this demand 

should not exist since the battery will be at 100% SoC prior to each test. This is confirmed 

by examination of the average cumulative alternator energy for the tests on vehicle C in 

the previous experiment, see Figure 6-13 and Figure 6-14. Where the battery was 

charged between the tests the average cumulative alternator energy is approximately the 

same as that for the smart alternator equipped vehicle, being approximately 240kJ 

compared with approximately 275kJ on this vehicle. Where the battery was not charged 

between the test the average alternator energy was increased to nearly double the figure, 

being approximately 460kJ. This highlights how on a smart alternator equipped vehicle it 

may not actually be necessary to recharge the battery between every test since the same 

alternator output can be achieved on a vehicle that was not charged prior to the test.   

6.5. Chapter Summary and Conclusions 
 
In this chapter a series of experimental studies were conducted to understand the effect of 

noise factors from the vehicle electrical system on the CO2 emissions.  

In brief it was found that to ensure a high level of precision the vehicle battery needs to be 

charged between tests and that auxiliary loads must be switched off for the duration of 

tests since they can draw a large current and hence cause a significant change to the 

CO2 emissions. It is absolutely vital that the vehicle is instrumented with current clamp 

devices to measure the alternator and battery current. Without these key measures of the 

loading on the vehicle electrical system it is impossible to control the key noise factors.  

From the studies that were conducted the following detailed conclusions can be drawn:  

 A study of vehicle electrical auxiliaries on a relatively simply equipped 1.4L diesel 

engine B-car found that the highest current is drawn by the switching on the air 

conditioning system, 33A, followed by the HVAC blower at 18.2A, the headlamps 

at 15.7A and the heated rear window at 15.6A. The radio was found to draw a very 

small current at only 0.3A however the vehicle was not equipped with an amplifier, 

as many modern vehicles are, so this load could be higher in most cases. In the 

process of recording these results it was found that auxiliary load from the ECU 

and fuel pumps can be unintentionally triggered by opening the vehicle door. 
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Similarly the load from operating the electric windows was found to be between 

10.5 and 7.5A for raising and lowering respectively. These loads are non-

continuous and often act for only a very short period, so to have a significant effect 

on CO2 emissions they would need to persist for a long period or all act on the 

same test or pre-test.  

 By measuring the steady state modal CO2 mass emissions during a 2nd gear cruise 

it was found that the auxiliary loads with the highest current, also caused the 

largest changes in CO2 emissions. By calculation a linear fit with a high coefficient 

of determination and a gradient of approximately 2.3 was developed between the 

change in average electrical power and the change in average modal consumed 

fuel power. With no loads switched on the vehicle was found to be consuming 

120kJ/s and with the highest pure electrical load, the HVAC blower, representing a 

change in alternator energy of 275kJ/s, the fuel energy consumption was 

increased to around 700kJ/s according to the linear fit. Due to noise in the 

experimental results this was actually recorded as approximately 900kJ/s.  

 Over a series of four hot start TA style emissions tests it was found that with all the 

electrical auxiliaries switched on, even for the relatively basic test vehicle, the 

alternator current was increased by an estimated 80A continuous with the resulting 

change in total bag CO2 emissions of 43%.  When these effects were isolated 

individually it was predicted that the change in total hot bag CO2 emissions would 

be between 14 and 0.16% depending on the load.  

 The two methods for conditioning a SLI battery SoC pre-test were investigated, the 

first where the battery was not charged between the tests and the second where 

the battery was charged. A statistically significant difference, at 95% confidence, of 

2.2% was found between the average total bag CO2 emissions for the two 

methods. By examining the recorded alternator current from the tests it was 

confirmed that alternator load is reduced and the precision is improved when the 

battery is charged between tests. However within the noise of the recorded CO2 

emissions it was not possible to see this precision improvement in terms of CO2. 

By calculation a linear fit, with a good level of fit and a gradient of 3.1 was 

developed between the change in alternator energy during the test and the change 

in consumed fuel energy. The change in alternator energy was found to be in the 

region of ±300kJ/test with a corresponding change in consumed fuel energy of 

approximately ±930kJ/test. The difference from the gradient for the B-car vehicle 

was attributed to the difference in the vehicle powertrain and electrical system 

efficiencies.  
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 The analysis of the battery charging behaviour of an intelligent CTEK charger 

found that the charger generally switched off after approximately 4 hours, having 

recharged the battery in a conventional exponential decay of current presumed to 

be at a fixed voltage. If the vehicle is disturbed prior to an emissions test, whilst the 

battery charger is still connected, it was found that the battery charger will power 

the vehicle auxiliary devices reducing the battery discharge prior to a test and 

potentially causing a change in CO2 emissions during the test. Unfortunately these 

results did not correlate from this experiment due to a combination of problems 

with the logging. A further analysis of the energy transferred to the battery during 

the initial 4 hour charge found no correlation with the variability in consumed fuel 

energy calculated from the result of the emissions test the next day. This was 

attributed to relatively small magnitude in the variability of battery charger output, 

being only 100kJ from smallest to largest, meaning the effect was swamped by 

other test noise factors outside the scope of the electrical system.  

 An initial review of smart alternator equipped vehicles suggests that they could 

vastly reduce the number of incidences of the alternator load related variability in 

CO2 emissions, provided any perturbation in alternator load can be contained 

within the internal energy envelope of the test vehicle and electrical system 

efficiency.  

 In summary it was found that without recording the alternator and fusebox current 

relatively little information can be gleamed into the electrical system as a source of 

imprecision in CO2 emissions. Given the success of using relatively low cost 

current transducers it is suggested that current logging should be the norm for any 

emissions test. Furthermore there is a growing interest from the legislators in using 

the recorded data to correct the CO2 emissions on the basis of the net battery 

current changes during a TA emissions test.  

 Additionally auxiliary loads should be switched off for any testing and electric 

windows not adjusted mid test. During the pre-test period it is important to 

minimise disturbances to the vehicle unless the battery is still being charged.  

 On a conventional vehicle, without a smart alternator, the battery should always be 

charged between tests when conducting research work, for development work or 

TA this is the decision of the test engineer and is dependent on the aim of the 

testing. However if the necessary steps are taken to measure battery current or 

interrogate the electrical system for battery SoC it should be possible to achieve 

high precision results with either method, providing the system is monitored and 
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errors are corrected straight away, by either procedural improvements or external 

battery charging.   
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Chapter 7. The Driver 

7.1. Introduction 
 
To achieve high precision emission test results from chassis dynamometer vehicle tests it 

is imperative to consider the impact of the driver behaviour variation between and during 

emissions tests. This has been clearly demonstrated through many sources covered in 

the literature review with authors measuring the effects of drive variations within the legal 

TA tolerance of anywhere between 0.1 and 4% change in CO2 emissions. 

The relatively recent publication of the SAE Drive Quality Standard SAE J2951 [33] has 

helped to provide an industry standard set of metrics for quantification of driver behaviour 

variations that correlate with vehicle out emissions. The metrics defined in this standard 

include the Energy Economy Rating (EER), Energy Rating (ER), Distance Rating (DR), 

Absolute Speed Change Rating (ASCR) and Root Mean Squared Speed Error (RMSSE). 

There are also alternative, non-SAE J2951, metrics that can be calculated. For example a 

novel metric which was defined by Chappell et. al. [83] is the Cumulative Absolute Speed 

Error, termed CASE. The calculation of the SAE J2951 metrics is explained in more detail 

in the literature review, see section 2.3.5 and other metrics are explained later in this 

chapter. 

In this chapter a comparison of drive rating metrics and recommendations for how the 

metrics can be best utilised are made. This is done by examining the sensitivity of the 

metrics to changes in driver inputs during a controlled experiment to change the 

configuration of the driver’s aid.  The experiment was conducted across a large group of 

drivers using one vehicle and six chassis dynamometer emissions test cells within the 

commercial laboratory environment. A simple change was made to the driver’s aid display 

such that the speed tolerances were removed and only the target trace was shown. 

Consideration is also given to the suitability of metrics for use in a real-time feedback tool. 

7.2. Driver Rating Tools and Metrics in Industry 

 Predecessors to SAE J2951 
 
In the years prior to the development of the SAE standard SAE J2951, driver behaviour 

classification and analysis could not be conducted against any global or national standard. 

As such any tools were developed by individual organisations and an example of such a 

tool was developed by the commercial laboratory discussed within this thesis. For reasons 

of confidentiality this tool will not be referred to by its real name and will instead be 

referred to within this thesis as the Driver Evaluation Tool, or DET. The DET results are 
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calculated real time during the emissions test by the test cell host computer but are only 

reported at the end of the test as one-number-per-phase results. 

 SAE J2951 
 
The DET was developed by a team within the commercial laboratory that went onto form 

the basis of the working group for the SAE J2951 drive quality evaluation standard. As a 

result the DET has effectively been superseded by SAE J2951 and is no longer used 

within the commercial laboratory. The two systems are very similar, the DET reports four 

metrics; Energy Usage (EU), Distance Rating (DR), Energy Efficiency Rating (EER) and 

Smoothness (SM) which are almost directly comparable to the SAE J2951 metrics, ER, 

DR, EER and ASC respectively. The main differences are to do with the boundary 

conditions, for example speed signal filtering, the minimum speed below which values are 

taken to be zero, the adjustment of dynamometer coefficients to achieve track coefficients 

and the SM metric is speed based whilst the ASC is acceleration based. The DET is 

however worth mentioning because there exists data showing a good correlation between 

the DET metrics and the vehicle FE from chassis dynamometer emissions tests. As has 

been mentioned previously in this thesis, given the difficulty in making a change to just 

one input factor and obtaining statistically significant changes to the output emissions 

such data is not easily available. It is worth including because it validates that these 

metrics are useful tools for the assessment of driving behaviour against vehicle emissions 

and FE. The data was obtained from a series of controlled tests with the same vehicle and 

driver and found the EER and SM metrics correlated with the bag FE. These results are 

presented in Figure 7-1 below. 
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Figure 7-1: EER and SM drive metric results for phase 1 and 2 of NEDC chassis 
dynamometer emissions tests from the commercial laboratory. Y-axis shows fuel economy 

(FE) measured in miles per imperial (UK) gallon 
 
The results of Figure 7-1 show that there is correlation between the DET metrics and the 

FE during TA style emissions tests. Interestingly there is less confidence in the correlation 

for phase 1 of the test as the coefficient of determination is only 0.54 and 0.42 

respectively. The exact configuration for the tests where this data was obtained is 

unknown so there could be a multitude of reasons for the reduced confidence caused by a 

lack of control of the other factors known to be important for precise FE results. During 

phase 2 there is a good correlation between the DET EER and SM metrics with 

coefficients of determination of 0.74 and 0.91 respectively. At least where there has been 

a reduced certainty in the correlation this does not appear to be caused by a lack of 

perturbation of the driver style. In phase 1 the EER varies from approximately -5 to +7 with 

a low coefficient of determination, where as in phase 2 the EER varies from approximately 

-1.2 to + 2.2 with a much high coefficient of determination, which points to a lack of control 

of other noise factors being the most likely explanation of the reduced confidence in the 

correlation from phase 1. 
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7.3. Driver’s Aid Improvements 

 Experimental Approach 
 
As was introduced in the literature review, see section 2.3, during a chassis dynamometer 

emissions test where the vehicle is driven by a human driver a device known as a ‘driver’s 

aid’ is used to inform the driver of how to drive the vehicle. Most drivers’ aids offer a 

relatively basic display of the chassis dynamometer roller surface speed plotted in a real-

time graphical format against a target speed trace. Most chassis dynamometer control 

systems are able to display the legal speed tolerances around the target speed trace and 

this is often the default configuration. However the display of these tolerances is usually 

optional and easily selectable within the chassis dynamometer/ test cell controller. In this 

study two driver’s aid display configurations were used, one where the legal speed 

tolerances where displayed along with the target speed and the second where only the 

target speed was displayed. The aim was to determine if variation in driver behaviour was 

reduced for the scenario where the tolerances were not displayed. Figure 7-2 and Figure 

7-3 show the two configurations which were the subject of the investigation.  

 

 
Figure 7-2: An example of a typical drivers aid display with speed tolerances 
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Figure 7-3: An example of a typical drivers aid display without speed tolerances 

 
The study was conducted using a passenger vehicle which was tested over repeated TA 

style cold start NEDC tests in an automotive chassis dynamometer emissions test facility. 

The vehicle was tested for approximately 450 tests, across 6 chassis dynamometer test 

cells with 35 human drivers. In between each test the vehicle was soaked for at least 8 

hours at the ambient lab temperature of approximately 25°C. During the soak periods the 

vehicle battery was charged. The test vehicle used for the duration of the study was the 

aforementioned vehicle A which is a B-car equipped a 1.4 litre displacement gasoline 

engine and a 5 speed manual transmission. 

Initially the drivers for each test were asked to drive with the driver’s aid configured to 

display both the target trace and the tolerances, as per Figure 7-2. After approximately 

250 tests had been completed the drivers were asked to drive the vehicle with the driver’s 

aid configured to only show the target drive trace, as per Figure 7-3. Approximately 200 

tests were completed in this condition. For each test several driver performance metrics 

were calculated consisting of both SAE J2951 standard metrics and an alternative novel 

metric. The calculation of the SAE J2951 metrics is explained in section 2.3.5 but in 

addition a novel metric, introduced by the work of Chapter 4 and Chappell et. al. [83] was 

also calculated for the resulting data. This metric was the Cumulative Absolute Speed 

Error, or CASE, and is defined in section 4.2.4.  
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 Experimental Results 
 
Table 7-1 shows the mean and standard deviation driver behaviour metric results 

calculated across all drivers, for the two test conditions, driver’s aid tolerances on and off.  

 
Table 7-1: Driver behaviour metric results for all drivers by driver’s aid tolerance setting 

Drive Metric Driver’s aid 
tolerances on 

Driver’s aid 
tolerances off 

Percentage change 
between tolerances 

on and off (%) 
    

Mean Total Bag 
CO2 (g/km) 

135.4 134.9 0.37 

Standard deviation 
total bag CO2 

(g/km) 

4.46 2.52 -43.5 

    
Mean Total EER 

(%) 
-0.37 -0.24 35.1 

Standard deviation 
EER (%) 

0.60 0.51 -15.0 

    
Mean DR (%) 0.08 0.06 -25.0 

Standard deviation 
DR (%) 

0.36 0.25 30.6 

    
Mean ER (%) -0.28 -0.18 35.7 

Standard deviation 
ER (%) 

0.73 0.65 -11.0 

    
Mean CASE (km/h) 606.3 539.0 -11.1 
Standard deviation 

CASE (km/h) 
131.1 97.3 -25.8 

    
Mean RMSSE 

(km/h) 
0.78 0.68 -12.8 

Standard deviation 
RMSSE (km/h) 

0.17 0.11 -35.3 

    
Mean ASCR (km/h) 3.72 3.83 2.96 
Standard deviation 

ASCR (km/h) 
1.40 1.17 -16.4 

    
 
It has been seen many times in the literature that during controlled experiments driver 

variations can have a significant effect on the CO2 emissions from chassis dynamometer 

vehicle tests. Yet by examination of Table 7-1 there is only a very small difference 

between the mean total CO2 emission results for the two test cases in this experiment; the 

percentage change being only 0.37%. This result is not surprising given, firstly, the simple 

difficulty in obtaining statistically significant changes in output emissions from one input 

factor to chassis dynamometer vehicle tests and, secondly, the difficulty in obtaining 
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statistical confidence when the tests are conducted with more than one chassis 

dynamometer test cell and multiple drivers. Controls for the other factors that are known to 

be important, such as the dynamometer, the electrical system and so on were 

implemented in this study, however due to the commercial setting where these 

experiments were carried out many of these controls were achieved via procedural 

actions and no data was recorded to verify that the factors were in control.   

Further examination of Table 7-1 shows that whilst there is very little change in the mean 

CO2 emissions there is a large reduction in the spread of the CO2 emissions. When the 

driver’s aid tolerances are switched off the standard deviation of total bag CO2 emissions 

is reduced from 4.46 g/km to 2.52 g/km which is a 43.5% change in the standard 

deviation. This 43.5% reduction in standard deviation is a very large reduction, but it is not 

quite as significant as the percentage change figure might first suggest since it is 

dominated by the reduction in the number of outlying tests. This is evident from Figure 7-4 

where it can be seen that all the outlying tests are with the tolerances switch on. Whilst 

this is still important, as outlying tests are wasteful in resources, the reduction in extreme 

outliers does not help improve the precision within the normal operating range. However 

further examination of the data shows that there has been an improvement within the 

normal operating range. This is less clear from Figure 7-4 but can be seen by examination 

of the histogram of CO2 emissions for the two cases, see Figure 7-5, which shows that 

when the tolerances are switched off the distribution of CO2 results is much narrower and 

has a higher peak frequency. This improvement in normal driver precision can also been 

seen numerically since the average interquartile range has been reduced by 16%, from 

4.08 g/km to 3.43 g/km. Figure 7-6 and Figure 7-7, further highlight these findings showing 

that when the distribution of CO2 emissions results from individual drivers are examined 

there is in most cases a reduction in outliers and a reduction in inter quartile range when 

the tolerances are not displayed. These findings would suggest that when the tolerances 

are displayed, drivers are more likely to follow a particular style, such as driving close to a 

tolerance line. When the tolerances are not displayed the author assumes that drivers are 

forced to drive as close to the target drive trace as they can, rather than adopting a 

preferred drive style that uses more of the available legal speed tolerance. The author 

proposes that a human driver tends to subconsciously alter their acceptance criteria when 

the tolerances are removed from the driver’s aid. In conventional testing, with tolerances 

displayed, human drivers are likely to think they have achieved perfect driving simply by 

driving within the tolerance lines, irrespective of how close they are to the target speed 

trace. Conversely when the tolerances are not displayed, to achieve perfect driving, 

drivers are more likely to attempt to follow the target trace as closely as possible. This 

could be because without the tolerances displayed they are unsure if they are within them. 

Alternatively it could be that without having the tolerances displayed drivers are more 
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aware that any driving away from the target drive trace is generating an error, errors which 

would be subconsciously ignored when a driver can see that they are within an acceptable 

tolerance band. 
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Figure 7-4: Total Bag CO2 Emissions for all drivers by driver’s aid tolerance setting 

 
 

 
Figure 7-5: Histogram of the total Bag CO2 Emissions for all drivers grouped by driver’s aid 

tolerance setting. ‘Tol Off’ stands for driver’s aid tolerances switched off and ‘Tol On’ 
stands for driver’s aid tolerances switched on 
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Figure 7-6: Boxplot of total bag CO2 emissions for all drivers with driver’s aid tolerances on 
 

 
Figure 7-7: Boxplot of total bag CO2 emissions for all drivers with driver’s aid tolerances off 
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The SAE J2951 drive quality standard defines two groups of metrics; primary and 

supplementary metrics [33]. The primary metrics are the energy and distance based 

metrics, ER, DR and EER. The ER and EER are intended to correlate with energy related 

emissions, namely CO2 and fuel consumption. The supplementary metrics are intended to 

quantify other types of driver behaviour that do not necessarily affect the drive energy but 

can still have effects on the fuel consumption, an example being oscillatory pedal 

movements [33]. The supplementary metrics are the ASCR and the RMSSE. Another 

metric which is not part of the SAE J2951 drive quality standard is the CASE metric, which 

was defined by Chappell et. al. [83].   

By examination of Table 7-1 the primary metrics, ER, DR and EER, do not show large 

differences in the mean results between the two cases, tolerances on and off. The 

percentage changes are large, in the region of 25-36%, however these results are 

misleading since the ER, DR and EER metrics are based around zero, so even a small 

change is proportionally large compared to the absolute value. This is one disadvantage 

of ER, DR and EER metrics.  

The means of the RMSSE and the CASE show clearer differences between the two cases 

tolerances on and off. When the tolerances are not displayed the mean RMSSE and 

mean CASE are reduced by 12.8 and 11.1% respectively. Also the spread in RMSSE and 

CASE are reduced by 35.3% and 25.8% respectively. The changes in mean and spread 

of CASE are statistically significant at a 95% confidence level. The distribution obtained 

when the tolerances are off is noticeably narrower and has a higher peak frequency that 

the distribution obtained from the tolerances on condition, see Figure 7-8. These findings 

support the theory that when the driver’s aid tolerances are turned off, drivers are forced 

to follow the trace as closely as they can rather than adopting any individual drive style 

that uses the all the available legal speed tolerance. 
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Figure 7-8: Histogram of Cumulative Absolute Speed Error (CASE) for all drivers and the 

two experimental cases, drivers aid tolerances on and off.  
 
Since the CASE metric is a relatively new metric it is worth validating that it provides a real 

and robust measure of driver behaviour. Given the difficulties in obtaining confidence in 

changes in vehicle out emissions, such as CO2, it is only possible to examine the 

correlation of the CASE metric against similar standardised metrics; the most similar by 

calculation is the SAE RMSSE metric, see sections 2.3.5 and 4.2.4  By plotting the end of 

test RMSSE and CASE metric results from study, the author found an extremely good 

correlation to a straight line linear fit, with a gradient of 0.001 and a coefficient of 

determination, or R2 value, of 0.93.  However despite having good correlation with the 

RMSSE metric, the CASE metric does have useful additional properties that make it 

potentially more powerful than the RMSSE metric. Discussion of these properties is 

detailed in later sections of the paper, see sections 7.4 and 7.5. 

The change in the ASCR is smaller, being a reduction of only 2.96% when the tolerances 

are turned off. Since this metric summarises the acceleration error it can be concluded 

that the speed error differences highlighted by the CASE and RMSSE metrics must have 

taken the form of longer term speed errors rather than oscillatory or short term aggressive 

inputs. 

 Individual Driver Analysis 
 
An examination of boxplots of the CASE for each individual driver, see Figure 7-9 and 

Figure 7-10, again supports the conclusion that individual driver behaviour has been 

suppressed when the tolerances are not displayed. In Figure 7-9, for the tolerances on, 
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not only are the the tails of the boxes much longer, there are also many more outlying 

data points than there are in Figure 7-10, for the tolerances off. Similarly the interquartile 

ranges are generally smaller in Figure 7-10, indeed on average IQR has been reduced by 

30.7% when the driver’s aid tolerances are not displayed.  

 
Figure 7-9: Boxplot of CASE for all drivers with driver’s aid tolerances on 

 
Figure 7-10: Boxplot of CASE for all drivers with driver’s aid tolerances off 
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figures also provide a comparison of the different driver behaviour metrics for the same 

data sets.  

The first example of a driver behaviour change between the two test cases, tolerances on 

and off, is driver 17, see Figure 7-11 and Figure 7-12. This is an example of a driver who 

has reduced their absolute speed error with very little change in precision. Interestingly 

not all the driver behaviour metrics show a clear distinction between the two experimental 

cases of driver’s aid tolerances on and off. The primary metrics, with the except of the ER 

metric and to a lesser extent the EER metric, show two distinct groups of results for the 

two test cases, tolerances on and off. These two groups of results are even more distinctly 

separated for the supplementary metrics. For example when the tolerances are off the 

driver has reduced their average end of test CASE from 857 to 631 km/h, a reduction of 

26%. Instantaneous divergence of the two groups of results for the tolerances on and off 

is clearest in the RMSSE, DR and CASE metrics, with the CASE metric showing clear 

separation earliest in the tests at an elapsed time of approximately 250 seconds, see 

Figure 7-12. The spread in both the end of test and instantaneous metric results is 

approximately the same for both tolerances on and off, showing that whilst driver 17 has 

driven closer to the target speed trace with the tolerances off, they have not improved 

their precision in their test to test driving behaviour.  

 
Figure 7-11: Instantaneous SAE primary metrics for driver 17 with driver’s aid tolerances on 

and off 
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Figure 7-12: Instantaneous CASE and SAE supplementary metrics for driver 17 with driver’s 

aid tolerances on and off 
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was reduced from 98.5 to 33.0 km/h, a reduction of 66.5%. 
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Figure 7-13: Instantaneous SAE primary metrics for driver 20 with driver’s aid tolerances on 

and off 
 

 
Figure 7-14: Instantaneous CASE and SAE supplementary metrics for driver 20 with driver’s 

aid tolerances on and off 
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test ER, EER and DR results are much the same for the two cases of driver’s aid 

tolerances on and off. In terms of precision, from the primary metrics, only the DR shows 

a slight reduction in the spread of the instantaneous and end of test results. Conversely 

the RMSSE and CASE metrics show a clear distinction between the two cases, tolerances 

on and off. Both the instantaneous and end of test results show much improved precision 

when the tolerances are off, with very little change in the mean speed error. The mean 

CASE result has been relatively unchanged from 571 km/h with the tolerances on to 567 

km/h with the tolerances off, a change of only 0.7%. The spread of the end of test CASE 

results, indicated here by the standard deviation, has been reduced from 131 to 50 km/h, 

a much larger reduction of 62%. 

 

 
Figure 7-15: Instantaneous SAE primary metrics for driver 12 with driver’s aid tolerances on 

and off 
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Figure 7-16: Instantaneous CASE and SAE supplementary metrics for driver 12 with driver’s 

aid tolerances on and off 
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that the full distribution is not fully developed due to the small sample size. Only the 

RMSSE and CASE metrics show, both instantaneously and via the end of test results, that 

there is an increased spread in the results when the driver’s aid the tolerances off with 

comparatively little change in the mean speed error. The mean CASE was reduced from 

456 to 427 km/h, a change of only 6%. Whereas the spread of the CASE, indicated here 

by the standard deviation was increased from 23 to 47 km/h, an increase of 51%. As 

discussed it is difficult to have confidence in the increased spread with the tolerances off 

given the small number of tests completed in the baseline condition; with tolerances on. 

However if this reduced precision is a real effect, the author speculates that perhaps these 

drivers had become so accustomed to driving with the tolerances on that they continued 

to adopt a unique driving style but without the tolerances to guide them they drove less 

consistently. 

 
Figure 7-17: Instantaneous SAE primary metrics for driver 9 with driver’s aid tolerances on 

and off 
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Figure 7-18: Instantaneous CASE and SAE supplementary metrics for driver 9 with driver’s 

aid tolerances on and off 
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test, including any distance errors, are accumulated and the total distance is always 

increasing. In this way any error from the target distance, whether positive or negative will 

always cause a change in the end of test DR metric even though the change may be 

small.  

The RMSSE, ASCR and CASE are all metrics that are based on an absolute error and in 

this way the problem of errors during the test cancelling each other and not being 

detected are avoided. However the ASCR is an acceleration error metric and it is 

therefore possible to have a large speed error that does not generate a large ASCR value 

simply because the rate of change of speed during the time period that the error took 

place was small. The RMSSE is a speed error based metric that avoids the problems 

suffered by the energy metrics since it is based only on the magnitude of the 

instantaneous speed errors. However since the mean error is used for the end of test 

metric any speed errors must either be of a large magnitude or endure for a large 

proportion of the test to have a significant effect on the end of test mean. The CASE 

metric, much like the DR metric, is robust to these issues. Since the metric is speed 

based, uses the absolute value and takes a cumulative sum, any errors even if only small 

are included and are less likely to be ‘averaged out’ or smoothed by the remainder of test. 

Table 7-2 summarises these differences between the metrics. 
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Table 7-2: Driver Behaviour Metric Classifications 

Driver 
Behaviour 
Metric 

Energy 
based 
metric 

Speed 
based 
metric 

Accelerati-
on based 
metric  

Average 
(Mean) 
error metric 

Cumulative 
error metric 

SAE Energy 
Rating 

     

SAE Distance 
Rating 

     

SAE Energy 
Economy 
Rating 

     

SAE Absolute 
Speed Change 
Rating 

     

SAE Root 
Mean Squared 
Speed Error 

     

Cumulative 
Absolute 
Speed Error 

     

 

Despite the SAE J2951 standard recommending the metrics to be used for one number 

end of test results [33], it is actually useful to examine the SAE metric and other metric 

results as traces of results calculated instantaneously throughout the test. This enables 

the identification of differences in behaviour during the tests that are not highlighted from 

the end of test results. 

Studies by Brace et. al. [8] and Chappell et. al. [83] have included throttle pedal position 

data. These data were not available for the experimental data presented in Figure 7-4 

through Figure 7-18. However throttle position data has been proven to correlate with 

emissions results in the study by Brace et. al. [8], who used throttle position to calculate 

their pedal busyness metric. This metric was defined as the cumulative sum of the 

absolute rate of change of pedal position. In addition to the study by Brace et. al. [8] the 

metric has also shown its usefulness in the work presented in Chapter 4 which was 

published by Chappell et. al. [83]. However these studies have not proven that the pedal 

busyness metric is more sensitive as a driver input characterisation tool than speed or 

acceleration based metrics. To this end, raw data was taken from the DoE study run on 

the University of Bath chassis dynamometer which resulted in Brace et. al.’s publication. 

In their experiment eleven noise factors were varied simultaneously via a DoE approach 

and a response model was built to isolate the fuel consumption effect of individual factors. 

To achieve a perturbation in pedal busyness Brace et. al. adjusted the robot driver PID 

control terms to achieve a more oscillatory pedal characteristic resulting in normal and 

aggressive test conditions. To look at the effect of this two tests were selected from the 

DoE matrix were the aggressive and normal robot characteristics were in use. The other 
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noise factors which were simultaneously varied are summarised in Table 7-3 factors that 

were unchanged are not listed. The resulting driver behaviour metrics, as calculated by 

Brace et. al. are also given.  

 
Table 7-3: DoE test conditions and corresponding end of test driver metric results  

 Test A Test B Percentage 
change (%) 

DoE test condition variables 
Robot driver pedal 
busyness setting 

Aggressive Normal  

Headwind fan demand 
(%) 

100 60 

Tyre type Production Sport 
Vehicle alignment to 
chassis dynamometer 

Normal Misaligned 

Vehicle restraints Angled to floor Horizontal 
Inertia simulation 
setting (kg) 

1470 1617 

Driver metric results 
Pedal busyness (%) 4571 2113 +116 
Cumulative speed 
error (Km/h) 

363 537 -32.4 

 

The results shown in Table 7-3 show that the use of the two robot driver settings has had 

an effect on both the pedal busyness and speed error metrics, although the effect on the 

pedal busyness is over three times the relative magnitude if the percentage differences 

are examined. This suggests that the two metrics are measuring different perturbations. 

To investigate this the instantaneous traces were plotted in Figure 7-19. 
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Figure 7-19: Comparison of vehicle speed error and pedal busyness as driver metrics for 
the first 200 seconds of a NEDC emissions test for high and low robot driver pedal 

oscillations. Plots show vehicle speed, the difference between high and low vehicle speed, 
the instantaneous pedal busyness, the difference between instantaneous high and low 

pedal busyness and the pedal busyness as developed over the test.  
 
Comparison of the individual plots within Figure 7-19 shows that there are some 

differences in the vehicle speed profile for the two test cases; high and low aggresivity. 

Indeed the profile of the trace of the second and fourth plots from the top of the figure are 

very different. During the cruise periods there is very little difference in the speed error for 

the two test cases, however there are marked changes in the pedal busyness difference 

as summarised by the first plot down particularly for the first and third vehicle excursions. 

These plots demonstrate that the pedal busyness metric is giving useful additional insight 

to driver inputs. This can be explained because the pedal busyness is measuring the root 

driver input and vehicle speed is some way down the integral chain from the driver pedal 

input. To provide further verification of this the difference in the pedal busyness was 

plotted against the difference in the vehicle speed error, as shown in Figure 7-20. 
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Figure 7-20: Relationship between difference in vehicle speed error and the difference in 
pedal busyness for high and low aggresivity drives over an NEDC recorded at 1Hz. Idle 

periods have been excluded.  
 
Examination of Figure 7-20 shows that there is absolutely no correlation between the 

vehicle speed error and the pedal busyness the coefficient of determination being 0.0003. 

Clearly the pedal busyness is giving useful additional insight into the driver inputs and 

therefore ECU logging to record driver pedal inputs is important if not essential to fully 

classify driver behaviour.  

7.5. Real-time Driver Feedback 
 
All the work presented so far has been focused on post-test analysis of driver behaviour. 

However this approach only allows for retrospective training and the possibility of 

correcting existing results. Perhaps a better approach that could reduce the number of 

wasted and invalid tests would be to use the metrics discussed in this chapter to provide 

instantaneous feedback to the driver. For a metric to be useful in this purpose it must be 

stable and maintain sensitivity throughout the duration of the test. By examination of 

Figure 7-11 through Figure 7-18 it can be seen that the primary SAE metrics, EER, ER 

and DR are not likely to be well suited to this application since they are extremely 

oscillatory, particularly in the first 300s of the test. A similar problem is prevalent with the 

SAE supplementary metrics, namely the ASCR and RMSSE. They are initially oscillatory 

and towards the end of the test they become less sensitive and tend to a straight line 

constant value. The metrics which exhibit instability in the first portion of the test are those 
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that calculate an average error, see Table 7-2 and this instability is caused by the fact that 

at the start of the test a fixed instantaneous error is a much larger percentage of the total 

energy or error over the length of the test already passed. The only metric that is non 

oscillatory and is stable throughout the test is the CASE and therefore this metric could 

form the useful basis of an instantaneous driver feedback system. Further experimental 

validation work would be required to demonstrate this fully. However the use of ECU 

pedal data to calculate pedal busyness, the new CASE metric and the use of metrics to 

calculate instantaneous values during the test are being proposed to the working group as 

an extension to the SAE J2951 standard. This work is underway and it is planned that a 

future version of the standard will incorporate some or all of these techniques.  

7.6. CO2 correction and tolerances for Drive Metrics 
 
An idea that is gaining significant traction from legislators, particularly within the 

forthcoming WLTP, is the idea of correcting CO2 emissions from TA tests on the basis of 

drive metric results or to limit the CO2 influence of driver behaviour by imposing a legal 

tolerance on the EER result for a test. This idea is relatively speaking in its infancy and 

there is substantial further work required before it could be implemented. The work of this 

chapter has shown that reviewing a simple one-number-per-test result for EER is not 

sufficient to classify the behaviour as there are multiple routes through a test that end with 

the same EER result. In addition there is limited data to suggest that the correlation 

between drive metrics and emissions results is suitably stable to enable the 

implementation of universal correction factors. The author suggests that further validation 

work is required in this area to develop a robust relationship between drive metrics and 

emissions results before legislators should consider implementing such controls.  

7.7. Chapter Summary and Conclusions 
 
The aim of the experimental data discussed in this chapter was to determine if the 

precision in driver behaviour could be improved by removing the speed tolerance traces 

from the driver’s aid display during a chassis dynamometer emissions test. A total of 

approximately 450 tests were completed, 250 with the tolerances on and displayed on the 

drivers aid, followed by approximately 200 with them not displayed. Tests were completed 

by 35 human drivers using the same test vehicle across 6 separate chassis dynamometer 

test cells. From the analysis of the results from these tests the following conclusions are 

drawn: 

 It was found that there was very little change in the mean CO2 emissions between 

the two driver’s aid configurations, although the scatter was markedly reduced; the 

standard deviation being reduced by 43.5%.  
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 An analysis of driver behaviour metrics showed that the SAE J2951 primary 

metrics, EER, ER along with the supplementary metric, the ASCR, were 

insensitive to changes in driver behaviour in this study. The results from these 

metrics showing little change between the two test cases; tolerances on and off. 

This highlighted that it is not sufficient to simply rely on the SAE J2951 primary 

energy metrics to classify and understand differences in driver behaviours 

between tests.  

 The SAE J2951 supplementary metric, the RMSSE, along with the newly defined 

CASE metric and the SAE primary DR metric did prove to be effective tools to 

understand the driver style differences. The RMSSE and CASE metrics were on 

average reduced when the tolerances were off by 12.8 and 11.1% respectively. 

These changes were significant when tested at a 95% confidence level. The 

spread in these metrics was reduced even more dramatically by 35.3 and 25.8% 

respectively.  

 An analysis of individual driver behaviour showed that most drivers either 

improved their precision or reduced their speed error from the target or achieved 

improvements in both precision and error.  

 Although the SAE J2951 standard recommends its metrics only as one number 

end of test or phase results, it provides useful additional insight to examine traces 

of any of the driver metrics calculated instantaneously throughout any given test. 

This helps to identify between test or driver patterns, is useful for driver feedback 

and is the only robust method to identify the common issue of different drive styles 

during a test which result in the same end of test result via the SAE J2951 metrics.  

 Of the two metrics found to be most sensitive to the changes in drive style in this 

study, the RMSSE and CASE, the CASE metric showed more promise for use in 

an instantaneous driver feedback tool. This is because it is not unstable at the 

beginning of the test and is not damped at the end of the test thereby showing 

more uniform sensitivity with time.  

 The use of ECU pedal data to calculate pedal busyness, the new CASE metric and 

the use of metrics to calculate instantaneous values during the test are being 

proposed as an extension to the SAE J2951 standard.  
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Chapter 8. Procedural 
 

8.1. Introduction 
 
The review of the literature showed that the largest effects from procedural factors that 

have been reported were related to the tyre condition, engine oil level and ambient 

temperature. Whilst useful data exists within the literature to quantify the size of the effect 

of these factors, in most cases there is not enough information to enable complete control 

of the factor. For example for the tyre inflation pressure, there is data that quantifies the 

expected change in FC for a change in pressure, but not any data that shows the 

expected variability in tyre pressure in a commercial laboratory testing environment, nor a 

suggestion of how it might be controlled using typically available resources. 

This chapter will investigate the most significant procedural factors to quantify the normal 

level of variability and to suggest methods to control these factors.   

8.2. Tyre inflation pressure 
 
The review of the literature showed the importance of the tyre inflation pressure on the 

vehicle rolling resistance and hence CO2 emissions with effects reported in the region of 

0.3 – 2.6% change in FC. However no authors in the literature have attempted to quantify 

the normal variability in tyre inflation pressure. For a commercial laboratory, such as the 

one studied in this research, it is common for a test vehicle will remain in a temperature 

controlled environment for the duration of its testing and between test soak periods. The 

author therefore proposes that the tyre pressure is unlikely to change for the duration of 

the testing. This would only hold true if the tyre pressure is set correctly when the vehicle 

enters the lab and if there were no leaks in the wheel/tyre assembly. To investigate this 

theory a series of relatively random measurements were taken from the quality check 

vehicles in the commercial laboratory over a period of approximately 150 days. The 

results are presented in Figure 8-1. 
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Figure 8-1: Tyre inflation pressure measured from three quality check vehicles during soak 
conditions within the commercial laboratory. Vehicle A is a gasoline B-car, vehicle D is a C-
car and vehicle B is a light commercial. FR is the front right tyre and FL is the front left tyre. 
All vehicles are front wheel drive. Representative FC sensitivity is shown using data from 

Brace et. al. [8]. 
 
The results presented in Figure 8-1 were obtained by taking tyre pressure readings from 

the vehicles during soak periods with various steps taken to ensure repeatability of these 

measurements. For example the measurements were all taken by the same person, the 

author, using the same calibrated gauge. In addition the measurements were taken at 

about the same time of day to ensure that the vehicles had been on soak for a similar 

amount of time prior to the measurement. Only a limited number of measurements could 

be taken due to practical constraints. However the data that has been captured shows a 

few interesting trends. Firstly for vehicle D the tyre pressures of both front wheels were 

approximately 4psi below the target pressure of 36psi. By reference to the work by Brace 

et. al. [8], see section 2.5.3, this might be expected to cause a change to the FC of as 

much as 1.6%. At the next measurement it appears that only one wheel has had its tyre 

pressure adjusted since the front left pressure has increased whilst the front right has 

slightly decreased. This shows an example of the magnitude of the error that can occur 

through variability in the human setting of tyre pressures. After this point the tyre 

pressures remain very consistent for the duration of the experiment. The tyre pressures 

for the light commercial vehicle, vehicle B, remain very consistent throughout the 

experiment varying only within approximately ±1psi. Vehicle A shows the most sustained 

variability in tyre pressure as the measurements are variable throughout the experiment. It 

is possible there is a slight leak on this vehicle as the pressure steadily decreases for the 
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readings taken over the first 30 test days. Given the large time lapse between the second 

to last and last measurements it’s not possible to verify this.  

A procedure in operation within the commercial laboratory is to check the vehicle tyre 

pressures when the vehicle enters the laboratory and then to check again for the first 

chassis emissions test. Following this, checks are only routinely made every sixth 

emissions test. The tyre pressures are checked in the test cell, after the vehicle has been 

moved from the soak area and installed onto a dynamometer. The checks are made with 

devices which are regularly calibrated back to a traceable standard. From the data 

gathered for Figure 8-1 an example of the regular pressure checks can be identified from 

the data for vehicle D as occurring between the first and second measurements. However 

there are not enough measurements or enough data to identify any further checks with 

any certainty. The success of a tyre pressure check is predominately governed by human 

error in either seating the fitting onto the tyre valve causing air to be lost during the 

reading, or in mis-reading the gauge. The second of these error states was reported 

verbally due to some devices having difficult to read scales. To this end some commercial 

laboratories have installed automatic tyre pressure checking devices or direct tyre 

pressure monitoring for a limited number of vehicles. The automatic device takes a user 

inputted set point and then automatically adjusts the pressure when the fitting is offered 

up to the tyre valve. Such devices are likely to be good at minimising human error but are 

costly to install and are not usually easily mobile.    

To date only a limited amount of work has been conducted in the area of tyre pressure 

monitoring and there is much additional work that could be undertaken in the future. With 

a greater number of measurements of in-field variability of tyre pressures it would be 

possible to verify the author’s assertion that tyre pressures do not change significantly 

with time when being tested in temperature controlled conditions. If this was proved to be 

correct procedures for checking tyre pressures regularly within commercial laboratories 

could be relaxed to avoid the likely scenario that by asking multiple operators to check the 

tyre pressures one is introducing more sources of uncertainty and increasing the 

variability. In the absence of this information the author suggests that for a low throughput 

environment, tyre pressures should be checked prior to every test using a consistent 

method; the same gauge and the same operator for instance. If a higher throughput is 

required it may be beneficial to install tyre pressure sensors. These devices can be 

installed inside the tyre void, typically attached to the rear of the tyre valve and transmit 

pressure data wirelessly. If this is not feasible then a process where tyre pressures are 

checked ‘every so often’ is not very precise but probably is the best that can be achieved 

in such circumstances.  
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8.3. Engine oil level 
 
The work of Brace et. al. [8] from the literature showed that the engine oil level can have a 

significant effect on the vehicle FC over a TA style emissions test. Brace et. al. reported a 

large change in FC; 2.9% which was statistically significant at 99% confidence. However 

the change in engine oil level that was tested was very large; in a modern passenger 

vehicle a change in oil level of 2.5 litres would likely be reducing the volume by over 50%. 

For example the full fill on a common passenger B-car, such as vehicle A is approximately 

4.5 litres. The author of this thesis would argue that in a commercial laboratory 

environment this factor would be unlikely to be prevalent, since most client vehicles are 

not tested for a long enough duration for oil consumption to be an issue. For the quality 

check vehicle scenario it is perhaps prudent to implement checks for the engine oil level, 

but again, given the relatively low rate at which engine oil consumed the factor is unlikely 

to be anywhere near the statistically significant level when comparing tests from week to 

week.  

8.4. Ambient Temperature 
 
In the literature there was some discrepancy between the magnitude of the effect of 

ambient temperature on the vehicle FC and CO2 emissions. Brace et. al. investigated only 

a very small temperature change of 3°C and reported a very small effect, 0.2% FC, which 

was not statistically significant [8]. Whereas Jourmard et.al. [31], Kadijk et. al. [14] and 

Schmidt [20] all investigated much larger temperature changes, most within the 10°C 

region and perhaps unsurprisingly reported larger effects of between 2 and 4% change in 

CO2 emissions. The results published by Schmidt [20] suggested some vehicles were 

much more temperature dependant than others as vastly different results were obtained 

from different vehicles but not enough additional information was given to verify and have 

confidence in this.  

Given that a legal TA emissions test can only occur between 20 and 30°C [9] there is 

limited scope for temperature to become a factor. However the literature has shown that 

on some vehicles a change within a 10°C region is enough to cause a change to the CO2 

emissions of at least 2%. To give an indication of the potential scope for this to be become 

a significant factor, the pre-test start temperature was plotted for a number of tests of 

quality check vehicles from the commercial laboratory results. These results are shown in 

Figure 8-2. 
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Figure 8-2: Histogram of pre-test ambient air temperature for a number of tests in a 

commercial laboratory and relationship between pre-test air temperature and total CO2 
emissions for the same tests. 

 
Figure 8-2 shows that there is approximately a range of 8°C in the test start temperature 

which would suggest a change in CO2 emissions of just under 2% using data from the 

literature. However if the data is plotted against the total bag CO2 emissions there is no 

correlation between ambient temperature and CO2 emissions, see Figure 8-2. This could 

likely be because other significant noise factors are varying at the same time that mask 

any relationship between ambient temperature and CO2 emissions given that Figure 8-2 

shows a range of 20 g/km, approximately 10%, in CO2 emissions and the literature 

suggests the effect of temperature alone is less than 2%. Control of the temperature 

should be relatively straight forward as it is directly controlled by the installed air 

conditioning systems. However the data from Figure 8-2 suggests the temperature is not 

very well controlled in the commercial laboratory.  The author speculates that this is 

because the laboratory extends over a very large area with limited subdivision of areas to 

control the temperature when external doors are opened. However further measurements 

of temperature distribution throughout the laboratory would be required to validate this. 

8.5. Chapter Summary and Conclusions 
 
In this chapter the likely effects of the three most significant procedural factors identified in 

the literature were analysed and discussed. Measurements of tyre pressure from quality 

check vehicles were analysed to understand typical variability in tyre pressure. The likely 
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prevalence of the variations in engine oil level and ambient temperature were also 

discussed. From this work the following conclusions can be drawn: 

 Tyre pressures on modern vehicles in a temperature controlled environment are 

unlikely to change significantly on their own unless there is a mechanical failure or 

leak. Asking multiple operators with multiple different gauges to check and adjust 

the pressures is believed to introduce more variability than simply not adjusting the 

pressures at all, although further work is required to prove this definitively.   

 The effect of changes in engine oil level are unlikely to be significant in a modern 

commercial test environment unless there is a mechanical failure on the vehicle.  

 Ambient temperature does vary within a commercial laboratory test environment 

despite the use of temperature control plant which is required to meet the 

tolerance imposed by the TA authority. Data from the commercial laboratory 

showed that temperature varied within a range of 8°C, however there was no 

correlation between ambient temperature and CO2 emissions when examining a 

scatter plot these variables. However using data from the literature the estimated 

effect of an 8°C variation in temperature on CO2 emissions is just under 2%. It is 

suggested that ambient temperature might be better controlled with sufficient 

installed air conditioning plant and good segregation of areas to prevent 

temperature fluctuations when external doors are opened.  
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Chapter 9. The Chassis Dynamometer 

9.1. Introduction 
 
The importance of the correlation between dynamometer road load and vehicle CO2 

emissions is well founded within the TA testing industry and is discussed by several 

authors in the literature. Authors have reported sensitivities in the region of 0.6% CO2 per 

1% change in road load force [10] over a TA test and 0.16% change in FC per 1% change 

in simulated inertia [8]. 

The aim of this chapter is to answer the question posed by the review of the literature; is 

the modern chassis dynamometer capable of providing the required precision and 

accuracy for modern high precision testing? In the process of answering this question the 

fundamental operating systems of the dynamometer shall be examined to understand the 

sources of uncertainty and how they might be minimised. 

9.2. Dynamometer Load cell calibration 
 
Load cells for modern chassis dynamometers are normally strain gauge types mounted 

between the motor body and the dynamometer frame. The load cells must be accurately 

calibrated and capable of giving repeatable readings, otherwise none of the other 

calibration routines will give satisfactory results. As was covered in the literature review, 

see section 2.4, the DPEQAP defines an acceptance criteria for a load cell calibration of 

±0.1% for accuracy, ±0.1% for linearity, ±0.1% for hysteresis and ±0.05% for repeatability 

[49]. This is much tighter than the tolerance defined in the TA regulations which states 

that: “the accuracy of matching dynamometer load to road load shall be ±5% at 120, 100, 

80, 60 and 40 km/h and ±10% at 20km/h.” [9]. 

The load cell is normally calibrated by the deadweight calibration method whereby weights 

are hung from a load arm attached to the dynamometer motor body. The length of the 

arms is accurately measured during manufacture and inputted into the controller along 

with accurate measurements of the applied weights. A series of weights are applied to 

exercise the load cell from its zero position to full scale, normally in both the positive and 

negative direction, known as a two sided calibration. Although older dynamometers only 

calibrate in one direction, a one sided calibration, for which the zero point is not included. 

Since dynamometer motors and load cells are normally located beneath the floor of a test 

cell it is normal to apply these weights via a swing arm that is connected to the motor load 

arm via a threaded bar or similar. The connections must be made using knife edges to 

ensure there is as little friction as possible. Any friction in the connection points will result 

in less force being applied to the load cell than is applied by the operator at the test cell 
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floor. To achieve a repeatable load cell reading during the calibration it is essential to 

minimise any disturbance, movement or vibration in the swing arm since this will cause 

oscillation in the load cell value and an unrepeatable calibration result. This necessitates 

the careful loading of the dead weights onto the arm and ensuring that adequate 

stabilisation time is allowed before load cell readings are taken. For this reason and also 

for convenience, some dynamometer manufacturers offer an automated calibration, where 

the weights are applied by actuators minimising any disturbances and meaning the 

weights can be applied directly to the load cell arm without the need for additional knife 

edge joints. However such systems are relatively uncommon due to the additional 

expense of installing them in the first place.  

The author’s experience of witnessing load cell calibrations being performed in a 

commercial testing environment showed that if the calibration was performed carefully 

with due diligence to the concerns discussed, such as stabilisation of the weights prior to 

taking readings, it was certainly possible to achieve calibrations that were well within the 

TA legal tolerance. However for achieving the highest precision possible from vehicle 

testing the TA tolerance is unlikely to be sufficient and as a minimum the user must aim 

for achieving the much tighter acceptance criteria laid out in the DPEQAP. Data provided 

by the major dynamometer manufacturer Horiba suggests that it is possible to exceed the 

DPEQAP criteria by some margin on the latest generation of dynamometers. With a two 

sided calibration the manufacturer claims to be able to achieve a limit five times smaller 

than the criteria defined in the DPEQAP for linearity and hysteresis; stating a tolerance of 

±0.02%, see Figure 9-1 [35].  
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Figure 9-1: Horiba results showing the achievable linearity (top plot) and the hysteresis 
(lower plot) for a VULCAN chassis dynamometer two sided load cell calibration [35] 

 
The same manufacturer also states a tolerance of ±0.005% for accuracy, which is ten 

times smaller than the DPEQAP criteria [35]. In both cases data is provided to verify these 

claims. The manufacturer goes on to explain the disadvantages of a one sided calibration; 

namely that only one quadrant of operation is calibrated and that deformation of the load 

arm can be an issue, although the author of this thesis notes that this is the case for either 

type of calibration. Horiba state that their one sided calibration does not give a linearity or 

hysteresis that meets the DPEQAP criteria [35]. If the sensitivity reported in the literature 

by Kadijk et. al. [10] is to be believed the improvement in accuracy provided by the Horiba 

system would mean errors in CO2 emissions would be controlled to within ±0.013%. A 

tolerance that should enable the arbitration of even the smallest changes to modern 

vehicle technology.   

In summary modern dynamometer equipment is more than capable of giving the required 

accuracy and precision from load cell calibrations. In the absence of any field data to 

prove otherwise the author concludes that, provided the necessary care is taken during 

the routine, including ensuring that a two sided calibration is undertaken, the calibration of 
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load cell is not a significant issue for the accuracy and precision of a modern chassis 

dynamometer.  

9.3. Dynamometer Base Inertia Calibration 
 
For accurate operation, a dynamometer must have an accurate determination of the base 

inertia of the rotating components coupled between the motor/s and the vehicle wheels. 

As was discussed in the literature review, see section 2.4, in the case of most modern 

dynamometers with electrical inertia simulation the base inertia is required to determine 

the amount of up or down simulation that the electric motor/s must provide during a 

transient driving manoeuvre. When a dynamometer is brand new the manufacturer could 

determine the base inertia of the machine by weighing the roller set, using CAD models 

and by taking product data from the motor manufacturers. However there is a concern that 

this measure could be inaccurate during the dynamometer lifespan as there will be wear 

of the rollers, motors and deposits on the roller surface from vehicle tyres. It is therefore 

commonplace to regularly run a calibration procedure for the base inertia. This procedure 

is essentially the same as that defined in the DPEQAP where by the dynamometer is 

accelerated and decelerated, without a vehicle and by applying a fixed force from the 

motor/s. The time taken to change from the initial speed to the maximum and then back to 

the initial speed is used to determine the acceleration, from which the mass or inertia can 

be determined via Newton’s second law [49].  

In commercial test environments it is common for an inertia calibration to be performed at 

the start of each shift following a circa 20 minute dynamometer warm up, saving the 

results and taking them forwards for any testing in that shift. At the University of Bath the 

inertia calibration is not performed very often at all, normally only if there is a reason to 

suspect that the base inertia has changed (for example noticeable increase tyre deposits 

on the rollers). As a useful diagnostic check the base inertia calibration routine is 

sometimes run without saving and updating the results for subsequent testing.   

To obtain an accurate result from the inertia calibration routine, there must be accurate 

and precise signals from the load cells and the speed encoders. The load cells are 

required to ensure that the correct force is applied by the motors during the acceleration 

and deceleration events. This fact is borne out in the DPEQAP roadmap, see Figure 2-15, 

which shows that if the inertia check is not passed, the corrective measure is to ‘perform a 

torque cell calibration’ [49]. The encoder signals are required to ensure that the control 

system has an accurate measure of the roller speed and so can accurately determine the 

acceleration between the set speeds. Of course both of these are also required for the 

other dynamic calibration procedure; the losses calibration which is discussed in the 

following section.  
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9.4. Dynamometer Losses Calibration 
 
As discussed in the literature review, see section 2.4, the dynamometer controller must 

have an accurate model of the losses between the inertia simulation source, typically an 

AC motor, and the rollers to enable the accurate arbitration of motor torque and therefore 

load on the vehicle wheels. However the losses can only be calibrated when a vehicle is 

not in contact with the dynamometer rollers and by running a standalone routine whereby 

the dynamometer is accelerated at a constant rate and the error in the recorded force is 

monitored. The study of the literature found that some key components of the losses are 

the bearing friction, windage on the rollers and motor coast torque losses. The bearing 

friction is said to be approximately linear with speed and dependant on thermal state due 

to the fundamental relationship between temperature and viscosity of the lubricating 

medium [42]. The windage losses are caused by aerodynamic skin friction drag on the 

surface of the rotating components, which is given in Equation 9-1. 

퐹 = 퐶
휌푉

2
퐴  

Equation 9-1 [91] [92] 
 
Where FD is the aerodynamic skin friction drag force, ρ is the density of air, V is the 

velocity, CD is the skin friction drag coefficient and AC is the moving surface area in 

contact with the air. The skin friction drag coefficient is dependent on the Reynolds 

number of the fluid or air and hence is highly dependent on whether the flow is laminar or 

turbulent. The drag force is therefore also dependant on the temperature, since changes 

in the ambient temperature will cause changes in the density of the air. When the 

temperature is increased the density of the air will also be increased meaning higher 

windage forces.  

The theory therefore shows that for total accuracy the dynamometer’s model of the losses 

must be obtained and be representative of the thermal state during the whole duration of a 

specific test. If the test to determine the magnitude of the dynamometer losses, typically 

called a loss calibration, is performed when the dynamometer is very hot and the 

emissions test using this loss estimation is performed after an overnight soak of the 

dynamometer there could be a substantial error in the load applied to the vehicle and this 

may cause a change in the vehicle CO2 and diesel NOx emissions. Since both are highly 

correlated to vehicle load.  

However no published studies exist in the literature that quantify the possible magnitude 

of the effect of losses compensation errors and the importance of the thermal state of the 

dynamometer. To determine the possible upper and lower bound of the error in the 
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applied load due to incorrect loss compensation a series of tests were performed in two 

test rooms at the commercial laboratory studied in this thesis; cell 14 and cell 4. In both 

cases the loss calibration was performed, firstly, following a long period of soak at the 

prevailing laboratory ambient temperature of approximately 24°C and secondly following 

the laboratory standard dynamometer warming procedure, which is to operate the 

dynamometer at 80kph for 20 minutes. Additionally in cell 4 a repeated warm loss 

calibration was carried out. The cell 4 test cell is an upgraded twin roller with part 

mechanical and part electrical inertia simulation, whilst the cell 14 test cell is an old twin 

roller with majority mechanical inertia simulation and only a small capacity electrical inertia 

trim capability. When the tests were performed cell 14 had not been operated in several 

weeks and the cell 4 had not been operated for 3891 minutes, which is over 5 days. 

These conditions were chosen to provide the absolute worst case ‘cold’ dynamometer 

states. A further difference between the two test cells is that cell 4 has bearing heaters 

that are always on and control the bearings to a set point temperature defined by the 

manufacturer. Figure 9-2 shows the results from these test cells. 

 
Figure 9-2: Cell 14 and cell 4 loss calibration results for cold and warm states. Blue lines are 

for the cold dynamometer and red lines are for the warm dynamometer. In cell 4 two 
calibrations were run with the dynamometer in a warm state. Dashed lines show RMS fit 

error 
 
The results from cell 4 in Figure 9-2 show that generally when the dynamometer is cold 

the losses are higher than when the dynamometer is warm. At lower speeds the 

difference is approximately 10-15% and the difference decreases as the speed increases 

until approximately 130kph where the lines intersect and the pattern reverses. This result 
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at high speeds is unexpected, given that the theory states that the losses should be less 

on a hotter dynamometer and that the literature states that the bearing losses are 

approximately linear with temperature [42]. The results from cell 14 show much the same 

pattern, at low speeds the cold dynamometer losses are higher than the hot dynamometer 

and at higher speeds the pattern is reversed. Interestingly the cross over speed is much 

lower in the case of cell 14, being approximately 90kph compared with 130kph. The 

percentage difference between the hot and cold dynamometer losses are about the same 

for cell 14 as they are for cell 4 being in the region of 15% at their largest. To give an 

indication of the likely effect on CO2 emissions the additional uncompensated losses force 

from using a cold dynamometer with losses calibrated under hot conditions was modelled 

in a powertrain simulation tool created by the author. This tool is a relatively simple 

spreadsheet based model which assumes perfect driving, following the NEDC speed 

profile exactly and uses this speed profile to calculate the tractive force at each 10Hz 

timestamp. With a calculated tractive force and using gear ratio data for the target vehicle 

the engine torque is calculated. To give a measure of the CO2 emissions, an AVL 

ADVISOR map is used as a lookup table for each timestamp and the results are summed 

over the drive cycle. The ADVISOR maps are an open source set of data giving 

instantaneous fuel usage in g/s for the engine speed and torque operating range [93]. For 

this simulation vehicle data was used from vehicle B and an ADVISOR map from a 

Mercedes 2.2litre diesel engine was used. The results from this simulation showed that 

due to the additional force from an uncompensated cold dynamometer the expected 

change in FC and hence CO2 emissions over the NEDC was 0.68%. It is only possible to 

have limited confidence in this result given the limitations of the simplistic spreadsheet 

model. These include the prefect driver, instantaneous gear changes, no warm up, engine 

fuel map data starts at 1250rpm, no clutch slip and no driveline efficiency included. 

However the indications are that dynamometer loss errors from incorrect thermal state 

could be in the region of 0.7%. 

Given the choice, an engineer seeking a high precision result would always choose the 

more modern dynamometer with lower overall losses since the overall force error in the 

loss estimation is likely to be much lower. Figure 9-2 also shows a tolerance on each 

calibration result in the form of the RMS fit error. The error bands are overlapping for a 

large proportion of the speed range and this suggests that it is difficult to have confidence 

in the observed difference between the results except at the very low speeds. However 

the repeated warm loss calibration result from cell 4 is a very close match to the other 

warm calibration result and so this restores some confidence in the difference between 

the cold and warm cases. To have any statistical confidence it would be necessary to 

perform repeated cold and warm measurements in exact replicate conditions and include 

measurements from other test cells, however this data is not available.   
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The inclusion of the tolerance lines in Figure 9-2 highlights a potential source of error in 

the loss calibration procedure. For that particular test cell, cell 4, the tolerance lines are 

from the RMS fit error between the measured data and the resulting curve fit. The 

accuracy of resulting loss compensation is therefore a function, not only of the measured 

force during the test but also of the accuracy of the curve fitting algorithm.  As the study of 

the literature showed the bearing friction is expected to be linear and the windage a 

squared function. It is therefore unsurprising that most dynamometer manufacturers use a 

second order fit and very surprising that some use a third order fitting algorithm for the 

losses force. The fit is unconstrained with no initial conditions to give sensible constraints 

on the locations of the minima. From examination of Equation 9-1 it is expected that the 

loss force minima would occur at zero speed and the resulting profile would be a quadratic 

showing increasing loss force with rotational speed. The bearing friction should 

theoretically provide a linear offset from zero. It can therefore be concluded that the loss fit 

profiles produced by dynamometers are inaccurate since they do not follow this trend and 

instead show points of inflexion part way through the speed range of the machine. In an 

attempt to examine if this variability in the fitting algorithm could be affecting the results 

further experimentation was conducted in cell 4 where a series of losses calibration 

routines were run in quick succession. Initially the losses from the cold dynamometer, 

following an overnight soak were obtained. The dynamometer was then run through a 

standard 20 minute warm up and the losses re-evaluated. In an attempt to capture the 

effect of the cool down of the dynamometer on the losses calibration, the losses 

calibration routine was then re-run a following four times allowing gaps between each 

calibration where the dynamometer was left idle. The results are shown in Figure 9-3.  
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Figure 9-3: Cell 4 loss calibration results for a cold, warm and cooling down dynamometer 

 
Interestingly the loss curves resulting from the experiment in cell 4 do not follow in the 

order that might be expected; the losses from the cold dynamometer are actually near to 

the mean loss force from all conditions throughout the speed range. The losses fit from 

the hot dynamometer are the lowest as is expected but only below approximately 70 km/h. 

For the intermediate conditions, the loss force appears to be fairly randomly ordered, 

showing absolutely no correlation between apparent thermal state and the loss force. If 

the RMS fit errors are included it is not possible to have any confidence in the apparent 

differences between the conditions at speeds below approximately 100 km/h.  

To investigate the cause of the seemingly random variability seen in Figure 9-3 and to 

determine if that is a result of poor curve fitting or noise in the fundamental signals, such 

as speed and force, data from two sources were examined. Firstly the chassis 

dynamometer at the University of Bath which uses the same basic principle for the test, 

with parameters that are user configurable for the fixed deceleration rate. In this case 

during commissioning of the dynamometer a deceleration time of 400 seconds was 

chosen with a start and end speed of 120 and 20 km/h respectively. By simple calculation, 

via application of the suvat equations, this yields an acceleration of -0.25 km/h/s.  

Figure 9-4 shows a typical losses calibration result that has been obtained on the 

University of Bath’s chassis dynamometer. The control system GUI shows both the 

previous, in other words applied, and the new losses calibration fit results within a plot of 
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the friction loss force with respect to roller speed. In addition and unlike many other 

systems, the measured force is also shown.  

 
Figure 9-4: Typical friction calibration results display on the University of Bath chassis 

dynamometer via the Sierra CP Engineering CADET host system 
 
It is immediately clear from Figure 9-4 that the University of Bath chassis dynamometer 

can suffer the same issues with respect to over fitting of the friction force curve since the 

resulting profiles for the two tests are not repeatable nor do they follow the expected 

pattern described earlier. What is particularly striking is the large amount of noise in the 

measured force signal. The noise increases with speed and for the higher speeds extends 

as far as ±100% of the fitted loss force. Conversations with the manufacturers to try and 

understand their calibration routines and examine the sources of errors are difficult 

because of course manufacturers are naturally cautious to divulge information about how 

their system works if it highlights any significant limitations or reveals a ‘trade secret’ that 

gives the company a competitive edge over its rivals. However it is clear from Figure 9-4 

that the noise on the force signal is an issue for the accurate determination of loss force. 

By examining the raw data from both the University of Bath chassis dynamometer and 

chassis dynamometers within the commercial laboratory where the speed, acceleration 

and force are logged during loss calibrations it was found that the root cause of the noise 

on the force signal is a result of noise on the acceleration signal. The reason for this is 

that the acceleration or deceleration rate during calibrations is relatively low and hence if 

data is recorded at high frequency the change in speed between each timestamp is very 

small. It is therefore of utmost importance that the encoder signal has very high resolution. 
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This is why most dynamometer manufacturers choose encoders with at least 10,000 lines 

per revolution, giving a resolution of 0.036° or approximately 0.38mm linear distance at 

the roller surface. The University of Bath chassis dynamometer uses encoders with only 

2,000 lines per revolution which in the author’s opinion goes some way to explain the high 

noise in the signal, given that the resolution in linear distance is quite large at 1.92mm 

compared with 0.38mm for the 10,000 line encoders. 

Of the three dynamometers examined in this section of the thesis, the total calibrated 

losses are by far the lowest for the Bath University chassis dynamometer whilst the losses 

from the cell 14 dynamometer are by far the largest, being nearly ten times larger, 

regardless of thermal state. This highlights an important point; given the fundamental 

limitations of the losses calibration routine, in terms of noise sensitivity and also curve 

fitting accuracy the smaller the magnitude of the losses the less likely these errors are to 

have a significant effect on the total load applied to the vehicle and hence the CO2 

emissions. To this end manufacturers have made several strides to reducing the 

magnitude of the parasitic losses in chassis dynamometers, by removing devices such as 

drive belts, flywheels and bearings along with introducing bearing heaters.   

One improvement which has been implemented in the commercial laboratory is a tractive 

force monitor. The idea behind this is covered within the DPEQAP [49] which is to monitor 

the dynamometer motor force during constant speed operation of the dynamometer when 

there is no vehicle in contact with the rollers. In this condition, if the losses and base 

inertia are accurately calibrated for, from Newton’s second law the motor force required to 

maintain a constant speed should be zero. The tractive force monitor, therefore keeps a 

check on the motor force and highlights an error if the force goes outside of tolerance. 

Typically this tolerance was set in the region of ±5 to ±10N depending on the capability of 

the dynamometer. When an error was flagged a coloured status light would turn red on 

the dynamometer control PC screen. This is an effective tool however the only issue is 

that an operator can ignore the controller’s request for re-calibration and proceed to use 

the dynamometer anyway. These actions can be logged by the controller but there is not 

necessarily easy visibility of them within a standard test cell environment. A method to 

address this will be discussed in section 9.8 of this chapter. 

In conclusion the losses calibration procedure used throughout the chassis dynamometer 

industry relies upon firstly accurate and noise free signals; namely speed and force, 

secondly accurate calibration of the base machine inertia and thirdly stable and 

reproducible loss curve fitting algorithms. These remain challenging but are not impossible 

to achieve. The best that can be hoped for is to minimise the magnitude of the losses 

through considered design of the dynamometer system. Although in some respects a 
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smaller loss force presents a greater challenge to measure, the corresponding opportunity 

for large force errors is minimised and therefore the overall effect on the vehicle emissions 

should be reduced. 

9.5. Interaction of Calibrations 
 
Typically the inertia calibration is performed before the losses calibration, however the 

losses must be accurately calibrated to ensure that the control system has an accurate 

model of the conversion from motor input current to force at the roller surface. Equally the 

base inertia must be accurately calibrated in order for the losses force to be accurately 

calculated. It is therefore necessary to iterate these processes and this is typically 

achieved, with a new dynamometer by starting with the manufacturer supplied data from 

CAD models and manufacturer data for the base inertia. This is then used to calibrate the 

losses and then the process can be iterated until consistent results are achieved. One 

difficulty with this is that any noise in the signals makes it very difficult to know if a stable 

solution has been achieved. This is a fundamental issue with the machine and further 

highlights the critical importance of an accurate load cell calibration combined with 

minimising any noise on the load cell and roller/motor encoder signals.  

9.6. Coastdown Testing for Road Load Setting and Verification  
 
The traditional method for setting and validating the load applied by the dynamometer to 

the vehicle is the coastdown test which is defined within the SAE standards J2264 [46] 

and J1263 [44]. The coastdown test is normally completed after first running a 

preconditioning cycle, often a NEDC, to ensure that the vehicle is thermally stable. These 

principles were introduced in section 2.4. During a coastdown test the dynamometer and 

vehicle are accelerated up to a pre-defined stabilisation speed, normally around 135kph. 

Then the vehicle transmission is put into neutral and the dynamometer is allowed to 

coastdown to zero whilst the dynamometer simulates and applies the road load to the 

vehicle. The time taken to coast is recorded and compared to track recorded times or to 

times from previous dynamometer based results. A coastdown test normally consists of 

more than one repeat run; the normal practice within commercial laboratories is three to 

five runs for each coastdown test, whilst the University of Bath have historically used three 

repeat runs for coastdown tests.   

During a test sequence for a vehicle in the commercial laboratory studied in this thesis it is 

not normal practice to perform a coastdown test after every emissions test, instead the 

frequency is typically more like once every six tests. In fact there is a process that 

prevents a test requestor from asking for more coastdown tests than this because the 

coastdown tests are so time consuming. The only exception to this is for quality check 
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vehicles where a coastdown test is always performed. The impact of this policy is that 

coastdown results from client vehicles are relatively sparse and when they are performed 

it is not uncommon for the dynamometer road load to be iterated because the coastdown 

results appear to have drifted. The main reason the load is iterated is because there is a 

need to keep the dynamometer road load close to the track road load so that the vehicle 

loading remains equivalent to that which the vehicle would experience in the end goal of 

TA. If the coastdown results from client vehicles are at all suspect it can present a real 

challenge and difficult judgement calls frequently have to be made regarding whether or 

not to iterate the dynamometer vehicle load when there is no real confidence in the 

coastdown results. In the author’s opinion, an iteration of the road load in these 

circumstances is risky since it will chase the special cause variability and is therefore 

highly unlikely to result in an improvement in the accuracy or precision of CO2 emissions 

from the vehicle.   

Common practice at the University of Bath is slightly different. Here a coastdown test is 

performed after every single emissions test. However, crucially, this is done purely for 

verification and the results are never used to iterate the dynamometer road load once a 

test sequence has been started, this process was chosen historically to minimise sources 

of imprecision and because accuracy is normally much less important than precision for 

testing in an academic context. 

The sources of inaccuracy and imprecision for a coastdown test are numerous and many 

were introduced in the literature review, see section 2.4 and the earlier sections of this 

chapter. In addition the author has extended the list of factors through discussions with 

experienced commercial laboratory staff, dynamometer manufacturers and though an 

examination of the systems. These factors are summarised in three categories; 

procedural, dynamometer and vehicle which are shown on the fishbone diagram in Figure 

9-5.  
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Figure 9-5: Coastdown test fishbone diagram 

 
By examination of Figure 9-5, the factors that are caused by the dynamometer are all 

covered within the DPEQAP, which was introduced in the literature review. The DPEQAP 

gives procedures for validating that the dynamometer is within acceptable tolerances for 

each of these sources of error, whether these standards are sufficient to achieve the 

required precision is questionable. However it has at least been shown earlier in the 

chapter that in most cases the acceptance criteria can be met or exceeded for these 

calibration standards by a considerable margin. However keeping check of these factors 

is no small task and methods for dealing with this will be covered later in this chapter.  

For many years the coastdown process consisted of accelerating the vehicle up to speed 

by driving it and accelerating through the gears. However this process has the potential to 

introduce significant variability, since there are likely to be changes in the procedure used 

between different operators and drivers. For example, if a driver accelerated aggressively 

during this period the tyres would be hotter going into the coastdown and the rolling 

resistance would be affected. As discussed in the literature review, see section 2.5.3, 

Genta [55] has shown that a hotter tyre carcass results in reduced rolling resistance which 

would be expected to increase coastdown times.  

With the introduction of increased electrical inertia simulation within chassis 

dynamometers it has become possible to use the dynamometer electrical machine/s to 

accelerate the vehicle prior to the coastdown tests. This upgrade has the significant 

advantage that the acceleration rate can be pre-set and accurately controlled by the 

dynamometer so that it is the same for every test run. The University of Bath has been 
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using this procedure for many years and, although no data exists to prove the fact, it has 

been reported verbally that it was beneficial in removing the driving variability for the pre 

coastdown acceleration. But this fact is verified by the move of the SAE who updated their 

SAE J2264 standard to recommend that dynamometer driven coastdowns are used [46]. 

The commercial laboratory studied in this thesis installed this upgrade to some of its test 

cells during the course of the project by enabling a small change to the control system. 

Data was collected from two vehicles on one of these dynamometers; cell 12, to establish 

the effect of the change in coastdown process.  The results are shown in Figure 9-6. 

 
Figure 9-6: Comparison of coastdown time variability prior and post auto coastdown 

upgrade on the cell 12 dynamometer. Groups 1 - 4 are in order; vehicle A pre upgrade, 
vehicle A post upgrade, vehicle B pre upgrade and vehicle B post upgrade, respectively. 

 
By examination of Figure 9-6 it can be seen that the precision of the coastdown results 

has been substantially improved for both vehicles, the IQR has been halved in both cases 

and the length of the boxplot tails reduced such that they fit within the pre-upgrade IQR for 

each vehicle. Interestingly the mean has also been substantially changed for each vehicle. 

Vehicle A has seen an increase in mean total coastdown time of approximately 20 

seconds and the vehicle B has seen a reduction in the mean total coastdown time of 

approximately 10 seconds. The data shown in Figure 9-6 covers only four tests before 

and after the upgrade for each vehicle, however only a maximum of ten tests could be 

included at the time of the analysis as no more had been completed on each vehicle post 

upgrade. The results for ten tests are not substantially different and still show a mean shift 
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for both vehicles, although the mean shift for vehicle B is reduced slightly. These mean 

shifts do bring the results into question slightly, particularly for vehicle A were the shift was 

approximately 12%. The mean shift for vehicle B was only approximately 4%, which is 

much smaller but still significant to the coastdown time. Whether these changes are 

significant in CO2 emissions it is hard to say. With the limited number of channels that are 

logged in a standard vehicle tests from which these are taken it is impossible to ascertain 

if another noise factor is contributing to the mean shift. The mean shift for vehicle A was   

When completing a coastdown test it is normal to carry out a number of runs and take the 

average data forward for verification or iteration of the dynamometer road load. Typically 

in both commercial and academic settings anywhere between three and five runs are 

completed. Within a commercial setting this is not ideal because of the time taken to 

complete the runs and hence there is a desire to keep the number of runs to a minimum. 

Ideally vehicles would be stable across the three runs since the coastdown tests are 

always performed post-test so the vehicle should be relatively thermally stable. However 

experience shows that this is often not the case. To quantify this a large number of 

coastdown test results were collated from vehicles tested within the commercial 

laboratory. In total data from 1376 coastdown tests were used, 1170 were a vehicle with 

manual transmission was tested and 179 where a vehicle with automatic transmission 

was tested. These data sets included all types of vehicle from B through to C car to light 

commercials, therefore the absolute total coastdown times are very different within this 

data set. To enable the results to be compared on a like for like basis it was assumed that 

the average result for the first three runs was the correct result and the error to this value 

was calculated for each of the runs. The results are shown in Figure 9-7. 

 

Figure 9-7: Boxplots of the error for each coastdown test run compared to the average 
result for a large number of manual and automatic transmission vehicles tested in the 

commercial laboratory. 
 
 By examination of Figure 9-7, there is a surprising difference between the total time 

results for the three runs. On average there is a clear trend that the total coastdown time 

increases with run number for a coastdown test. This suggests that the vehicle and or also 
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the dynamometer are not stable during a typical coastdown test. For vehicles with a 

manual transmission the error for each of the runs one, two and three to the mean is -

1.04, 0.13 and 0.91% respectively. For the vehicle with an automatic transmission, these 

figures are much larger; -4.30, 1.29 and 3.00% respectively. An ANOVA analysis shows 

that these differences are statistically significant at 95% confidence. This suggests that 

automatic vehicles are much less stable than manual vehicles. The vehicles for which the 

data was collected include both production specification and prototype vehicles. There is a 

commonly held belief that the vehicle losses within a prototype vehicle are much less 

stable than production vehicles. Data from one of the production quality check vehicles 

would seem to support this. The results from this vehicle show that there is no statistically 

significant difference between runs 1, 2 and 3 for a pool of 64 tests.  

As was mentioned in the previous section the coastdown test is the current industry 

standard benchmark for validating dynamometer road loads. However there are many 

factors that can affect the coastdown results and it is clear that there are sources of 

inaccuracy and imprecision that do affect the coastdown result but do not directly affect 

the CO2 emissions from a corresponding emissions test. This causes difficulties when 

using coastdown results for test validation since it is entirely conceivable that an outlying 

coastdown result from a vehicle might have absolutely no correlation with what happened 

during the preceding emissions test. For example the coastdown stabilisation time is likely 

to affect the time recorded from the subsequent coastdown test. A long stabilisation time 

is likely to put more heat into the vehicle tyres, unless they are in thermal equilibrium with 

the surroundings and cause a change in rolling resistance. This will affect the recorded 

time but will have no impact of the CO2 emissions recorded from a TA test unless the road 

load is iterated off the coastdown results.   

An important question is how suitable is the coastdown test at determining if the forces 

applied during a test are accurate. In other words is the coastdown condition actually 

equivalent to any operating points during an emissions test. To answer this question it is 

first necessary to understand any differences between the operation of the dynamometer 

during a coastdown event and during a drive cycle.  

During a drive cycle, when the vehicle is at rest there is theoretically only the F0 

component of the dynamometer road load force acting on the dynamometer rollers, since 

all other terms in the road load equation are speed dependant, see Equation 2-11. In 

reality the dynamometer is often not able to apply this force statically without there being a 

resulting motion of the vehicle wheels, as such some dynamometer controllers apply a 

holding torque around zero speed. The details of this are unpublished since they are the 

intellectual property of each dynamometer manufacturer. As the vehicle starts to move the 
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inertia force starts to play a part. The base inertia of the dynamometer will always be 

present and unless acted upon by an external force will maintain the speed of the vehicle 

assuming its mass is exactly equal to that of the rollers. In reality this is unlikely and 

instead the dynamometer motor/s must apply a force to account for the difference 

between the base machine inertia and the test vehicle inertia. The direction and 

magnitude of this force will depend on whether the test vehicle has an inertia that is 

greater or smaller than the dynamometer, whether the dynamometer is accelerating or 

decelerating and therefore also on the balance of these. For example if the inertia of the 

test vehicle is only slightly larger than the base inertia and the dynamometer acceleration 

is high, the overall resistive force applied by the motor/s will be increased. In addition to 

the inertia, the dynamometer must also simulate the dyno road load forces such as the 

aerodynamic drag and tyre losses which are governed by Equation 2-11. If the vehicle is 

in contact with the rollers but not driving the road load forces are likely to be dominant 

since these are the only external forces on the vehicle acting to change the speed of the 

vehicle driven wheels. This is the mode of operation of the chassis dynamometer and 

vehicle during a coastdown test. However during a drive cycle when the vehicle is in gear 

and the powertrain is applying force to the rollers this is the dominating force in 

determining the speed of the rollers. To investigate this phenomenon data was taken from 

a variety of sources including the University of Bath chassis dynamometer and the 

dynamometers within the commercial laboratory. The data was used to calculate, knowing 

the base inertia of the dynamometers, the inertia and road load components of motor 

force that are applied to a vehicle during drive cycle and coastdown tests.  
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Figure 9-8: Calculated inertia component of force applied by the dynamometer motor to the 
vehicle during a NEDC test and a coastdown test for a C-car tested on the University of Bath 

chassis dynamometer. Data collected at 10Hz. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 9-9: Calculated total motor force, including inertia and dynamometer road load 
components, applied by the dynamometer motor to the vehicle during a NEDC test and a 
coastdown test for a C-car tested on the University of Bath chassis dynamometer. Data 

collected at 10Hz. 
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Figure 9-8 and Figure 9-9 show the results calculated for a C-car that was tested on the 

University of Bath chassis dynamometer. The pattern of repeated vertical blocks in the 

drive cycle data is from the cruise conditions in the NEDC. During cruise conditions the 

acceleration is zero and hence the calculated force clusters around the cruise speeds. 

The regions with high noise between the cruise points represent the parts of the cycle 

where the vehicle is being driven and is accelerating or decelerating. If the vehicle is not 

start stop equipped the CO2 emissions are generated in all portions of the cycle, with the 

only exception being the deceleration events in the bottom half of the plot due to 

deceleration fuel shut off. Figure 9-8 shows that, in agreement with theory, the inertia 

forces during a coastdown are much lower than they are during the drive cycle. For this 

vehicle the test mass was very close to the base inertia of the dynamometer and therefore 

the total inertia simulation force was centred approximately around zero. Figure 9-9 shows 

that when the dynamometer road load forces are added in the total applied force by the 

motor is still less than it is during the driving portions of the test. Generally speaking the 

data in both plots is quite noisy, this is due to noise on the speed and acceleration signals 

which is an issue particular to that dynamometer at the time of the experiments and 

should not distract from any conclusions drawn from the other patterns in the data. In 

summary both Figure 9-8 and Figure 9-9 highlight that the coastdown test is really 

verifying a condition of operation which is not repeated during the emissions test. 

However given that the applied motor force is dependent on the difference between the 

base and vehicle inertias an alternative, lighter vehicle was also analysed. The results are 

shown in Figure 9-10 and Figure 9-11. 
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Figure 9-10: Calculated inertia component of force applied by the dynamometer motor to the 
vehicle during a NEDC test and a coastdown test for vehicle A tested on the cell 12 chassis 

dynamometer. Data collected at 1Hz. 
 
 

 
Figure 9-11: Calculated total motor force, including inertia and dynamometer road load 

components, applied by the dynamometer motor to the vehicle during a NEDC test and a 
coastdown test for a vehicle A tested on the cell 12 chassis dynamometer. Data collected at 

1Hz. 
 
Figure 9-10 and Figure 9-11 show the same patterns observed in Figure 9-8 and Figure 

9-9 although there is a lot less noise evident in the data. The reduced noise is partially 
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due to a reduction in logging frequency from 10Hz to 1Hz and partially due to there not 

being an issue with the raw speed signal for Figure 9-10 and Figure 9-11. In Figure 9-10 

the coastdown forces are not coincident with either the cruise or driving forces seen 

during the NEDC test. When the dynamometer road load force is included, as shown in 

Figure 9-11 this holds true for higher speeds but at lower speeds the applied force during 

the coastdown is nearly coincident to what appears to be a cruise force during the drive 

cycle.  

In summary the coastdown test is a useful tool for diagnosing dynamometer loading faults 

but it cannot be the only tool used to check loading on a vehicle during a drive cycle since 

the magnitude of applied force is vastly different during driving conditions and coastdown 

conditions. The reason for this discrepancy is that there is no external driving force 

applied to the dynamometer during a coastdown and hence coastdown tests are 

dominated by the dynamometer road load force only whereas drive cycle tests are 

dominated by the inertia force.  

 

9.7. The importance of dynamometer road load on CO2 emissions 
 
So far in this chapter it has been shown that coastdown tests are dominated by 

dynamometer road load forces whilst drive cycle tests require accurate generation of both 

dynamometer road load and inertia forces, particularly if the cycle is highly transient. The 

split of inertia and dynamometer road load forces between drive cycles and coastdown 

tests have been discussed but in this section of the chapter the link between these forces 

and the CO2 emissions will be investigated. The end goal of a TA style emissions test is to 

ensure that the CO2 emissions are accurate to the driving conditions during the test, 

however in an effort to achieve this one question posed is: what forces are most dominant 

during an NEDC and are there certain parts of the cycle which are more important in 

terms of CO2 emissions? Given the increased variability in the coastdown test process as 

the speed decreases can the final speed gates be discounted if only a very small 

proportion of the CO2 emissions are produced at these speeds? These questions will be 

answered in this section.  

By examination of Figure 1-1 it is evident that the NEDC is composed of a mixture of 

acceleration, cruise, deceleration and idle events. In order to quantify the relative split of 

these for a cross section of modern vehicles the cycle was split into its modes and the 

proportion of the total cycle power was calculated for four vehicles tested within the 

commercial laboratory. The results are shown in Figure 9-12. 
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Figure 9-12: Proportion of total positive cycle power by driving mode and cycle phase for 

four vehicles tested over the NEDC. Vehicle A_1 is a high fuel economy version of vehicle A. 
 
Figure 9-12 shows that the highest proportion of positive cycle power can be attributed to 

acceleration events, for both phases of the cycle and for the cycle as a whole. The highest 

proportion of cycle power during these acceleration events occurs in phase 2 of the test, 

where nearly double the percentage of cycle power occurs compared to phase 1. Of the 

cruise events, again phase 2 has the highest proportion of the cycle power, interestingly 

the proportion of total cycle cruise power occurring in phase 2 is approximately four times 

the percentage that which occurs in phase 1. Overall phase 2 contains over double the 

percentage of total cycle power that phase 1 does, so in terms of cycle power, phase 2 is 

much more important than phase 1. Interestingly there is no difference in these trends 

across the four vehicles, despite these vehicles having very different dynamometer road 

loads and inertias.  

Given the relative differences in the inertia and dynamometer road load forces observed 

between the coastdown test and the NEDC drive cycle, the split of these force 

components was plotted for the NEDC for the same four test vehicles as was shown in 

Figure 9-12, the results are shown in Figure 9-13. 
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Figure 9-13: Proportion of the total cycle power by inertia and dynamometer road load force 

component and cycle phase for the four vehicles tested over the NEDC. Vehicle A_1 is a 
high fuel economy version of vehicle A. 

 
Figure 9-13 shows that during the NEDC the dynamometer road load forces contribute to 

a higher proportion of the total cycle power than the inertia forces. For all vehicles the 

proportion of total cycle power attributed to the dynamometer road load component is 

approximately double that which is attributed to the inertia component. Again there is little 

difference between the four test vehicles, despite their large difference in inertia and 

dynamometer road load forces.  

The analyses of cycle power are useful because vehicle out CO2 emissions are produced 

whenever the engine is running and are produced in proportion to the applied load on the 

engine. This is clearly demonstrated if the instantaneous fuel power, which is equivalent to 

the CO2 emissions, is plotted against the instantaneous cycle power as is shown in Figure 

9-14 for vehicle A tested in the commercial laboratory investigated in this research.  
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Figure 9-14: Relationship between the positive work done by vehicle A against the 

dynamometer load and the instantaneous consumed fuel power for the same vehicle tested 
at in the commercial laboratory. 

 
Figure 9-14 shows that there is an extremely strong correlation, the coefficient of 

determination being 0.92, between the positive dynamometer road load work done and 

the instantaneous consumed fuel power; hence CO2 emissions. However the gradient of 

the relationship must be vehicle dependant because of the inherent efficiency differences 

between vehicles.  In an effort to quantify the relative importance of the forces applied to a 

vehicle during a TA style test it is therefore necessary to normalise the CO2 emissions for 

a given vehicle. This normalisation was carried out for batch of tests carried out on vehicle 

A when tested at the commercial laboratory. A batch of tests was used to even out any 

variability in the measurement of the CO2 emissions by the CVS system and analysers. 

The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 9-15. 
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Figure 9-15: Proportion of the total CO2 mass emissions by mode and phase for 29 tests on 

vehicle A at the commercial laboratory. 
 
Figure 9-15 shows that in terms of CO2 emissions there is very little difference between 

the cruise and acceleration sections of the NEDC with 44 and 43% of the CO2 mass 

emissions respectively occurring in each. By phase there is also very little difference, with 

49 and 51% of the CO2 mass emitted during phase 1 and phase 2 respectively. According 

to the results of Figure 9-12 and Figure 9-13 the acceleration events and phase 2 should 

have resulted in a much greater proportion of CO2 emissions when compared with cruise 

events and phase 1 respectively. However this is not reflected in the CO2 mass emission 

results. The reason for this difference by phase is due to the long periods of idling and 

deceleration that occur in phase 1. During these periods there is no positive cycle power, 

however CO2 emissions are still generated (unless the vehicle is stop start equipped). If 

the CO2 emissions from the idle and deceleration events are subtracted from their 

corresponding phase totals, the resulting values become 37.5 and 49.5% for phase 1 and 

2 respectively. This is closer to the results obtained in Figure 9-12 and Figure 9-13 but still 

not an exact match. The reasons for this are unclear from this analysis. Therefore in an 

effort to understand these phenomena the CO2 mass emissions were summed for each 

mode of the NEDC and are present for the same 29 tests of vehicle A in Figure 9-16.  
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Figure 9-16: Proportion of total cycle CO2 mass emissions for each mode of the NEDC 
averaged over 29 tests of vehicle A tested at the commercial laboratory. The error bars 

show the 95% confidence intervals based on the standard error of the mean.  
 
Figure 9-16 shows that there are several key driving modes in phase 1 which appear to be 

contributing to the fact that the total phase 1 CO2 emissions are higher than expected. 

These are the acceleration modes, 11, 26, 41 and 56. This must be because on average 

this vehicle was driven more aggressively during these phase 1 acceleration events than it 

was during the phase 2 acceleration events. With a further round of experimentation and 

data analysis for a different vehicle it could not be determined if this pattern was vehicle 

specific or more generic but it seems likely to be a case of special cause variability 

effecting either this vehicle or this batch of 29 tests.   

In summary to the questions posed at the start of thesis section; the dominant forces 

during a NEDC test are the acceleration modes and phase 2 of the cycle.  However, 

despite the excellent correlation between CO2 emissions and road load force during 

driving events, when the NEDC is analysed on a CO2 basis it appears that phase 1 and 2 

are of almost equal importance due to the idling modes during phase 1. Similarly the split 

between cruise and acceleration events is much less clear.   
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9.8. Six-Sigma Process Control and the Dynamometer Dashboard 
 
The DPEQAP, which was introduced in the literature review, see section 2.4, has defined 

several procedures and a roadmap see Figure 2-15, for ensuring that a chassis 

dynamometer is fit to test. As has been shown in this chapter, these acceptance criteria 

serve as a useful minimum standard that must be achieved for any emissions chassis 

dynamometer. In many cases these standards can be exceeded by modern chassis 

dynamometers. For the losses and inertia calibrations, the results themselves in isolation 

are fairly meaningless; an operator is unlikely to know if the resulting coefficients from a 

loss force calibration are correct or an outlier without a history of results to refer to, even 

then the coefficients alone could be hard to interpret. This is one way in which SPC 

techniques are useful to record and present a history of results, highlighting when a result 

is unusual, i.e. special cause. Using these ideas the author of this thesis developed and 

pioneered the ‘Dynamometer Dashboard’ within the commercial laboratory studied in this 

research. This is a tool based in the Microsoft Excel programme and automatically reads 

data from the laboratory’s chassis dynamometers, processes this data and displays the 

results in an SPC based format.  The initial idea for the Dynamometer Dashboard was to 

create a one page screen where a traffic light system could be used to show the live 

status, in terms of quality, of each dynamometer within the laboratory. This idea was 

based on screens that are typically found within manufacturing plants or vehicle assembly 

lines, where the status of the entire line can be easily seen by all staff within the facility.  

The first step in the design of the Dynamometer Dashboard was to create a front screen 

format and decide on what status indicators would be used for the front screen. A simple 

format was decided upon, where by the dynamometer or test cell would be listed on the 

left and various status indicators displayed within each row to the right. The choice of the 

categories for the status indicators was based upon the procedures that are identified 

within the DPEQAP and upon what raw data was available to use from the laboratory 

dynamometers. Additional categories that were desirable but for which no data existed yet 

were added to allow for future expansion, but were initially greyed out. The categories that 

were decided upon were Servicing, Fault log, Load cell calibration, Inertia calibration, 

Losses calibration, Unloaded coastdown and the Tractive force monitor. Not all the 

dynamometers within the laboratory save their results to the dynamometer control PC 

hard drive, allowing for polling from the network and copying to the Dynamometer 

Dashboard. Those dynamometers not yet equipped with this functionality were also 

greyed out. Of the dynamometers which do save results, these are typically saved into a 

.csv format file. In addition on the specific dynamometers in this laboratory all command 

and fault messages between the control PC and real time controller were saved to a 

Microsoft Access database file at regular intervals. The same Access database also 
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contained the load cell calibrations. If the tractive force monitor flagged an issue, this 

would also be saved to the Access database file. The paper records of the servicing and 

load cell calibrations for the dynamometers were, under an existing process, manually 

transcribed to excel files which were saved onto a shared server drive. Some work was 

required to configure the regular copying of these data files from the dynamometer control 

PC’s to the server, thereby allowing the Dynamometer Dashboard to access the data. The 

server was configured to check for any new data on the test cell control PC’s every 15 

minutes and copy the relevant files across.  

The result of selecting these criteria for the service indicators was a 16 by 7 matrix 

representing all the criteria and all the dynamometers or test cells within the laboratory, 

see Figure 9-17. Initially this was configured so that if the results within the category were 

within specification, the matrix cell would be shaded green and if there was a problem it 

would be shaded red. In the end this design was not well received because although 

defects should signify that corrective action is taken it might not be necessary to stop the 

test cell and therefore suffer the financial penalty of a completely non-functional test cell. 

Following several phases of iteration a final format was agreed. This format was to display 

a green cell with the text ‘OK’ if the checks within that category were satisfactory and then 

to display a yellow cell with the text ‘Warnings’ if there were issues with the results from 

that check on that given dynamometer. If there was a sufficiently large error in the results, 

according to the SPC criteria, then a red cell with the text ‘Defect’ would be displayed. In 

certain test cells it was not possible to copy the necessary raw data across from the 

dynamometer control PC’s to the server because the raw data was not being saved by the 

control PC. This was the case in the older test cells; cell 9 and cell 14, hence for these 

test cells the entire row is blacked out on the Dynamometer Dashboard. Other test cells 

were undergoing upgrades during the creation of the Dynamometer Dashboard and hence 

the raw data was only available for some of the checks, namely the Servicing and Load 

cell calibration. These cells for the Inertia calibration, Losses calibration and Unloaded 

coastdown were therefore greyed out. For all test cells the Fault log and Tractive Force 

monitor checks were not implemented before the conclusion of this research. In the case 

of the Fault log this was because of a technical issue in copying the Access database file 

onto the server and in the case of the Tractive Force monitor was because the results 

from this were not being saved on any of the dynamometers within the laboratory.  
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Figure 9-17: Snapshot of the Dynamometer Dashboard front screen, with the cursor 

hovering over the inertia calibration result for cell 1, showing an example of the warning 
messages displayed to the user.  

 
At the design phase it was hoped that the Dynamometer Dashboard would be displayed 

on a monitor within the laboratory so that it could be viewed by all staff, however 

difficulties were encountered in trying to achieve this, both technically and politically. 

Instead a local version of the Excel file was saved onto a secure Microsoft SharePoint site 

and could then be viewed and or downloaded by users at their convenience. The file 

would require updating so that it displayed the latest status. Therefore a button was added 

at the top of the screen to ‘Update Dashboard!’. With an updated Dynamometer 

Dashboard the user could then easily tell if the dynamometer was ready to test by 

checking if all the criteria had been met and the status indicators were green for all checks 

on that dynamometer. If there were any warnings or defects the user could hover over the 

cell with their cursor and a text box would appear with a message about the issue. To 

determine which colour to highlight the cells within the Dynamometer Dashboard and also 
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what message should be displayed within the text boxes it had to be decided what checks 

were required for each criteria.  

For some this was simple, in the case of the servicing, the Dynamometer Dashboard was 

coded simply to check if the last service had been performed within 90 days of the current 

date. If the service was overdue the cell highlight is changed from green to yellow and the 

text box message updated to say that the service is overdue. Additionally where the next 

service had been scheduled a further check was performed to see if the scheduled 

service was overdue. If so, again the cell colour would be changed to yellow and the text 

box message updated. Essentially the same set of checks was performed for the load cell 

calibration criteria with the same resulting colour status and text box messages. A feature 

was added were the user could click on the title cell for each column of checks and this 

would open a worksheet tab containing the raw data that was used for the analysis. The 

page includes both a copy of the manual log for servicing and calibration, along with links 

to the calibration result files that are saved on the laboratory computer server. In addition, 

a permanently visible page was added to the Dynamometer Dashboard that showed the 

service and calibration timelines for each dynamometer within two Excel plots. The page 

was created so that the timelines for each dynamometer could be easily visualised. More 

vivid colours were chosen for the calibration timeline as this was perceived to be more 

critical to achieving high quality results than a slightly late service. The page is shown in 

Figure 9-18. 
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Figure 9-18: Dynamometer Dashboard load cell and calibration timeline plots.  
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For the inertia calibration, Losses calibration and Unloaded coastdown test the checks 

required to determine the status to be displayed were significantly more complicated.  

Firstly a large amount of code was required to automate the functions of the 

Dynamometer Dashboard when the ‘update’ button was pressed by the user. Firstly code 

was required to identify, list and sort the available results files from the dynamometers; 

comparing these with the data already loaded into the Dynamometer Dashboard to 

determine which files were new. To process the data, again a large amount of work and 

code had to be written by the author to automate the calculation of the SPC limits and plot 

the necessary control charts. The amount of visual basic code written by the author is too 

large to include in this thesis or in an appendix as it amounts to over well over 100 pages 

when formatted. The limits that were calculated were based on both SPC and 

specification limits. This is because the laboratory has specification limits, normally based 

from the DPEQAP and there was a desire to see how the dynamometer results compared 

to both these limits and SPC limits. Also for users not familiar with SPC techniques the 

specification limits are often perceived to be easier to interpret.  

Using the principles obtained from section 3.3, an X-bar and R-chart was used for the 

results from the unloaded dynamometer only coastdowns. This is because there are three 

runs within each test, so the results are easily grouped. I and MR charts had to be used 

for the results from the inertia and losses calibrations, since there is just one result per 

test. For the losses tests, the loss force at a fixed speed, 80km\h was chosen and 

calculated. This was done because the result from the test is a set of coefficients which 

cannot be processed within the SPC framework. Instead of using the entire history of 

results from each dynamometer to calculate the SPC limits, a moving window of the thirty 

most recent tests was used. This is because the entire history of results contains many 

results which are known outliers, for example from dynamometer commissioning and to 

write a visual basic code to automatically exclude these outliers would be a difficult task, 

beyond the scope of this thesis. To calculate the SPC limits a standard template was 

created across several hidden pages of the Dynamometer Dashboard, this was populated 

via the visual basic code with the thirty most recent results and embedded formulae within 

the page were used to calculate the SPC limits which were copied across to a data saving 

page for use later. These working pages were hidden following the completion of the 

processing. In fact the Dynamometer Dashboard contains a total of 17 pages or tabs as 

they are often known. Of which 12 are unhidden and re-hidden each time the dashboard 

is updated and only 5 are permanently visible. To display the results of the SPC 

processing a permanently visible page was created with the SPC charts displayed. A drop 

down box was positioned at the top of this page so that the user could select which 
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dynamometers results to view. This is shown in detail in Figure 9-19 and Figure 9-20 for 

the test cell 1.  
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Figure 9-19: Close up print preview style view of the SPC page 1 from the Dynamometer 

Dashboard.   

Cell 1 
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Figure 9-20: Close up print preview style view of the SPC page 2 from the Dynamometer 

Dashboard.  

Low inertia results (flywheel disengaged)
Spec. limits Defect limits Spec. limits Defect limits 

Target loss force (N) ±Tol. (%) LSL (N) USL (N) ±Tol. (%) LDL (N) UDL (N) Target inertia (kg) ±Tol. (%) LSL (N) USL (N) ±Tol. (%) LDL (N) UDL (N)
65 60% 26.0 104.0 100% 0.0 130.0 680 0.20% 678.6 681.4 1.00% 673.2 686.8

High inertia results (flywheel engaged)
Spec. limits Defect limits Spec. limits Defect limits 

Target loss force (N) ±Tol. (%) LSL (N) USL (N) ±Tol. (%) LDL (N) UDL (N) Target inertia (kg) ±Tol. (%) LSL (N) USL (N) ±Tol. (%) LDL (N) UDL (N)
96 60% 38.4 153.6 100% 0.0 192.0 1580.3 0.20% 1577.1 1583.5 1.00% 1564.5 1596.1

Dynamometer Dashboard version 1.3, created by Ed Chappell, 2012

Dynamometer Dashboard - Statistical Process Control Charts
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The principle behind the design of the SPC plot pages shown in Figure 9-19 and Figure 

9-20 was to show the unloaded coastdown and calibration results. The unloaded 

coastdown results are intended to be an overall dynamometer system check, shown at the 

top of the page with the largest and most visually striking plot. This plot is a specification 

limit plot which shows the results of the dynamometer only coastdown check against the 

specification limits in green and the defect limits in red. Both of these being fixed 

specification limits based off user experience of the staff within the commercial laboratory 

and also on desired targets. Since there are three runs for each dynamometer coastdown 

test, the three runs are plotted using cursors that create a bull’s-eye pattern when they 

align and there is no variability between the runs. A visual check of the plot to see if there 

is variability between the runs is helpful, since a common and easily identifiable error state 

occurs if the dynamometer is too cold, whereby the runs get longer as the test progresses. 

In addition to the specification chart there are also SPC charts for the dynamometer 

coastdowns in the form of I-MR charts which are also shown on page 1 of the SPC plots, 

see Figure 9-19, which use the average total coastdown time from the three runs. These 

serve mainly to assist the visualisation of the data but also allow the user to check the 

results against the SPC criteria highlighted in Table 3-1 as these checks are automated 

and hidden within the visual basic code. On page 2 of the SPC plots, see Figure 9-20 

there are several I-MR charts which show the individual calibration results for the inertia 

and losses calibrations. There are two sets of plots because the older dynamometers 

have two base inertias due to the presence of a clutch controlled flywheel.  

To serve as additional clarification for inexperienced users, a page was added to the 

Dynamometer Dashboard which explains the roadmap to achieving high quality results 

from chassis dynamometers. This roadmap was based on the information and procedures 

shown in the DPEQAP [40] and was tailored to the data available to the Dynamometer 

Dashboard. The roadmap page is shown in Figure 9-21. The roadmap shows how the 

Dynamometer Dashboard can be used to check each stage within the map with respect to 

the validation criteria. If all stages are passed then the dynamometer is regarded as ready 

to test and able to produce high precision and high accuracy results.  
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Figure 9-21: Snapshot of the Dynamometer Dashboard quality assurance roadmap page.  

 
A further feature that was included in the second major release of the Dynamometer 

Dashboard is the test checker which is shown in Figure 9-22. This one page tool allows a 

user to enter a test number and load data from the dynamometers that shows the history 

and status of the dynamometer leading up to and immediately prior to that emissions test. 

This feature was created as experienced users often found themselves having to 

manually navigate the history of results to understand the variability and status of the 

dynamometer for a given test where there might have been a suspected dynamometer 

fault. The same colour highlighting system was used for the dynamometer inertia and loss 

calibration status messages. In addition the elapsed time between the start of the 

emissions test and the last dynamometer calibration, for inertia and losses, is calculated 

by the test checker. If this time falls within the length of a typical shift then the cell is 

highlighted green, if not a yellow highlight is used with corresponding messages in each 

case. A shortened version of the Xbar-R chart from the SPC page was also included, 

although in this case only showing the most recent unloaded coastdown results. Using the 

loss force fit coefficients from the 20 most recent dynamometer calibrations, a new plot 

was included at the bottom of the test checker page. This shows the curve for the most 

recent loss calibration in purple and the previous 20 calibrations in grey. This plot, whilst 

not conforming to traditional SPC formats, was found to be useful to visualise where a 

loss calibration might have gone wrong. The theory being that if the purple line, for the 

most recent calibration, was significantly different in profile or had a substantially different 

y-axis intercept there was likely to be something wrong with that calibration.  
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Figure 9-22: Snapshot of the Dynamometer Dashboard test checker page with an example 

test from Cell 12 loaded to show the typical results that are displayed.  

Cell 12 

Cell 12 
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Once the author had got the Dynamometer Dashboard fully written, de-bugged and 

running within the commercial laboratory it proved a very useful tool for dynamometer 

quality control which is still in active use. Usage of the Dynamometer Dashboard generally 

fell into two modes, prevention and post test analysis.  

Once the Dynamometer Dashboard was up and running it proved very useful and the 

following are some examples of typical usage cases where the dynamometer dashboard 

enabled improved precision within the commercial laboratory. The Dynamometer 

Dashboard was kept frequently updated and often checked at the start of each shift so 

that any warnings or defects were investigated before testing started. This is probably the 

most common usage case. Warnings in these circumstances were typically a result of the 

operator forgetting to warm and calibrate the dynamometer prior to use. This would result 

in a warning that the most recent calibration on that dynamometer was out of date and 

was easily rectified with a gentle reminder to the operator in that test cell. Unsurprisingly 

instances of these reduced as operators became more aware that they were easily 

highlighted within the Dynamometer Dashboard. This improved precision by making the 

dynamometer state more consistent each shift, given that other noise factors were still 

varying it was not possible to see this within the CO2 emissions results, however the 

author reasons that the consistent usage will result in higher precision from the 

dynamometer at least.  

Mechanical issues with the dynamometers were also easily highlighted by the 

Dynamometer Dashboard, for example a negative result for the loss force fit on cell 11 

was seen via the Dynamometer Dashboard and when investigated it was found that there 

was insufficient hydrostatic lift on the dynamometer bearings causing an offset to the load 

cell reading. Testing was therefore stopped and the fault rectified. When repaired the 

precision of the calibration results from cell 11 was noticeably improved. Again the impact 

of this was not seen in CO2 emissions, but clearly the improved calibration precision will 

result in higher precision of the vehicle loading. Although an example was not witnessed 

by the author, it would also be possible to identify failing bearings via the increase in loss 

force. Aside from mechanical failures, sometimes operators would run an unloaded 

coastdown at the start of a shift but not warm and calibrate the dynamometer. This would 

be obvious if the dynamometer had been idle during the preceding night shift, because the 

coastdown results would be much shorter than the target time and the three runs would 

be converging in time towards the target as the dynamometer warmed.  

For post-test analysis the test checker tool was most useful. Several examples were seen 

by the author where a laboratory client had achieved an unusual emissions result from a 

particular test and had contacted the quality team for an answer. A common 
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misconception is that these issues were caused by the dynamometer and often, having 

run the test checker tools, it was clear that the dynamometer was in a good state for the 

shift where the emissions test was completed. Often in these cases, when other analysis 

tools were used to investigate the historical coastdown results from that vehicle it was 

found that the vehicle was not behaving consistently due to a mechanical issue or as was 

often the case because experimenters were changing calibration variables too frequently 

on the vehicle without validating baseline conditions. Other times, although less 

frequently, it was obvious from the test checker that the dynamometer was not in a proper 

state when the client’s test was completed and therefore the loading on the vehicle was 

not as desired. In this case corrective actions could be taken, if they had not already been 

prompted by complementary warnings on the dynamometer Dashboard front screen so 

that when the test was repeated the dynamometer status was within the specification and 

SPC limits.  

However by far the most striking impact of the Dynamometer Dashboard was only 

apparent when the history of dynamometer unloaded coastdown results were studied. By 

examining a window of unloaded coastdown test results from all dynamometers for 3 

months after the implementation of the Dynamometer Dashboard and for a 3 month 

window prior to its implementation it was found that the precision of unloaded coastdown 

results was nearly halved; the coefficient of variation in total coastdown time dropping 

from 6.64 to 3.97%. The resulting distribution of coastdown times, as shown in Figure 

9-23 is narrower and has a higher peak value of frequency.    

 

 
Figure 9-23: Distribution of unloaded (dynamometer only) coastdown times before and after 

the implementation of the Dynamometer Dashboard within the commercial laboratory. 
 

Post 
dashboard 
Mean = 121.9s 
Std Dev = 4.84s 
CoV = 3.97% 
N = 1160 
 
Pre dashboard 
Mean = 123.5s 
Std Dev = 8.20s 
CoV = 6.64% 
N = 702 
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The significant improvement in precision of unloaded coastdown times really 

demonstrates the impact of the Dynamometer Dashboard. Since these coastdowns are 

performed without a vehicle and serve only to validate the status of the dynamometer it 

was not possible to relate these results back to an improvement in the precision of CO2 

emissions. However the DPEQAP roadmap shows that unloaded coastdown time is a 

useful metric for determining the quality of the dynamometer and it stands to reason that 

an improvement in CO2 emissions would follow if all other factors were controlled at the 

same time.  

9.9. Chapter Summary and Conclusions 
 
In this chapter the primary sources of imprecision from the chassis dynamometers were 

examined. An automated statistical process control tool was developed for ensuring that 

the DPEQAP procedures are controlling the dynamometer precision. From this work the 

following conclusions are drawn: 

 The DPEQAP and EPA quality procedures defined a useful benchmark standard 

for verifying the chassis dynamometer. However to achieve the highest precision it 

is necessary to go beyond these standards and many manufacturers are now able 

to offer dynamometers that are capable of achieving such high levels of precision 

and accuracy. For example a load cell calibration may now only be contributing to 

a CO2 error in the region of ±0.0126%.  

 Errors from loss calibrations can be minimised by advancements in chassis 

dynamometer design that reduce the absolute magnitude of the losses. Care is still 

needed to ensure that the curve fitting algorithm has produced sensible results 

which can be checked through SPC validation techniques.  

 A great deal of attention is required to monitor the procedural usage of the 

dynamometer to ensure that dynamometers with high frictional losses are 

adequately warmed prior to operation.  

 SPC tools are most useful in the application of monitoring the health and status of 

dynamometers and it is recommended that these techniques are implemented in 

any chassis dynamometer laboratory. These tools reduce the number of defective 

tests thereby improving precision and making financial savings for a commercial 

laboratory.  

 Coastdown testing to validate the load applied by the dynamometer is the industry 

standard procedure for validating dynamometer load and is useful in this respect, 

however it must be considered that it does not fully represent the driving modes 
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during a NEDC test and perhaps even less so for the future WLTP cycle. The 

coastdown method therefore, effectively only evaluates the dynamometer road 

load portion of the applied load and does not fully validate the inertia simulation 

portion of the applied force. This shows that it is important to validate the response 

time of the chassis dynamometer control system and the results of base inertia 

calibration via the use of SPC techniques.    

 The modern chassis dynamometer is capable of achieving the required precision 

and accuracy for modern high precision testing. However this can only be 

achieved when the necessary attention is paid to the procedural usage of the 

dynamometer and to the calibration of the dynamometer systems. 
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Chapter 10. Conclusions  
 

10.1. Summary  
 
The research in this thesis has looked at the key sources of noise for imprecision in CO2 

emissions from chassis dynamometer tests, including methods to improve and control 

these factors culminating in demonstrations of improvements. Chapter 1 has introduced 

the subject area and outlined the aims and objectives of the work. Chapter 2 reviews the 

literature in this field and identifies the key sources of imprecision from chassis 

dynamometer tests. Chapter 3 reviews statistical methods for improving and validating 

test precision. Chapter 4 looks at the best that can be achieved in current practice and 

poses a universal methodology for the use of response modelling for post-test verification 

of noise factor control along with the correction of CO2 emissions results.  Chapter 5 looks 

at the standard of precision that is typically achieved in a commercial setting, including a 

data mining study. Chapter 6 begins four chapters that study the most significant noise 

factors in detail by looking at the vehicle electrical system. Chapter 7 considers driver 

behaviour, Chapter 8 procedural factors and Chapter 9 the chassis dynamometer. Finally 

Chapter 10 summarises and draws conclusions from the research.  

10.2. Conclusions 
 
The conclusions from the work presented in this thesis are presented against the 

objectives that were laid out in Chapter 1. The main outcomes are presented in line with 

the overall aim of the thesis.  

1. “Review the literature relating to sources of imprecision and inaccuracy for chassis 

dynamometer based vehicle tests. Use existing data to attempt to rank the sources 

and establish the factors that have the largest impact on variability of CO2 

emissions.” 

The primary sources of imprecision in CO2 emissions that are covered in the 

literature have been reviewed in five main areas; the vehicle electrical system, 

driver behaviour, the chassis dynamometer, procedural factors and the emissions 

measurement system. The key noise factors in the electrical system are the 

auxiliary loads and battery charging with effects to the CO2 emissions covering a 

large possible range from 1 to 50%. The key noise factors for driver behaviour are 

speed error and gear changing with CO2 effects of up to 5.5 and 4.5% 

respectively. There is much scope for further work to classify driver behaviour and 

to analyse the usefulness of the newly published SAE J2951 drive quality 
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standard. The noise factors from the chassis dynamometer are comparatively well 

understood in the literature with sensitivities in the region of 0.65% CO2 per 1% 

change in road load. Procedural factors are numerous but are generally recorded 

to have small individual effects in the region of a few percent. The emissions 

measurement system is an important area but is not within the scope of this thesis.    

2. “Examine statistical methods for determining confidence in small differences 

between results and explore the application of regression modelling to chassis 

dynamometer testing” 

High statistical confidence in experimental results is best achieved by improving 

the precision of the measurements which is the key motivator for the research 

presented in this thesis. Six sigma and process control techniques have shown 

that for complex multiple input single output systems, such as chassis 

dynamometer FC tests, precision of the output measurement can only be 

improved by controlling all the important input factors. An improvement in just one 

factor is unlikely to show a significant improvement in the output result. It has been 

demonstrated that statistical process control tools are useful to identify if these key 

input factors are under control once improvements are implemented.  

3. “Understand the current best practice for high precision chassis dynamometer 

testing by analysing data recorded from a series of chassis dynamometer 

emissions tests were the knowledge and recommended tolerances gained from 

the literature are implemented.”  

The suggested tolerances and controls from the literature and from the study 

published by Brace et. al. [8] were successfully implemented during a chassis 

dynamometer based FC trial, achieving the target 0.5% CoV for the FC results and 

in some cases bettering this to 0.2%. From the use of regression response 

modelling it was shown that no recorded noise factors varied in such a way that 

effected the FC results. It was shown that regression response modelling can be 

universally applied to chassis dynamometer test plans to determine if known 

factors are adequately controlled. In addition if a known factor does cause a 

significant effect on fuel consumption this method can be used to correct for the 

effect of noise factors providing a good fit can be obtained for the response model.  

4. “Understand the standard practice in industry by gathering historical data from a 

commercial laboratory. Perform a data mining exercise to identify any sources of 

imprecision that are exposed by this data.” 
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Historic data from a commercial laboratory was analysed and it was found that the 

basic level of variability was relatively high, the CoV of total bag CO2 emissions 

being approximately 2.5%, some five times higher than was achieved in the high 

precision study. Very few of the known important noise factors which had a 

significant effect on the CO2 emissions were recorded as part of the standard suite 

of vehicle and emissions logging equipment. Response models were constructed 

using the available data and although these had a relatively poor level of fit, the 

coefficient of determination being between 0.432 and 0.802, these did indicate that 

coastdown time, dynamometer run time status, air humidity and soak time were of 

some importance. Despite the introduction of additional logging, in the form of 

ECU DAQ, to achieve the response model with a coefficient of determination of 

0,802, there is still approximately 20% of the variability in the CO2 emissions that 

remains unexplained and uncontrolled.  

5. “Guided by the findings from the literature perform detailed studies into the most 

significant sources of imprecision, identifying the root causes of their effects, 

proposing methods to improve the precision and if possible demonstrating these 

methods by controlling the factors.”  

From the literature, the most important noise factors were classified as being part 

of four main groups; the vehicle electrical system, driver behaviour, procedural 

factors and the chassis dynamometer machine. Studies were therefore conducted 

in each of these areas and the following conclusions are drawn from each area. 

Vehicle electrical system  

Sources of imprecision from the vehicle electrical system fall into two areas, 

auxiliary loads and SLI battery charging. An experimental study of auxiliary loads 

on a relatively simple vehicle found that the largest are from the air conditioning 

system, HVAC blower, headlamps and heated rear window. By measuring the 

steady state CO2 emissions, a linear fit with a gradient of 2.3 kJ/s fuel energy per 

kJ/s electrical energy was determined between the average change in electrical 

power from auxiliary loads and the change average modal consumed fuel power. 

For the test vehicle in question, with no loads switched on, the engine was 

consuming 120kJ/s fuel energy and with the highest electrical load switched on 

this was increased to around 700kJ/s. If all electrical auxiliary loads are switched 

on simultaneously the change in CO2 emissions is vast. Testing showed a change 

in the hot test CO2 emissions of 43% for the test vehicle in question. On a separate 

test vehicle the effect of charging the SLI battery pre-test on CO2 emissions was 

found to be 2.2% at 95% confidence. Charging the battery is also beneficial in 
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improving the precision of the alternator load during subsequent emissions tests, 

although this did not translate to the bag CO2 emissions. A linear fit of the data 

with a gradient of 3.1 kJ/test fuel energy per kJ/test alternator energy was 

developed between the change in alternator energy during the test and the change 

in consumed fuel energy. The difference between the two gradients, which were 

2.3 and 3.1 respectively, was due to vehicle technology differences. Battery 

charging was found to improve the precision and also simultaneously reduce the 

mean CO2 emissions, meaning there was little effect on the CoV. All these findings 

showed that recording the alternator and battery current is essential and that 

ensuring minimal pre-test vehicle disturbances are important if the SLI battery is 

not being charged.  

Driver behaviour 

A study of a relatively simple change to the driver’s aid, where by the legal speed 

tolerances are not displayed reduced the standard deviation of CO2 emissions by 

43.5%. An analysis of driver behaviour metrics showed that SAE J2951 primary 

metrics, EER, ER along with the supplementary metric, the ASCR, can be 

insensitive to certain changes in driver behaviour. Instead the SAE 2951 

supplementary metric, the RMSSE, along with the newly defined CASE metric and 

the SAE primary DR metric proved to be more effective tools to understand the 

driver style differences in the experiment conducted on the driver aid change. The 

RMSSE and CASE metrics were on average reduced, when the tolerances were 

not displayed, by 12.8 and 11.1% respectively. These changes were significant 

when tested at a 95% confidence level. Despite the SAE J2951 standard 

recommending their metrics as one-number end of test metrics, it was found that 

useful additional insight can be gleamed from using the metrics as instantaneous 

tools. Of the two metrics found to be most sensitive to the changes in drive style in 

this study, which were the RMSSE and CASE; the CASE metric is more indicative 

as an instantaneous driver feedback tool. This is because the CASE is not 

unstable at the beginning of the test and is not damped at the end of the test 

thereby showing more uniform sensitivity with time. 

Procedural 

Studies of the most significant procedural factors showed that tyre pressures can 

be relatively easily controlled provided the tyre pressures are correctly set prior to 

the start of any test sequence. In a commercial environment frequent checking of 

tyre pressures by multiple operators with multiple gauges is likely to introduce 

more variability than not checking at all, for a relatively short duration test 
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sequence. Ambient conditions, such as temperature can be relatively easily 

controlled providing suitable plant is installed with sufficient power capacity to 

achieve a temperature tolerance range of 2.5°C which according to the literature 

would cause a change in CO2 emissions of less than 0.5%. 

Chassis dynamometer 

The causes of imprecision from the chassis dynamometer are well understood and 

documented within the EPA attachment A and DPEQAP procedures. An 

automated SPC dashboard tool was therefore developed to ensure the important 

factors are controlled. This was demonstrated to be highly beneficial in a 

commercial testing lab, resulting in an improvement in the unloaded coastdown 

precision from 6.64 to 3.97% CoV. The traditional method for validating the road 

load applied to a vehicle is the coastdown test, however it was shown that this test 

does not fully represent the driving modes of an NEDC test. The coastdown 

method effectively only evaluates the dynamometer road load portion of the 

applied load and does not fully validate the inertia simulation portion of the applied 

force. This shows that it is important to validate the response time of the chassis 

dynamometer control system and the results of base inertia calibration via the use 

of SPC techniques described. By implementing automated coastdown testing the 

precision of coastdown times was improved by a factor of approximately two.  

The aim of this thesis was to identify the sources of imprecision affecting vehicle fuel 

consumption measurements from chassis dynamometer tests, to understand the 

fundamental physical mechanisms that cause these factors to be important, to propose 

and finally if possible demonstrate methods for controlling these sources. The following 

points summarise the main sources of imprecision and the control methods proposed 

through this research.  

 Vehicle electrical system, which can be controlled by:  

o Charging the SLI battery between tests for research work 

o Not using auxiliary devices 

o Installing current measurement devices on the vehicle 

 Driver behaviour, which can be controlled by: 

o Removing the tolerances from the driver’s aid 

o Recording accelerator pedal data 

o Calculating metrics that allow for classification of driver behaviour 
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 Procedural, which can be controlled by:  

o Tyre pressures can be controlled by limiting the number of checks and 
installing measurement devices 

o Installing plant to control ambient conditions, temperature and pressure, to 
a high precision 

 Chassis dynamometer, which can be controlled by: 

o Using modern dynamometers with low parasitic losses 

o Following the DPEQAP procedures 

o Implementing SPC tools to validate dynamometer quality status  

o Critically evaluating the response time of the dynamometer  

 
The impact of the research presented in this thesis is summarised in Figure 10-1 which 

shows that the precision in the output, namely the CO2 emissions, has been improved 

from 2.6 to 0.4% as measured by the coefficient of variation. This is shown in the red and 

green bars of Figure 10-1. A chassis dynamometer emissions test is a complex system 

with multiple input factors varying simultaneously. As such individual input factors cannot 

always be directly correlated to output CO2 emissions. Figure 10-1 therefore also shows 

the baseline level of precision in the important noise factors, expressed by the coefficient 

of variation for a suitable input factor metric, and then the improved precision that has 

been achieved through the demonstration of the control methods discussed in this thesis. 

These are shown in the dark and light blue bars on Figure 10-1. These dark and light blue 

bars shows that substantial improvements in precision have been demonstrated in the 

fields of driver behaviour and the chassis dynamometer. There is clearly large variability in 

the vehicle electrical system from the battery charging and auxiliary loads, however only a 

very small improvement in precision was seen from the battery charging because 

although the standard deviation of alternator energy was reduced the mean was also 

reduced at the same time.  Further work is needed to measure the improved precision 

from the implementation of the recommendations from this research regarding electrical 

auxiliaries and tyre inflation pressure. In addition Figure 10-1 shows via the grey bars, 

those noise factors that can have a significant effect on the result of individual emissions 

tests by quantifying the predicted percentage change in CO2 emissions from maximum 

perturbation of each factor. Of these factors the numerous ancillary electrical loads have 

by far the largest potential impact on CO2 emissions, followed by ambient conditions, 

pedal busyness, battery charging and dynamometer losses calibrations. With further 

experiments it would be possible to measure the distribution of these noise factors shown 
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by the grey bars of Figure 10-1 and therefore replot them as light and dark blue bars with 

data for the precision of the relevant input metrics, but these data were not available.  

 

 
Figure 10-1: Summary of the measured improvements made to the precision and the 

measured maximum effect of key noise factors made by the author in this thesis. The red 
bar shows the level of precision of CO2 emissions before the work started and the green bar 

shows the level of precision of CO2 emissions achieved through this work, both on the 
primary y-axis. The blue bars show the precision of input factors measured through metrics 
with the baseline shown in dark blue and the improvement in light blue, both on the primary 
y-axis. The grey bars show on the secondary y-axis the maximum effect of individual noise 

factors possible during one emissions test.  
 

Through this research three major contributions have been made to the state of the art. 

Firstly, from the work on driver behaviour an extension is proposed to the Society of 

Automotive Engineers J2951 drive quality metric standard to include the a newly 

developed Cumulative Absolute Speed Error metric and to suggest that metrics are 

reviewed across the duration of a test to identify differences in driving behaviours during a 

test that do not cause a change to the end of test result. Secondly, the need to instrument 

the vehicle and test cell to record variability in the key noise factors has been 

demonstrated. Thirdly, a universal method has been developed and published from this 

research, to use response modelling techniques for the validation of test repeatability and 

the correction of CO2 emissions. 
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10.3. Outlook and further work 
 
The research from this thesis has prompted the start of a number of further research 

programmes and significant research equipment funding for the PVRC at the University of 

Bath.  

Specifically the research from this thesis helped underpin the submission and argue the 

case for a successful £2 million ESPRC equipment grant, number EP/K040391/1, to 

upgrade the chassis dynamometer test facility at the University of Bath.  

Following the conclusions from this thesis, further research work that could be undertaken 

is suggested below:  

 The noise factors for which a sample of normal variability was not taken in this 

research could be revisited to enable the full verification of the improvement made 

in precision through this research.  

 The installation of wheel torque transducers on a vehicle would enable the loading 

on the vehicle to be measured both accurately and instantaneously during an 

emissions test. The measured torque could be fed into the chassis dynamometer 

controller and used to adjust the dynamometer speed to achieve the exact 

theoretically required load at the vehicle wheels. If successful this would alleviate 

the issue of the coastdown test not being fully representative of the NEDC driving 

modes and would negate the need to control the tyre condition. This proposal was 

included the EPSRC equipment grant, number EP/K040391/1, and will be carried 

out during late 2015.  

 A real time driver feedback display could be prototyped using the SAE and CASE 

metrics. If successful this would enable a driver to control to both vehicle speed 

and also their energy use during an emissions test.  

 Given the increased penetration of current measurement devices on production 

vehicles, the feasibility of interrogating these should be examined. If successful 

this would enable to control of electrical variability without the need to additional 

costly instrumentation to be installed or vehicles to be modified substantially.   
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